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Coronavirus and the sex toy 
market - Samir Saraiya analyses 
the effects of the pandemic

Patricia Cervantes Santana  and 
Alma Ramirez Acosta tell us 
about Frida, the first product from 
up-and-coming company Vibio

Elsa Viegas, designer and 
co-founder of Bijoux Indiscrets, 
presents new additions to the 
SLOW SEX collection

It has been a very busy year for 
Pipedream Products as we learn in 
our interview with Annika Scherer

The Orgie brand has big plans 
for 2021 - Raquel Shaw tells us 
more in our interview

LELO‘s Global Brand Manager 
Sara Kranjčec Jukić looks back 
at the year 2020

British company Spicy 
Affair brings the hi 
massager to Europe

Lucas Hartmann 
presents Exo, a 
unique sex toy for 
the transgender 
community
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In her new role, Delevingne will use 
her voice and platform to inspire and 

encourage humans to embrace their 
sexuality with positivity and confidence, 
sharing their unified values of unapologeti-
cally celebrating 
sexual explorati-
on and working 
to destigmatize 
sexuality. Spe-
aking on the 
announcement, 
Delevingne 
explained, “Lora 
DiCarlo’s vision 
represents so 
much of what 
I stand for – 
women-led, 
femme-focused, 
and pleasure 
inclusive. I am 
so excited to 
step into this 
role as com-
pany co-owner 
and Creative Advisor, and contribute in a 
creative capacity with Lora and her team. 
Their award-winning products are rede-
fining how people explore, experience, 
and take ownership of their pleasure.” As 
co-owner, Delevingne will help amplify 
Lora DiCarlo’s brand recognition through 

creative initiatives, including marketing 
campaigns and collaborating with the 
in-house engineering team to support 
product development. Additionally, she 
will work closely with Lora DiCarlo founder 

and CEO, Lora 
Haddock DiCar-
lo, on creative 
content de-
velopment and 
overall brand 
strategy. “What 
we love about 
Cara is that she 
aligns with Lora 
DiCarlo’s overall 
mission, which 
is to destigma-
tize the taboos 
surrounding 
sexual health 
and wellness 
in broader 
society today,” 
said founder 
and CEO, Lora 

Haddock DiCarlo. “Cara is unapologetic, 
approachable, comfortable in her skin and 
she champions the cause of women’s 
sexual health. She will add authenticity by 
sharing her own experience as a genuine 
Lora DiCarlo customer, and now a partner 
of the brand.”  

Bend, USA - Lora DiCarlo, the woman-led, award-winning sexual wellness and technology 

company, announced today that actress, model, and style icon, Cara Delevingne has joined 

their team as co-owner and Creative Advisor. 

Cara Delevingne joins 
Lora DiCarlo as co-owner
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I don’t mean to presume 
but I am pretty sure that 
many of us are eager to 
finally leave this year behind 
that has brought us coron-
avirus and not much else. 
Since February, Europe has 
been in the stranglehold 
of the pandemic. But now 
there is seemingly a light 
at the end of the tunnel as 
we hear about promising 
vaccines that may become 
available very soon. If that’s 
not a reason for optimism, 
I don’t know what is. And 
we could all use a little 
optimism right now as we 
recharge our batteries over 
the holidays and prepare 
for a new and hopefully 
better year. On behalf of 
everybody at Mediatain-
ment Publishing Verlags 
GmbH, we want to wish 
you happy holidays and a 
terrific start into the new 
year. And most importantly: 
We wish you the best of 
health! Thank you to our 
readers all over the world 
for their trust and support, 
thank you to our advertising 
clients and business part-
ners for being a pleasure to 
work with. And to everybo-
dy in this wonderful industry 
of ours: EAN wishes you 
a ton of success for the 
upcoming year, and we will 
be right there with you to 
keep you up to date on the 
latest developments in the 
industry as ‚Europe‘s first 
choice for the erotic trade.‘

That‘s it for this year!
Matthias Johnson

letter from the editor
The actress ,  model ,  and sty le icon jo ins woman-led Sextech company in  key roleDear readers



Ladies and Gentlemen
Dear business partners
Members of the industry

The year 2020 is coming to a close, 
and looking back, 
it has been a year 

full of unusual, 
unfortunate circumstances 

as many have suffered 
from sickness, uncertainty, 

and economic troubles. 

We all hope that things 
will change for the better next year, 

and news of a vaccine against Covid-19 
are definitely a reason to be optimistic about a gradual return to normalcy.

“Best of health” is a phrase that has become much more meaningful over the course of 
the past months, and we definitely wish you the best of health as we enter this new year.

Also, in spite of everything that has been going 
on, let’s make the holidays a time of tranquillity 

and happiness with our families and loved ones. 
2021 will be better, and that’s something in 

which we all can take solace.

We look forward to seeing you again, and until then, 
we thank you for your dedication and the great cooperation.

Have a merry Christmas and a happy New Year!

Yours truly
The Mediatainment Publishing team
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The Ergo-Fit G-Pulse equips your hips 
with a dual-ended pleasure in the 

form of a strapless harness equipped with 
powerful vibes and unique clitoral pulsing, 
plus an inflatable vaginal bulb that keeps 
it securely in place. The thick, velvety, 
subtly-curved shaft and phallic head 
provide a satisfying fill for the receiving 
partner the vaginal bulb stays firmly in 
place via XR Brands’ exclusive Ergo-Fit 
technology: the inflatable bulb enables 
the wearer to gently find the perfect size 
of fill in their vagina to keep this powerful 
product in place without a harness. Each 
function and the vaginal bulb inflation can 
be controlled via the easy-to-use buttons 
on the base, as well as on the included 
wireless remote control. With 3 powerful 
speeds and 7 patterns of vibration in the 
phallic shaft, as well as 10 intense clitoral 
pulsing actions that stimulate the wearer, 
the Ergo-Fit G-Pulse offers nearly endless 
pleasure possibilities.  “The original 

Mainz-Kastel, Germany - The RelaXxxx Sil-
ver Light Anal Plug makes the butt light up. 
The unique plug can display three different 
light designs at the push of a button, which 
light up at different intervals. Thanks to the 
smooth surface of the plug and its tapered 

Ergo-Fit inflatable strapless strap-on 
was a huge hit and made waves in the 
strap-on category, and we’re so excited 
to bring retailers the Ergo-Fit G-Pulse,” 
XR Brands President Rebecca Weinberg 
said. “We believe this product represents 
the future of strapless strap-on technolo-
gy, thanks to its inflatable bulb that allows 
users to customize their fit. And with the 
addition of clitoral pulsation and vibration, 
the Ergo-Fit G-Pulse promises to make 
a big impression on shoppers who are 
always on the lookout for new, innovative 
products.” 
The Ergo-Fit G-Pulse is rechargeable 
with an included USB charging cable 
and is made with premium phthalate 
free silicone for a luxurious, velvety, and 
body-safe feel. The product is designed 
with IPX6 waterproofing for ease of 
cleaning and use in the shower or bath. 
Packaging is designed for eye-catching 
slatwall or shelf display. 

tip, insertion is particularly comfortable and 
the plug is very pleasant to wear. The 7.5 
cm long RelaXxxx Silver Light Anal Plug is 
made of nickel-free chrome. Its diameter 
is 2.5 cm. The batteries are included in the 
set. Available at MVW.  

Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is now shipping the next level of strap-on play innova-

tion: the 10X Remote Control Ergo-Fit G-Pulse Inflatable and Vibrating Strapless Strap-on. 

XR Brands intros Ergo-Fit G-Pulse Infla-
table & Vibrating Strapless Strap-on 

The RelaXxxx Silver Light 
Anal Plug brings light into the dark

N E W S

New edit ion of  famed Ergo-Fit  inf latable strapless strap-on equipped with c l i tora l  pulsat ion
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The sexy new S8 4-in-1 Dessert Lube is 
now ready to order at SCALA in multiple 

indulgent flavors. The quality formula is fully 
kissable, meaning you can savor its delicious 
flavor when drizzled over your partner‘s body. 
Furthermore, the formula is gently heating, 
teasing the skin with delightful warmth. S8 
4-in-1 also provides a long-lasting glide that 
can be enjoyed during a sexy massage, or 

as lubrication for 
intercourse. The new 
S8 4-in-1 Dessert Lube 
comes in 3 irresistible 
flavors: Chocolate 
Salted Caramel Lava 
Cake, Tropical Pina 
Colada Slush, and 

Vanilla Strawberry Whipped Cream. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands -The new 4-in-1 Dessert Lube by S8 is the perfect foreplay choice to heat things up! This high-quality, 

body-safe formula is a sensual treat that all lovers can enjoy: making it the perfect up-sell item with any naughty purchase!

The multi-sensory pleasure of S8’s 4-in-1 Dessert Lube
SCALA



We are a producer and supplier to the adult industry 
worldwide, and we have been in the business for 
over 20 years. We are looking for an export manager 
to service and develop current customers, as well as 
adding new customers to our list of partners. We 
are based in Denmark,  but you could manage the 
job from most European countries, since our key 
customers are in central Europe/UK. We also do have 
customers around the world including, south Africa, 
Australia and USA. We stand for reliability, quality and 
relentless service.

Preferably you are already in the industry, and know 
your way around it, with a good personal relationship 
to the key partners. Most likely you have attended 
Erofame already, and know your way around this event 
as well. It would of course be a great plus if you know 
customers we are not supplying, that you can convert 
due to your history. Your age and seniority may vary, 
but we want a serious and “grown up” person who like 
to work as an independent, and has the self-discipline 
and drive, necessary to succeed as “self-employed”. 
We are looking for a full time, long term partnership, 
based on trust and respect. Likeable and outgoing, 
but also able to seal the deal and prioritize your time 
intelligently. You like to travel, and be out and about.

Strong brands who have proven their place in the 
market and continues to expand the platform. A 
strong and vibrant support from “home office”, which 
also listens to the changing demands of the market, 
and adapts quickly. Huge potential to develop 
customer base. An informal, humoristic atmosphere, 
but performance is of course still main focus. Salary 
depends of course on several factors, but ball park 
5-7.000€. Company language is English. You can begin 
ASAP.

Please send resume and recommendations to:  
email@jesbm.dk

BtB Key account
for Maleedge and Jes-extender!

Who are We? Who are you? What do We offer?

EXPLORE YOURSELFLEADING MEN

TM

male Edge Jes HALF AD.indd   1 09/11/2020   10:48:41

With CalExotics’ remote control 
vibes, the pleasurable possibilities 

are simply endless! CalExotics: “With 
incredible functions, body-safe materials, 
and extended range, these remote control 
toys are pure must-haves! The Silicone 
Remote Foreplay Set allows for multiple 
ways to play. This 4-piece set includes 
a self stimulator, enhancement ring, and 
2 independent remotes. Use all pieces 
together as independent frequencies 
control each remote. The Remote Control 
Lace Thong Set includes a stretch-to-fit 
lace thong with adjustable ties. It also 
comes complete with a discreet remote 

Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - Co-
becos’ popular Oral Joy in new packaging 
still tastes like more! This soft and easy 
spreadable gel is available in three different 
sensual aromas: Strawberry, Tropical, and 
Vanilla. Oral Joy is especially for everyone, 
who wants to experience more fun and 
pleasure during oral sex. The redesigned 
packaging and new bottle add a new look 
and feel, and improved usability.Oral Joy 
has been very successful over the years. 
As the success keeps continuing, Cobeco 

control stimulator that fits perfectly into the 
thongs secret pocket. The Lock-N-Play™ 
Remote Pulsating Panty Teaser offers an 
incredible feature unlike any other remote 
control toy, pinpoint thumping pulsations! 
The petite panty teaser also features 
CalExotics’ panty lock technology. The 
design’s 2 magnetic tabs allow you to 
securely attach the teaser to your panties. 
This puts the pleasure right where you 
want it.” The new CalExotics remote 
style toys offer multiple intense vibration 
functions, are made of body-safe silicone, 
can be used in or out of the water, and are 
USB rechargeable. 

wanted to give the Oral Joy products a 
more up-to-date design. With this new 
design, Oral Joy will keep up with the 
rosy future in 2021. Besides the packa-
ge design, the bottle has changed to a 
bigger bottle with a new pump for more 
user-friendliness. The bigger bottle design 
improves Oral Joy’s usability and fits better 
in the hand, thanks to the elongated sha-
pe. Combined with a new pump for better 
application, it will enable to use the Oral 
Joy products easier and one-handed.  

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Take your remote control pleasure to the next level with  

CalExotic’s newest arrivals! These remote control toys are perfect for solo or couples play. 

You can use them on vacation, on a date, or at work: anytime and anywhere you desire... 

Remote Control fun from CalExotics 

The redesigned Oral Joy – 
for more oral fun and pleasure

N E W S

Exclus ively  at  SCALA
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We are a producer and supplier to the adult industry 
worldwide, and we have been in the business for 
over 20 years. We are looking for an export manager 
to service and develop current customers, as well as 
adding new customers to our list of partners. We 
are based in Denmark,  but you could manage the 
job from most European countries, since our key 
customers are in central Europe/UK. We also do have 
customers around the world including, south Africa, 
Australia and USA. We stand for reliability, quality and 
relentless service.

Preferably you are already in the industry, and know 
your way around it, with a good personal relationship 
to the key partners. Most likely you have attended 
Erofame already, and know your way around this event 
as well. It would of course be a great plus if you know 
customers we are not supplying, that you can convert 
due to your history. Your age and seniority may vary, 
but we want a serious and “grown up” person who like 
to work as an independent, and has the self-discipline 
and drive, necessary to succeed as “self-employed”. 
We are looking for a full time, long term partnership, 
based on trust and respect. Likeable and outgoing, 
but also able to seal the deal and prioritize your time 
intelligently. You like to travel, and be out and about.

Strong brands who have proven their place in the 
market and continues to expand the platform. A 
strong and vibrant support from “home office”, which 
also listens to the changing demands of the market, 
and adapts quickly. Huge potential to develop 
customer base. An informal, humoristic atmosphere, 
but performance is of course still main focus. Salary 
depends of course on several factors, but ball park 
5-7.000€. Company language is English. You can begin 
ASAP.

Please send resume and recommendations to:  
email@jesbm.dk

BtB Key account
for Maleedge and Jes-extender!

Who are We? Who are you? What do We offer?

EXPLORE YOURSELFLEADING MEN

TM
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The masks are 3 ply, 100% cotton, machine 
washable and include adjustable straps 

for better fit. They are available in black, pink, 
and denim. Each order includes a postcard for 
the customer to write a thank you to frontline 
workers. Once they have written the note, they 
post a photo on their social media using the 
#LOVEMEFROMAFAR to help spread the love 
and gratitude to the people working to keep us 

safe. “During these times, 
it’s especially important 
for us to continue this 
mission of spreading 
love, even if it means 
doing it from a distance”, 
Jacqui Rubinoff, Vice 
President of Eye of Love 
VP, says. 

San Diego, USA - Eye of Love designed face masks that contain the words ‘Love me from Afar.’ For every mask sold, a medi-

cal mask is donated to frontline workers in need. 

Eye of Love’s ‘Love me from Afar’ donation campaign is going strong
#LOVEMEFROMAFAR 
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Flavored with spearmint oil, they provide 
powerful minty freshness to enhance 

clitoral stimulation, oral sex on any gen-
der, or mind-blowing kisses. Additional 
ingredients like Maca, a super food and 
known aphrodisiac, stimulate the clitoris 
and vulva by increasing blood flow and 
sensitivity. The SLOW SEX collection 
takes a cue from the modern holistic sex 
movement, encouraging couples and 
singles to delight in foreplay and mindful 
pleasure as the main bedroom events. 
The line’s erotic yet subdued packaging 

West Hills, USA - Pipedream has 
released two new redeveloped versions 
of their best-selling Moist Personal 
Lubricants: Premium Formula Water-Based 
Lubricant and Backdoor Formula Water-
Based Lubricant. Available in sleek, 130 ml 
bottles with convenient flip-top applicators, 
the reformulated lubes mimic the body’s 
natural lubrication, providing extra slide 
and glide for effortless, long-lasting fun! 
“We know our consumers are craving 
safe and effective personal lubricant, and 
Pipedream has delivered,” says Pipedream 
CEO Matthew Matsudaira. “Our new Moist 
is the premiere trusted personal lubricant 

design features hazy, shimmery artistic 
nudes and dripping-wet close-ups of 
plump lips and soft skin; the perfect 
amount of tease for mainstream and adult 
retail shelves alike. “We strongly belie-
ve that sex is to be enjoyed. It’s about 
having pleasure and giving pleasure,” said 
Viegas. “We’ve reinvented the word fo-
replay and turned it into the most real, 
pleasurable and explosive part of your 
sexual relationship. This collection offers 
your consumers a new and better way to 
have incredible sex.” 

on the market, FDA 510(k) cleared 
and adhering to the highest possible 
production standards.” Both water-
based formulas are FDA-cleared, 510(k) 
compliant, made in the USA, odorless, 
non-staining and condom-compatible. For 
over 20 years, Moist Personal Lubricants 
have been competitively priced best-sellers 
with adult retailers and a trusted brand 
with consumers worldwide. The Backdoor 
Formula Water-Based Lubricant is a 
thicker, longer-lasting formula and can 
be used to substitute or replenish out-
of-stock silicone-based lubricants in the 
assortment.

Barcelona, Spain - Oral Sex Strips round out the SLOW SEX  product line, a collection of 

intimate cosmetics aimed at enhancing foreplay. These paper-thin mint strips are designed 

to melt on the tongue just prior to or during oral sex and steamy make-out sessions. 

Bijoux Indiscrets adds Oral Sex Strips 

Pipedream releases two new 
510(k) & FDA-cleared personal lubricants

N E W S

Expanding the SLOW SEX col lect ion 
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“We’re excited to have more styles in 
the Teacher’s Pet collection,” said 

Andy Green, President of Xgen Products. 
“The skirts are beautifully made and are 
extremely affordable. Retailers will definitely 
want to stock up.” The Schoolgirl Garter 
Skirt is delicately designed with a frilly 
trim and a set of white bowtie suspender 
clips that attach to any pair of hosiery. The 
garter skirt also comes in six sizes, ranging 

London, England - With the current 
Covid-19 crisis and lockdowns causing 
issues and creating many long distance 
relationships, keeping the spark alive and 
finding a way to enjoy some quality inti-
mate time together has become harder. 
This has now got a step easier with the 
launch of the new Frida app control-
led wearable vibrator from Vibio. Frida 
connects to the users’ phone via blue-
tooth. Via the app, users can control the 
intensity and speed of different vibration 
patterns, add their partner to control it re-
gardless of their location and set pleasure 
targets and challenges to explore their 
sexuality together. Frida takes the shame 
and guilt from pleasure and make it a 

from small to 3X/4X. The Sexy Schoolgirl 
Spandex Skirt is exactly what the name 
describes, and comes in two sizes, one-si-
ze and queen-size. Each skirt style comes 
in four color options, turquoise, red, wine 
and pink.“Sometimes you feel nice, and 
sometimes you feel like a naughty school-
girl,” added Green. “Teacher’s Pet has you 
covered in those times you might need just 
a bit of the teacher’s discipline!”  

shareable experience with the objective 
of normalizing it. Frida is: anatomically 
designed (that means it fits where it’s 
supposed to), wearable (the labia hold it 
in place so you can even wear it under 
your panties), double stimulation (for clit, 
labia and opening of the vagina), water-
proof, discreet & lightweight, app-cont-
rolled (turn it on and change the vibration 
settings from a smartphone), for solo play 
or partner play (let someone else take 
control, no matter where they are). As part 
of the development of Frida, Vibio enga-
ged with a number of female consumers 
to ensure that this was a product that 
they wanted and enjoyed. For distribution/
reselling deals please get in touch   

Horsham, USA – The Teacher’s Pet collection has two new styles of skirts available, and 

they are now shipping from Xgen Products.

Xgen Products now shipping new styles 
from Teacher’s Pet

Frida

N E W S

Two new sty les of  sk i rts  avai lable
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From March to September 2020, pjur 
asked his customers about their relati-

onship with pjur. Nearly 2,000 responses 
from customers from more than 30 coun-
tries were evaluated for the final pjur&you 
report. Here are the first six answers. 1. 
Happy relationship with pjur: A narrow 
majority of respondents (49%) states that 
they have had a relationship with pjur for a 
long time. 6% of those are even pjur fans 
from day one in 1995. Another third (39%) 
has known pjur for some time, while 12% 
are only ‘newly in love’ with pjur. It is not 
surprising that almost two thirds (64%) 
judge their relationship with pjur as ‘very 
good’, another third (32%) as ‘good’. 2. 
Customers associate pjur with intimate 
moments - Asked about their connection 
to pjur, customers say they associate the 
brand with intimate moments. As advan-
tages of the brand, they state: pleasant 
feeling during sex (21%), the high prod- uct 
quality (18%) and the long-lasting effect, 

Wadgassen, Germany - The range of 
Malesation brand products is growing: a 
new body lotion made of glycerine is now 
available from ST RUBBER. This water-ba-
sed, transparent and odorless lotion enri-

without getting sticking (19%).  3. First 
contact online or in erotic store - One 
third of respondents said they ‘met’ pjur 
during an online research (37%) or in an 
erotic shop (31%). Ranked third: Personal 
recommendations from friends (16%). 4. 
Lubricant no question of age: Personal 
lubricant can clearly be used at any age, 
the majority (57%) is between 25 and 44 
years old. Just under a third (29%) are bet-
ween 45 and 64 years old. 5. Relationship 
status: Taken - As far as relationship status 
is concerned, most of the respondents are 
already taken: Either in a partnership (31%) 
or married (26%). It seems, that only few 
singles (9%) and freshly in love (8%) have 
discovered the advantages of personal 
lubricants for themselves.  6. Love is love - 
Love comes in all colours and shapes, so 
do the participants of the survey. Although 
the vast majority identify themselves  
as heterosexuals (68%), 15% do so  
as homosexuals.  

ches lovemaking.  If you have any further 
questions, ST RUBBER’s customer service 
will be happy to help under the telephone 
number: +49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit 
the online shop: www.strubbi.com 

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - For 25 years, pjur has provided more feeling, more sensations, 

more adventure and more wellbeing for its customers and has thus become part of their 

love lives. But: Who are the pjur customers? How long have they known pjur? 

pjur publishes first results 
of the pjur&you survey

ST RUBBER expands the Malesation range

N E W S

pjur  customers are loyal  and love the brand’s  pleasant sk in feel ing 
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Made with premium silicone, Heavy 
Hitters are comfortably flexible and 

make it easy for users to find their perfect 
fit and test their limits. 
Heavy Hitters plugs feature an especial-
ly slim neck and base for a secure and 
easy fit with a weighted metal core for a 
pleasantly filled-up feeling. What makes 
Heavy Hitters special is that each plug 
is available in four different bulb widths, 
each with a different weight: Small, 1.2 
inches at 3.3 ounces; Medium, 1.5 inches 
at 5.8 ounces; Large, 1.8 inches at 9.2 
ounces;  and Extra-Large, 2 inches at 
13.4 ounces, allowing users to find the 
perfect size for their butt while exploring 
how much of an upgrade they can take. 
“Heavy Hitters represents yet another 
step forward for anal stimulation products 
that use gravity and the power of weight 

Hanover, Germany - In the face of cons-
tantly rising energy and raw material prices 
and the corona pandemic, some people 
would like to think that these increased 
costs are reflected in purchase prices. But 
there is reason for joy for all commercial 
trading partners, because the JOYDIVI-
SION international AG, manufacturer of 
sensual-erotic lifestyle articles, will not 

to provide pleasure,” XR Brands Presi-
dent Rebecca Weinberg said. “We know 
that today’s savvy adult shoppers want 
more than one-size-fits-all toys; they want 
customized pleasure that doesn’t always 
rely on vibration, and Heavy Hitters offers 
just that. Heavy Hitters is available in a 
range of sizes to choose from and each is 
constructed using smooth silicone on the 
exterior and satisfyingly weighted bulbs 
on the inside, and we expect these plugs 
to make a big impression. ”Heavy Hitters 
plugs measure 6 inches in total length 
with 5.3 insertable inches, a neck length 
of 1.8 inches, a base length of 4.3 inches, 
and a bulb length of 3.5 inches. Heavy 
Hitters are packaged in blue boxes with 
black and white accents and a true-to-
size image of the plug inside – perfect for 
in-store shelf appeal. 

raise prices for the products, consisting of 
a range of over 250 articles. The general 
inflation can be absorbed by stable sales 
and organizational optimizations. The pre-
mium quality of the JOYDIVISION branded 
products from German production will of 
course remain at the usual high level. JOY-
DIVISION will continue to focus on highest 
quality in development and raw materials. 

Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is proud to present their latest anal pleasure inno-

vation, Heavy Hitters Weighted Anal Plugs – a unique line of anal plugs equipped with an 

elongated neck, weighted cores, and multiple widths to choose from.

XR Brands introduces ‚Heavy Hitters‘ 

JOYDIVISION: Prices are and remain stable

N E W S

Innovat ive new l ine encourages users  to ‘ f ind the perfect  s ize for  your  butt ’
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These new 
assets 

coincide with 
the launch of a 
range of new 
Fifty Shades 
of Grey and 
Happy Rabbit 
products, so 

retailers have plenty of imagery ready to spread 
the news about the launches with their own 
followers. New additions to the Fifty Shades 
of Grey range include 11 new luxury bondage 
pieces, which are handcrafted using a cruelty 
free leather alternative, and 10 new toys 
including three Greedy Girls, a vibrating butt 
plug, vibrating prostate massager, couples 
vibrator and three dildos. Three non vibrating 
and three vibrating butt plugs have also been 
newly launched to the Happy Rabbit range, 
all of which incorperate a fluffy faux fur bunny 
tail, adding a touch of fun to foreplay, role play 
and sex. The new imagery has been pre-sized 
specifically for website use, Instagram feeds 
and stories, as well as Twitter and Facebook. 
Lovehoney B2B have designed these assets 
with the customer in mind and encourage 
using striking imagery such as this on retailer’s 
own social media pages to stand out from the 
crowd and attract attention during the busy 
Christmas season. 

Bath, England - Lovehoney have announced the 

release of exciting new Fifty Shades of Grey and 

Happy Rabbit assets which are tailored for web-

site and social media use and are available for 

download from the Lovehoney trade website. 

Lovehoney release new Fifty Shades 
of Grey and Happy Rabbit launches
Online assets  avai lable 

IT’S A GUY THING

0598640

INTENSE SUCTION 

POWERFUL VIBRATION 

EXTREMELY SATISFYING 
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More than 300 pjur customers and 
interested visitors from over 42 

countries took the opportunity to network 
online. The pjur sales team has created 
an interactive video to say thank you 
to its customers. The company is now 
displaying some impressions from the 
digital trade show on the event page and 
will continue to keep the customer videos 
available on its virtual world map. 
A survey carried out by the company after 
the event revealed that a sensational 93 
percent of participants would recommend 
the event. Three out of four visitors (74 
percent) said that they would definitely 
attend pjur Digital Days next year. The 
top three countries in terms of participant 
numbers were Germany, Russia and the 
US. The most popular video was the pjur 
tour, an interactive guide through pjur’s 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Heat up the 
pleasure with the newest Jack Rab-
bit Signature arrivals at SCALA. There 
are three new designs to choose from, 
each with a state-of-the-art heating fun-
ction that will add a touch of pleasurable 
warmth to intimate play.  The new Jack 
Rabbit Signature Heated by CalExotics are 
now exclusively ready to order at SCALA. 
Each silhouette has its specific skills and 

headquarters. As a highlight for anyone 
who missed it, the video is still available 
on the event page. 
Like the trade show, the virtual eroFame 
booth was a focal point for customer 
meetings and talks with partners and 
other interested visitors. However, the 
fascinating expert talks recorded ahead 
of the event by pjur also proved popular 
with participants at the first Digital Days. 
The talks covered a range of topics from 
online sales and sales tips to quality (ma-
nagement) at pjur. The traditional compe-
tition at the pjur booth is a firm favourite 
with many customers and the company 
continued the tradition on Friday as part 
of the online event. The winners were 
chosen in a live video and the prizes of 
two iPads are on their way to lucky win-
ners in Dubai and the US. 

thrills. For example, the Heated Silicone 
Rotating ‘G’ Rabbit features a rotating 
shaft with three rotation speeds for maxi-
mum G-spot hitting pleasure. Though each 
design is unique, all share a premium hea-
ting function. This function is optional and 
can be activated with the simple push of 
a button. The new Jack Rabbit Signature 
Heated Collection vibes are a luxurious 
choice in intimate pleasure. 

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The first online pjur Digital Days event has come to an end (14 – 

16 October 2020). The premiere of pjur’s online conference went off without a hitch. 

pjur says thank you for 
a successful pjur Digital Days

Heat up the passion with Jack Rabbit by CalExotics

N E W S

Interact ive v ideo message f rom the p jur  sales team 
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Made of smooth lightweight aluminium and 
seamless, theses pleasure toys are easy 

to glide and the flared base ensures a sense 
of security while keeping the jewel sitting 
comfortably between the butt cheeks. The 
jewelled plugs are beautifully decorated with 
a delicate heart-shaped or round gem stone. 
From tip to base the seamless 
anal plugs feature 
a glimmering 
sheen that pairs 
wonderfully 
with the 
sparkle of 
the matching 
gem stone. The 
tapered bulb shape of 
the plugs combines ease of use 
with backdoor pleasure. The Gleaming Love 
plugs can be heated or cooled in water before 
use to provide additional sensations. They 
will be available in pink, silver and rainbow 
colours, as single packed plugs in Small, 
Medium and Large, and as a set of 3 sizes in 
a single colour. They come in matching boxes 
that can be hung from racks or stacked on 
shelves. Product information in 7 languages is 
printed at the backside of the boxes, including 
dimensions and weights. Tonga expects the 
Gleaming Love plugs to arrive by the end  
of December. 

Axel, The Netherlands - Filling a gap in the Dream 

Toys assortment, Tonga created a new toy line 

called Gleaming Love. The Gleaming Love range 

features shiny anal plugs with gem stones in 

various colours and sizes. 

Gleaming Love 
Tonga is  announcing a new product l ine
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14.2 cm x 8.5 cm x 6.2 cm

5.5 cm, Ø max. 2.5 cm

Battery

Multi-speed  
vibration

• Vagina suction cup with vibration
•  The vibro-bullet is removable 
• With an easy-grip handle & an outlet valve
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Alles, was ein  
Mann braucht!

Neu: MALESATION Masturbatoren

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH 
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM

Private Pleasure  
Balls Set Melody lilac

Private Pleasure  
Balls Set Eternity lilac

NEW

An unbelievable 
feeling of lust!

The lingerie has been designed 
exclusively, with love for detail, at 

ORION’s headquarters so that women 
can show off their seductive curves in 
a sexy, stylish and confident way. The 
new collection from Cottelli Lingerie has 
seven breathtaking pieces of lingerie in 
various trendy designs. Black and red 
are the main colours, while the materials 
alternate between seductive lace, sexy 
powernet and hot wet look material. A 
basque made out of black powernet 
with contrasting red details is a real eye-
catcher. A lace set in a trendy turquoise 
colour rounds off this collection. The new 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Now avai-
lable at SCALA: King Cock Plus 3D 
by Pipedream. This collection of Triple 
Density dildos and dongs offers 3 times 
the realistic pleasure, bundled in one 
silhouette with an ultra-lifelike appeal. The 
new King Cock Plus arrivals at SCALA 
are among the very first dildos and dongs 
to feature triple-density construction, 
setting a new precedent for a lifelike look, 
feel, and function. Featuring the popular 
‚hard inside, soft outside‘ sensation of 
dual-density, King Cock Plus is enhanced 
by a third-density that allows its suction 
cup base to hold the product’s full weight 
with no hands required. This superior 

Cottelli Lingerie collection is available 
from ORION Wholesale. The lingerie is 
delivered in packaging that is in a new 
look and feel. It is delivered in a high-
quality cardboard box that can also be 
used as a gift box. This cardboard box is 
covered in an additional slipcase with a 
detailed image of the respective product 
and a description of the product in nine 
languages on it as well. The packaging 
can be stood up or hung up with the 
hanger in the middle. More products will 
now fit in the sales space because they 
are more compact. They also take up less 
space when in storage.  

suction capability is what sets triple-den-
sity construction apart from the rest and 
puts King Cock Plus in a new category all 
on its own. “Triple density is the future of 
hyper-realistic dildos and we are proud to 
lead the way with King Cock Plus,” Pipe-
dream Chief Design Officer Kristian Broms 
said. “Each piece is intricately detailed 
and features the firm core and supp-
le outside our customers expect, plus 
superior functionality thanks to their super 
suction cup bases. With so many unique 
shapes, sizes, and styles to choose from, 
there’s nothing else quite like them on the 
market. We expect King Cock Plus to be 
a big hit.” 

Flensburg, Germany - The new collection from Cottelli Lingerie whets appetites because it 

combines pure sensuality with sophistication. 

The new Collection from Cottelli Lingerie

New at SCALA: Pipedream King Cock 3D 

N E W S

Sensual i ty  meets sophist icat ion
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An unbelievable 
feeling of lust!

Thanks to its ergonomic design, this vibrator 
is used during intimate play allowing the sti-

mulation of both members of the couple. It has 
10 vibration functions which can be controlled 
from the control button or with the remote cont-
rol. Made of silicone, it incorporates two motors 
– during intercourse one of them stimulates 
the woman and the other the man. The flexible 
U-shape made of medical silicone ensures addi-

tional tightness and specific pressure on 
sensitive points. With the handy remote 
control couples can comfortably control 
the vibration and decide who can hold 
the reins in hand. Women can also wear 
the vibrator in their underwear and let 
their partner surprise them. Rithual Kama 

is waterproof (IPX7) and can be simply charged 
with the included magnetic USB charging cable. 

Alcalá de Guadaira , Spain -  Rithual Kama is a product developed by Dreamlove’s technical team. 

It is a powerful vibrator with a remote control for couples.

Rithual Kama 
New from  Dreamlove



A safety pressure limiter protects 
against too hard a water jet. For 

all those who want to feel good in their 
skin, the AQUAstick intimate douche 
attachement is an indispensable part 
of the bathroom. The AQUAstick from 
JOYDIVISION not only ensures optimum 
hygiene, massages with the intimate 
douche attachement also promote sexual 
well-being. Hygiene should always play a 
major role in physical contact. Even if daily 
showering is a matter of course, what 
about cleanliness in areas of the body 
that are difficult to access or the care and 
disinfection of erotic aids? It is especially 
nice when the partner gently touches the 
intimate area with lips and tongue. But 
how can you make sure that not only the 
outer area is cared for? For internal clea-
ning, there are so-called intimate hygiene 
shower attachments such as the AQUA-
stick. The AQUAstick intimate douche at-
tachement with its three lateral openings 

Wadgassen, Germany - The ‘Feisty’ 
convinces with a super silky high quality 
silicone finish. A Swarovski crystal provi-
des the elegance. Powerful PowerBullet 
vibrations in two speeds and three func-
tions provide a variety of pleasures. Feisty’ 

offers particularly thorough and perfect 
internal intimate hygiene. Cleanliness is 
not only important for intimate intercourse 
between two people, but even more so 
for erotic toys: everything that touches 
the body or is introduced into it should 
always be cleaned intensively beforehand. 
In order to make the cleaning of the aids 
simple and effective, „clean‘n‘safe“ is the 
perfect cleaning, care and disinfection 
agent. Specially coordinated ingredients 
ensure hygienic safety and care with mild 
strength and without alcohol. After only 
one minute clean`n`safe works disinfec-
ting, cleaning and fat-dissolving. It even 
protects sensitive surfaces like acrylic or 
polycarbonate glass. clean‘n‘safe does 
not form any visible residues, is fast 
effective and still very pleasant in smell. 
For all retailers, it‘s now time again to get 
it while stocks last.The offer is valid for 
incoming orders from December 01, 2020 
to January 31, 2021. 

is rechargeable and available in teal and 
pink. If you have any further questions, ST 
RUBBER’s customer service will be happy 
to help under the telephone number: 
+49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit the 
online shop: www.strubbi.com 

Hanover. Germany - In December 2020 and January 2021 JOYDIVISION offers the AQUAstick 

intimate douche attachement with 1 x clean‘n‘safe 100 ml free of charge. The AQUAstick 

enables particularly thorough and perfect intimate hygiene in the vaginal and anal areas. 

With every AQUAstick intimate douche 
attachement you get clean‘n‘safe for free

New products from PILLOW TALK 

N E W S

JOYDIVISION
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Hollow dildos are typically used for people 
with erectile dysfunction or trouble 

maintaining erections. Harness atraction 
hollow dildos allow the insertion of the erect, 
semi-erect or flaccid penis and can be used 
as an extension of the body itself. In addition, 
hollow dildos are a perfect complement for 
those men who want to see their penis bigger 
and longer. The Harness Atraction collection 
includes many harnesses for women who 
want to experience vaginal or anal penetration 
with another woman or man, having soft 
and resistant dildos are perfectly suitable for 
beginner or advanced sex.
The entire collection has harnesses that adjust 
to all bodies with maximum comfort and adapt 
to waists up to 130cm. 

Alcalá de Guadaira , Spain - The Dreamlove team 

has developed a collection of dildo harnesses 

with more than 30 different models in the highest 

quality materials, including hollow dildos for men, 

double penetration dildos, G-spot dildos, realistic 

dildos and much more. 

Harness Attraction 
New from Dreamlove 
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JFF models have the power to deter-
mine what business rules apply to 

the various types of movements allowed 
by the Lovense novelties ― including their 
precise intensity and duration, depending 
on users’ tips – all done automatically with 
the site’s integration with Lovense. “We 
are very excited to integrate live, respon-
sive Lovense sex t      oys as part of our 
JustFor.Fans live cam experience,” says 
company founder Dominic Ford. “Our 
users have been asking for functionality 
like this, and it increases the tipping we 
expect our models to get via live chat.“Wi-
th our live chat payouts being between 
70% and 85%, and the ability to charge 
entrance fees to chat rooms, JustFor.Fans 
is quickly becoming a preferred site for 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - New at SCA-
LA: the G-Booster by TOYJOY Designer 
Edition. This design is the perfect com-
bination of state-of-the-art functionality 
and luxurious aesthetics. This innovative 
rabbit-style vibe offers double the intimate 
pleasure, bundled in a sleek and innovative 
silhouette. The G-Booster’s must-have 
design provides pin-point satisfaction for 
both the G-spot and the clitoris: simulta-
neously teasing the erogenous zones to 
a mind-blowing climax. The G-Booster 

live cam sessions with fans.” “We are very 
excited to integrate Lovense smart toys 
with the JustFor.fans platform,” says Dan 
Liu, CEO of Lovense. “This option will take 
the interaction between the tipper and the 
model to a much more intimate level and 
will certainly help performers increase their 
earnings, which is especially important in 
these difficult times.” Lovense also creates 
games that JFF models can choose to 
use, such as users tipping ‘X’ amount to 
trigger a virtual ‘roll of the dice’, and each 
possible result has different outcomes. 
This adds gamification to JFF live chats 
automatically through the Lovense integ-
ration, making live sessions more fun for 
both models and users, while significantly 
increasing tipping. 

features 3 vibration speeds, 4 vibration 
modes, and is packed with twin-motors 
for twice the powerful stimulation. The 
USB-rechargeable silhouette is coated 
in premium, body-safe silicone, which is 
hypoallergenic and easy to clean. The 
G-Booster comes in luxurious TOYJOY 
Designer Edition packaging, which doubles 
as a keepsake box. The elegant branding, 
fancy packaging, and unique silhouette 
make the G-Booster an instant eye-
catcher in any in-store display.   

Los Angeles, USA - JustFor.fans (JFF) announces an exciting new development with Loven-

se, a leading sex tech company, incorporating its line of App-controlled devices into the top 

adult platform’s live chat system. 

JustFor.Fans integrates 
Lovense line of sex toys  

The G-Booster is now available at SCALA

N E W S

Incorporat ion into the L ive Chat  System
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A new item has been added to the extensi-
ve REBEL assortment: the ‚Masturbator 

with 2 Functions‘. The ‚Masturbator with 2 
Functions‘ massages the penis with 4 vibration 
modes and 3 suction modes. The modes can 
be controlled separately on the shaft. The penis 
gets inserted into the sleeve with exciting dots 
and gentle grooves. Meanwhile, a safety valve 
provides the necessary safety and can stop 
and reverse the suction process immediately. 
Furthermore, the travel lock means that this 
masturbator can be a discreet travel compani-
on. The protective lid protects it from dirt and 
helps it look discreet as well. The sleeve can be 
removed for easy and hygienic cleaning. The 
REBEL products are delivered in a high-quality 
cardboard box that also has a description of 
the product in various languages on it as well. 
The packaging can also be stood up or hung 
up with the hanger in the middle. More pro-
ducts will now fit into the sales space because 
they’re more compact. They also take up less 
space when they’re in storage as well. 

Flensburg, Germany - The sex toys from REBEL 

have a distinct, manly design and have been cre-

ated specifically for men and their needs.

‘Masturbator with 
2 Functions‘ from REBEL 
New at  ORION Wholesale

0f15370f1537

Pleasure within Reach
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The e-commerce company and distribu-
tor expands its growth with the new 

opening in the Netherlands. It will serve 
mainly to unify merchandise and import to 
Spain and as a logistical support point. The 
new logistics center is already open, but is 
in the phase of completion of works in the 
offices. It will have a logistics warehouse 
and meeting and administrative offices. In 
the continuous development of technology 
and robotization, Dreamlove invests in the 
same system that it has in Spain to install 
it in the facilities in Holland. Its construction 
has been based on sustainability. It will fea-
ture integrated energy-saving technology, 
rooftop solar panels and low-energy sys-
tems. The ventilation systems will include 
heat and energy recovery technology, and 
the windows, roof and facades will have 

Brampton, Canada - From BMS Facto-
ry’s Naked Addiction collection, this 9” 
thrusting dong is made with Platinum 
Cured IncrediFeel silicone that is unbe-
lievably soft to the touch, yet firm where 
needed and provides consumers with a 
highly realistic texture they won’t be able 
to keep their hands off. The powerful th-
rusting action this powerhouse has to offer 

high thermal efficiency to ensure insulation.
Due to the Covid-19 health crisis, Dream-
love has implemented additional preventive 
safety and hygiene measures for emplo-
yees, delivery people and transport part-
ners at its centers in Spain and the Nether-
lands. The processes have been modified 
to guarantee the safety distance and the 
cleaning and hygiene of the centers have 
been increased, staggered entries and 
exits, among other measures. In terms of 
safety, the company has recalled that they 
have teams such as the ‘Workplace Health 
& Safety’, dedicated entirely to ensuring 
the associates. They make sure that they 
have all those tools at their disposal, they 
receive adapted work safety training at all 
times and that the environment in which 
they work is 100% safe.   

is like nothing consumers have ever seen 
before! Now with a wireless remote con-
trol, they can perform mild to wild thrusts 
and incredible momentum, even from from 
afar. The extremely strong suction base 
ensures it stays in place. The Thruster’s 
7th speed is nothing to mess around with. 
Compatible with most harnesses, easy to 
clean, and phthalate and latex free.  

Haarlem, The Netherlands - The Covid-19 crisis has not prevented Dreamlove from 

continuing with its dream. Now the company has opened a new logistics center in the 

Dutch city of Haarlem.

Dreamlove opens new 
logistic center in the Netherlands

BMS Factory is unleashing ‘The Thruster’

N E W S

Cont inued expansion course
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The OhMyG is a silent, non-vibrating, 
silicone G-spot massager that gently 

‘taps’ and caresses the G-spot with a tiny 
pearl-shaped bead. Netherlands-based 
EDC Wholesale will now hold exclusive 
rights to distribute the OhMyG to retailers 
across Europe. iobatoys co-founders 
Martin and Francesca Cirillo-Schmidt say 
they were influenced by EDC’s dedication 
to providing the pleasure industry with the 
latest in high-quality sex-tech products.
“EDC is all about new innovation and 
technology,” said iobatoys president Martin 
Cirillo-Schmidt. “Since IOBA is new to 
the sex toy scene, we wanted to partner 
with someone who understands new 
technology, and that’s why we partnered 
with EDC. We know they understand the 
importance of new technology and how 
it can completely transform the sex toy 

Wadgassen, Germany - Memème’s pan-
ties will become an invisible secret for wo-
men, but will make everyone smile when 
they reveal it. Thanks to the brightly co-
loured designs and the cheeky, zeitgeisty 
slogans, the panties, which are suitable 
for everyday life as well as for outdoor 
activities – even for swimming – are the 
absolute eye-catcher. The products can 
be worn perfectly under tight jeans, under 

industry.” Cirillo-Schmidt explains that the 
OhMyG from IOBA features brand new 
technology, including a silent motor and 
a massaging pearl that mimics the ‘come 
hither’ motion made famous for inducing 
G-spot orgasms. Cirillo-Schmidt says he 
is confident that this partnership with EDC 
will help increase brand recognition for 
the IOBA brand.  “We gained quite a bit of 
Instagram hype thanks to influencers and 
American press, but we received a lot of 
messages and inquiries about selling our 
sex toys in Europe,” said Cirillo-Schmidt.  
“We really wanted to partner with EDC, 
who can spread the word to potential 
new clients across Europe,” highlighted 
Cirillo-Schmidt. “EDC is a fast-growing 
and expanding player in the industry. They 
are making a big splash in the European 
market.” 

trousers as well as dresses. Especially the 
perfect fit is convincing. The soft, elastic 
fabric is durable, breathable and dries 
quickly. The Memème panties are also 
suitable as a gift for the beloved. If you 
have any further questions, ST RUB-
BER’s customer service will be happy to 
help under the telephone number: +49 
6834 4006-0 or simply visit the online 
shop: www.strubbi.com

Veendam, The Netherlands - Pleasure manufacturer iobatoys and European distributor EDC 

Wholesale have announced an exclusive partnership to distribute the OhMyG, iobatoys’ 

flagship product. 

iobatoys and EDC Wholesale 
strike European distro deal

Memème 

N E W S

OhMyG
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RCC Wholesale is one of the leading 
distributors of sexual enhancement 

supplements and in a move that will delight 
retailers, they’re giving away top-selling 
male enhancement supplement Horny 
Little Devil. It’s a limited offer that ends on 
December 31st, or before if stocks run out. 
And it’s a simple promotion mechanism: 
get a one pack of Horny Little Devil free for 
every purchase of a two pack of Gold-
MAX Pink, or a five pack of Horny Little 

West Hills, USA - Pipedream has an-
nounced the latest addition to their King 
Cock royal family of realism: King Cock 
Plus 3D ‘Swinging Balls’. Made with 
Pipedream’s proprietary Triple Density 
(3D) Fanta Flesh formula and available 
in 4 popular sizes, these hyper realistic 
dildos feature the manufacture’s first-ever 
‘Swinging Balls’ and mimic the look, feel 
and fantasy of real male testes in acti-
on! What makes the Swinging Balls truly 
special is the carefully crafted constructi-
on of the stretchy sack and the incredible 
feel of the firm internal testicles! With 
every thrust, the floppy balls come to life 
as they swing, slap and smack against 
the body for added stimulation! Available 
in 6”, 7”, 8” and 9” sizes, all four models 

Devil free for every purchase of a ten pack 
of GoldMAX Pink. “That’s a clear EXT-
RA profit of up to £27,50 (32,50―) when 
retailers sell a free five packs,” said Jane, 
Marketing Director at RCC Wholesale. “It’s 
our way of saying thanks to our customers 
for supporting us through 2020. We also 
wanted to give their businesses a boost as 
we head into 2021. They just need to email 
or call us and we’ll get them sorted with 
their Christmas freebies”. 

have stiff shafts, supple outer softness, 
and solid suction cups to go with big, 
bouncy ball sacks! Starting with a firm 
but flexible shaft and soft outer skin, 
the King Cock Plus 3D dildos feature an 
even sturdier suction cup base for added 
stability, strap-on harness compatibility, 
and increased performance. Pipedream’s 
proprietary ‘3D’ manufacturing process 
creates three unique densities of Fanta 
Flesh TPE, raising the bar for realism and 
satisfaction with the dildo’s ultra-lifelike 
look and unrivaled feel! Responsibly 
crafted with compliant materials in Pipe-
dream’s state-of-the- art clean facility, 
each King Cock undergoes a thorough 
inspection process to meet the most 
stringent quality standards.    

Belfast, Northern Ireland - To celebrate the end of this tough year and get set for a happier and 

more profitable 2021, RCC Wholesale is treating customers to some very valuable freebies. 
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RCC Wholesale festive giveaway

Pipedream releases new 
King Cock Plus 3D ‘Swinging Balls’
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There are different versions available. 
For example one of these new luxury 

sets include; 1 bottle of Shower Gel, 1 
bottle of Bubble Bath, 1 tube of Body 
Scrub and 1 tube of Body Lotion. Both 
Green Tea leaves and Hemp Oil contain 
vital antioxidants that can strengthen cell 
growth and provide the body with vitality 
and energy. The Shower Gel deeply 
nourishes and gently exfoliates the skin! 
It creates a rich lather that replenis-
hes the skin’s nutrients while also leaving 
it refreshed and clean. The moisturising 
body wash combines these two power-
ful ingredients to help the skin retain its 
natural moisture.The Bubble Bath utilises 
gentle formulas and nourishing blends of 

Gold Coast, Australia - Frenzy and Frenzy 
Extreme, two of Sensuous’ best selling 
products get a complete make over, 
making them look fresh, feminine and sexy. 
The new look of these clitoral stimulants is 
wildly different to before and the products 
look like they would not be out of place on 
the shelves of an upmarket boutique perfu-
mery. Owner & joint founder of the compa-
ny, Keith Jones, said that he was extre-
mely pleased with the new look. “Frenzy 
and Frenzy Extreme were two of the first 
products we ever developed and for over 
ten years they have been highly successful 

scents and rich creams. With Green Tea, 
Hemp Oil and naturally occurring vita-
mins and minerals, it’s the perfect choice 
to relax and unwind.The Body Scrub is a 
very popular treatment and is basically a 
facial but for the whole body. It exfoliates 
and hydrates the skin, leaving the body 
feeling rejuvenated and silky smooth. 
The exotic Body Lotion will soften, revi-
talise and renew the skin with the very 
best nutrients and ingredients. Whether 
it’s summer or winter, thisbody lotion will 
protect the skin to the max. The light, 
natural fragrance is an added bonus 
to the cream’s ability to stimulate and 
regenerate the skin skin with anti-inflam-
matory properties. 

for us. When the idea came up to change 
the look, we did agonize over whether we 
were doing the right thing. It was a case of 
if it’s not broke why fix it? Well we thought 
we could give it a go and if we didn’t like 
the new look, we didn’t have to make the 
change. When we saw what our designer 
came up with we were blown away. It was 
not just a small change, but a totally new 
fresh look, with great feminine appeal. 
Once we had seen the designs, we had 
no hesitation in going ahead and when we 
finally received the packaging, we couldn’t 
have been happier.” 

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - SHOTS is now offering CBD Bath and Shower Luxe 

Gift Sets, with Green Tea & Hemp Oil. 

CBD Bath and Shower Luxe Gift 
Sets ‘Green Tea & Hemp Oil’

Fresh, feminine and sexy – A new look for Frenzy

N E W S

New from SHOTS
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Now Tonga has extended this col-
lection with new items made of 

vegan leather with gold coloured metal 
details. The collection pretty much 
contains something for everyone, from 
beginner to more experienced BDSM 
enthusiasts. No matter for which target 
audience, all products offer great value 
for money. The feather crops, floggers, 
paddles and whips as well as the cuffs 
and collars, blindfolds, nipple clamps, 
strap-on harnesses and ball gags are 
made with an eye for detail and quality. 
The new additions for spanking feature 
a paddle, a flogger and a riding crop, 
each made of vegan leather with gold 
coloured metal tassels. Of course cuffs 
are included as well. Customers will find 
vegan leather handcuffs, ankle cuffs and 
a collar & leash. They all have double 
buckles in gold coloured metal and come 

Wadgassen, Germany - The VIVE brand 
is now part of the ST RUBBER product 
range. The Rabbit vibrators, which include 
the pink AMORIS, for example, provide 
triple stimulation: firstly through the verti-
cally movable shaft with its up and down 
running pearls and its ten functions, and 
secondly through a G-spot stimulator at 

with clasp hooks so accessories can be 
easily attached to them. Other restraining 
items are a hog tie set that consists of 
a central connector with 4 swivel clasp 
hooks, two wrist cuffs and two ankle 
cuffs, and gold coloured bondage rope 
neatly finished with metal anti-fray caps, 
available in bundles of 5 mtr and 10 mtr 
length. Not only items to restrain mo-
vements are available. In addition Tonga 
offers Guilty Pleasure items to turn off the 
sense of vision. There’s a vegan leather 
eye mask and a satin blindfold which is 
decorated with a glittering text. For those 
who wish to limit speech Tonga offers a 
Guilty Pleasure ball gag with a silicone 
ball. Last but not least they added a set 
of gold coloured nipple clamps with an 
elegant gold coloured tassel, which adds 
to the experience by making the clamps 
heavier.  

the tip of the product and a special clitoral 
vibrator. Both also have ten functions. 
Due to the three modern motors more 
than 1000 different settings are possible. 
The rechargeable Rabbits are made of 
supple silicone of medical quality. They 
are 100% waterproof (ipx7) and with only 
70 dB very quiet.  

Axel, The Netherlands - Guilty pleasures often are seen as the best pleasures in life. For 

those keen on bondage, spanking and teasing, Tonga’s Guilty Pleasure collection offers all 

the right tools.

Tonga expands the 
Guilty Pleasure collection

VIVE 

N E W S

For  every level  of  exper ience
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 Simply  
 Magic

PHEROMONES are sexual attractants 
which are emitted by humans to attract the opposite 
sex. Scents to serve the biochemical communication 

between living beings. 
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Haven’t we had this conversation in 
the context of teledildonics and 

hi-tech toys just a few months ago? 
There is no point to features if they don’t 
offer added value to the user, if it is 
hi-tech just for the sake of hi-tech, if you 
include an app feature just because you 
can. And it is the same with outlandishly 
designed toys. If their artful appearance 
gets in the way of user friendliness, if their 
artful shapes render them ineffective as 
pleasure products, then what’s the point? 
What good is a vibrator shaped like an 
apple, a diamond or a flower when it 
can’t provide strong vibrations, when it 
keeps slipping out of your hand, when it 
simply doesn’t match your anatomy and 
it won’t go where you want it to go? 
Ultimately, you want functionality and 
efficiency from a sex toy. To put it as 
bluntly and succinctly as I possibly can: A 
sex toy has to get you off! Artful design is 
more or less the icing on the cake. If 
unique, artistic design becomes more 
important than all the other elements of 
the product, that can quickly backfire. I 
am not going to name names, but there 
are various arty-looking sex toys that 
disappeared from the market as quickly 
as they showed up because they couldn’t 

deliver what vibrators, dildos, and similar 
products have to deliver. Obviously, 
everybody has their own needs and 
wishes, their own tastes and preferences, 
and every human body is different, but 
there is a reason why certain shapes and 
designs are so ubiquitous and so 
successful in the market. It’s because 
they work. That doesn’t mean that there 
can’t be other shapes - on the contrary, if 
you feel inspired to mix things up in the 
world of sex toy design, please do. But 
the design has to serve the purpose of 
the product. So, just to be clear, I am not 
saying that realistically shaped dildos and 
vibrators in penis form are the be all and 
end all of the sex toy industry. I am 
merely pointing out that there is a reason 
for their lasting success and that, artistic 
freedom notwithstanding, you have to 
understand the purpose of a sex toy and 
make sure that it fulfils that purpose.

When you think about sex 
toys, you think of specific 
shapes. And when a 
vibrator, dildo or masturba-
tor deviates from the 
established form, going for 
a more unusual, artistic 
design - no matter whether 
that design was inspired by 
Mother Nature or science 
fiction films - it will always 
catch the eye. Consequent-
ly, there are people who feel 
that the market needs more 
of these products. But 
careful, warns another 
group, emphasising that is 
the inner values that really 
matter. We pit these warring 
positions against each 
other as we tackle the 
question: Should we embra-
ce more unconventional sex 
toy design?

Matthias Johnson, 
editor in chief

No
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YesYes
What I‘m about to say might annoy, anger, 

or downright infuriate you, especially if 
you‘re a distributor or retailer. But once your 
anger dissipates, you‘ll likely just laugh and roll 
your eyes. But hang tight, readers, as it‘s 
about time I finally voiced an opinion that 
hardly anyone in the pleasure industry (or 
quite, possibly, no one) else shares. I believe 
there‘s a time and place for artsy-fartsy sex 
toys that make better shelf decorations than 
tools of physical pleasure. That time is now, 
and the place is the ever-thinning line between 
the adult and mainstream industries. Do you 
recall the big, red vibrating apple from Rianne 
S, complete with a gorgeously-designed 
photo book and luxurious, purple box? How 
about that shiny, vibrating, faux gold-tinted 
diamond from Bijoux Indiscrets? Or maybe 
The Lily, the light purple, silicone flower vibe 
from Chinese brand Fleurotics that resembles 
its‘ floral namesake? I highly doubt any of said 
products are still on your shelves. Out of all 
the artistic, erotic products launched over the 
last decade, the only truly successful outcome 
was Crave‘s Vesper vibrator necklace. But in 
the age of quickly-evolving tech and growing 
interest from mainstream audiences, now is 
the prime time to do two things: draw new 
audiences with sex toys that don‘t look like 
sex toys, and make these decorative toys 

(finally!) functional. While the 
industry has historically failed at 
creating flowers, fruits and 
gemstones that are actually 
fantastic vibrators, there‘s no 
reason to give up now. Millions of 
buyers with designer taste in 
functional art are out there. We 
simply haven‘t given them 
something yet that checks both 
boxes for artistic beauty and 
efficiency. If you‘re a prospective sex 
toy designer and wondering if your idea 
for a vibrating rose petal will 
automatically tank, I‘ll happily be your 
biggest cheerleader. Just make sure it‘s 
as functional as it is eye-catching. 

75

Colleen Godin,  
EAN U.S. Correspondent

Style over substance? 
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T
his gives me a huge sense 
of pride. Everyone is holding 
on to extra stress and anxiety 
this year, but our industry 
has stepped up to the plate, 

providing people with a way to escape 
the madness, even if just temporarily. The 
blissful escape that pleasure products can 
bring is, quite frankly, something I hope all 
of my friends and loved ones are getting 
this year. That is why I plan to give a lot 
of pleasure products as gifts come the 
holiday season. 

I often wonder if others will be doing the 
same, particularly if they haven’t gifted 
pleasure products at all in the past. Based 
on the sales trends we’ve seen so far in 
2020, coupled with some key statistics 
revealed in a survey conducted by 
CalExotics, I believe this year could be 
the year of the pleasure product gift 
exchange.  

Before I summarize the reasons why I feel 
this way, allow me to share some of the 
key insights from CalExotics’ survey on 
gifting sex toys. 

• 88 percent of people say they would 
be open to receiving a sex toy as 
a gift from a romantic partner, with 
the vast majority saying they’d be 
“thrilled” or “intrigued” about it. 

• Almost half of those surveyed said 
that they would be receptive to 
receiving a sex toy as a gift from 
a friend. In fact, nearly 30 percent 

Let’s face it – 2020 has been an incredibly interesting year for our 
industry, to say the least. With the COVID-19 pandemic came many 
logistical hurdles and challenges that we had not faced in the past. 
But it also came with huge buzz, as millions of consumers turned 
toward pleasure products to help mitigate their paused sex lives and 
less than opportunistic dating circumstances. In other words, people 
have turned to our industry to help tide over dry spells and remind 
them that pleasure can still be a priority, even during the most chal-
lenging of times. 

Will 2020 Be the Year of the 
Pleasure Product Gift Exchange?
Wr i t ten  by :  N i cho le  G r os s m ann ,  D i r e c to r  o f  Ma rke t in g  f o r  Ca lExo t i c s

Nichole Grossmann, 
Director of Marketing 
for CalExotics
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said they would be “happy” about it, while 
another 20 percent said they would be 
“embarrassed but secretly excited.” 

• Men are more likely to feel intrigued about 
receiving a sex toy from a partner. 

• Single folks were more likely to have given 
a sex toy as a gift. 

The above stats show glowing interest in 
receiving sex toys, but were people actually 
giving them as gifts? Yes, but not as much 
as you’d think. Only one in three people had 
actually given a sex toy as a gift. But I tend to 
think that number is about to boost big-time 
this holiday season, and heres why: 

Reason #1: Long distance relationships 
rely on them.  Our team has fielded multiple 
interviews from mainstream media about this 
very subject. Long distance couples have 
been separated for quite some time now, 
and the intimacy playing field has shifted for 
these couples. Without the ability to physically 

connect in person, virtual sex and phone sex 
are on the rise, so gifting your significant other 
a pleasure product may be another way of 
saying, “I still want to bring you pleasure, even 
if we can’t be together in person right now.” 

Reason #2: Couples who live together need to 
break the monotony. Pleasure products have 
been ‘spicing things up’ for couples for as long 
as I can remember. In a time when couples 
are home with each other all-day-every-day, 
however, there’s a greater need for bringing 
new excitement into the bedroom. 

Reason #3: Singles deserve pleasure 
too. Quarantining can be challenging and 
incredibly lonely for those doing it alone. Having 
a pleasure product can help relieve stress and 
offer that much need boost of endorphins we 
could all use right now. If you have some single 
friends quarantining alone who have been 
complaining about their non-existent sex lives, 
a sex toy can help put a smile on their face. 
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3. Make gifting easy. Offer holiday gift 
guides and stocking stuff ideas. Dedicate 
a section in-store or online for the top 
holiday gift ideas. This can include classic, 
best-selling items like the iconic Jack 
Rabbit from CalExotics, or new, innovative 
products like the revolutionary My Pod 
by CalExotics. Providing suggestions and 
ideas is a great way to have consumers 
thinking about pleasure products as a gift. 
Also, remind shoppers that it’s ok to buy 
one for themselves too. After all, it is the 
season of giving, so why not give a little 
something to yourself!  

4. Add value for your customers. Offer gift 
wrap options in-store or allow online 
shoppers to add a special message to 
their gift purchases. Offering incentives 
like a gift with purchase is a great way 
to add value for your customers, making 
them feel special. Deals and sales are also 
great for the holidays. Just like mainstream 
retailers, you can offer Black Friday and 
Cyber Monday deals or holiday sales to 
encourage your customers to shop. 

Will 2020 be the year of the pleasure product 
gift exchange?  I suppose time will tell.  But 
one thing is for sure – together as an industry, 
we’ll make this a pleasurable season for many 
people – and that’s important now more than 
ever. Happy holidays to you and yours!

As an industry, it is our job to make the 
pleasure products gift exchange a reality this 
holiday season, and I am here to help with 4 
easy tips for retailers: 
1. Transform your store into a holiday 

wonderland of pleasure. For brick and 
mortar retailers, try decorating your store 
for the holidays. Use holiday décor in 
window displays, tabletops and even 
end caps. For online retailers, have 
holiday theme imagery on your site. Have 
dedicated pages for holiday theme gift 
ideas. All of this will help put shoppers in 
the holiday spirit. 

2. Make your social media holiday theme. 
Consumers are spending more and more 
time on social media, so it’s important to 
showcase the holiday theme on all your 
social media channels. At CalExotics, 
during the month of December, Callie the 
naughty elf of the shelf pays us a visit. 
We post a new picture of our naughty elf 
getting into some crazy, pleasure-product-
related mischief every day. This always 
gets a lot of attention, as it is a great mix 
of pleasure products, fun holiday traditions 
and a few laughs. 
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T
here have been some 
momentous mistakes 
over the years when 
it comes to naming 
product ranges. German 

industrial powerhouse Bosch Siemens 
Hausgeraete will probably go down 
in marketing and cultural infamy for 
time immemorial when filing trademark 
applications around 2001 for the name 
Zyklon for a range of home products, 
including gas ovens. To compound 
matters, around the same time as 
Bosch’s balls up became public a year 
later, sports apparel brand Umbro had 
also intended to use the same name for 
one of its sports shoes: both companies 
unsurprisingly apologised (if you’re unsure 
what the issue concerns, type two words 
into Google: ‘Zyklon’ and ‘Holocaust’).

Other commercial clangers made, such 
as the Chevvy Nova or Ford Pinto, are 
at least laughable for two reasons: the 
results and the fact that both companies 
had marketing budgets that most 

companies could only dream of, a 
tiny amount of which could have 
been spent on some basic naming 

research. Indeed, had they done so, 
Chevrolet would have quickly learned 
that in Spanish, Nova literally means 
‘doesn’t go’, thus making life difficult for 
even the most persuasive car salesmen. 
Chevrolet’s hopes of doing well in the 

Latin American market with that car 
vanished. 

And as for the Pinto, had Ford 
bothered to delve deeper they’d have 
quickly come (no pun intended) to the 
conclusion that trying to sell their car in 
Brazil wasn’t going to be easy when in 
Portuguese, Pinto means ‘tiny penis’. 
For sex commentators, psychologists or 
comedians positing whether cars really 
are extensions of gents’ you-know-whats, 
there’s some mileage to be had there.

We can laugh at those and other naming 
gaffes because firstly, they’re funny in 
their own right. Puerile perhaps in the 
examples of the Nova and Pinto, but still 
funny. And secondly, in direct contrast to 
the Zyklon affair, the names don’t conjure 
up images of death, injury, or barbaric 
moments in history.

So imagine my reaction when first 
seeing an announcement on LinkedIn of 
a new range of male chastity devices, 
called…..wait for it….. LOCKDOWN. After 
reconfirming that it was mid-November 
rather than the first day of April, I was 
flabbergasted. Who in their right mind 
in the marketing department thought 
it would be a good idea to launch a 
product line named after something which 
most people in 2020 directly associate 
with so much disruption, upset, and 
unprecedented societal and cultural 
change?

In defence, it can certainly be argued 
that – putting aside what’s gone on in 
2020 for a moment - ‘Lockdown’ isn’t 

In his monthly column, 
Brian Gray from Glasgow-
based erotic marketing 
agency Lascivious Mar-
keting offers his thoughts 
on all things marketing. 
This month he’s wondering 
just how appropriate it is 
to be seen to be profiting 
from this year’s Covid19 
disruptions. 

LOCKDOWN…AND COCK UP.
Mar ke t ing  Ma t te r s
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an inaccurate word to be associated with 
such products. It’s pretty fitting actually and 
nobody can contest that. Sure, some people 
may think it’s a bit close to the bone given the 
prominence of the word this year. But it’s still 
borderline acceptable. Perhaps.

But the brand owner had to apparently go 
one step further and cross the Rubicon. Not 
content with a merely questionable name, the 
accompanying strapline reads: ‘Quarantine his 
dominance.’ 

Some people might say that it’s just a bad 
joke taken a bit too far. Fair enough. But also 
consider that someone must have gone to 
sleep and then woken up the next day still 
thinking this was a cracking idea to pursue. 
And then still thinking it was the proverbial 
dog’s bollocks when briefing the design team 
for the imagery and POS collateral. And in 
a pure masterstroke of rubbing salt into the 
wounds, there’s mention of “outstanding 
content and media packs to download for free 
to create your awesome online and in-store 
marketing campaign.”

By ‘in-store’ the brand owner is presumably 
referring to all those small business retailers 
who had to close their doors for months this 
year, furlough their staff if not make them 
redundant, and worry about their livelihoods 
because of….er…..LOCKDOWN. You really 
couldn’t make this up.

Just in case some details got lost in the ether 
during the ‘creative process’ (and I use this 
term extremely loosely) here’s the harsh reality 

of lockdown, in the UK alone. According to 
Cancer Research UK, at the 10-week mark of 
lockdown, 2.1 million people in the UK were 
waiting for breast, cervical, or bowel cancer 
screening. Another report stated that as a 
result of lockdown in the UK, admissions for 
chemotherapy decreased 45-66% while urgent 
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referrals for early cancer diagnosis decreased 
70-89%. Also, the UK domestic abuse charity 
Refuge reported a 25% increase in calls made 
to their helpline since the start of lockdown. All 
in all, it’s side-splitting stuff, isn’t it?

Let’s not forget the disruption to birthdays, 
weddings, honeymoons, funerals and other 
family get-togethers. And the draconian 
restrictions on socialising, dating and travelling 

experiences on a granular, daily basis. And 
those bloody annoying masks. And the hidden 
mental health issues that we really won’t get an 
accurate picture of but could be more damaging 
than we imagine.

We’ve also become a nation of curtain-
twitcher snitchers that the Stasi could only 
have dreamed about. Common sense and 
rational thought have got off the bus. Whole 
sectors of the economy such as the travel, 
tourism and hospitality industries have been 
eviscerated. Rinse and repeat across all 
the other European countries subjected to 
lockdowns. A Bank of England forecast from a 
few months ago suggested the UK was facing 

a 9.5% contraction in national output. All in all, 
such wonderful and positive associations for a 
product range.

Submission and humiliation may be part 
of the chastity cage thing and an element 
of some BDSM relationships, but it should 
never be part of a nation’s collective psyche. 
We’ve been duped into becoming a bunch of 
scaredy-cats thanks to an effective government 
communications campaign that both ramped 
up the fear factor and guilt-tripped people in 
equal doses. If ever there was a metaphor for 
governments’ control over its citizens right now, 
in my opinion the brand owner has appeared to 
succeed in a way that nobody else has. 

Arguably the biggest gut punch to us which 
the brand owner seems to have overlooked is 
that it’s not the virus itself causing the upheaval 
and now anger that’s spilling onto the streets 
of Europe’s capital and provincial cities. It’s 
the lockdowns. The virus is reported to have 
a survival rate of 99% yet we’re subjected to 
ridiculously harsh and restrictive measures to 
supposedly ‘defeat the pandemic’. These have 
turned out to be abject failures. And as I’m 
writing this, the UK’s Daily Mail newspaper has 
decided to stand up and be counted and reveal 
how the Covid19 spin and horror stories are just 
not standing up to objective scrutiny anymore. 
People are pissed off: they’ve had a bellyful of it. 

It may be a joke to someone in a wholesaling 
company, but to owners and employees of 
bricks and mortar stores who’ve had to close 
their doors against their will, I’m willing to bet 
there will be a few sharp intakes of breath across 
the continent. At best I think the brand owner’s 
copywriting is insensitive: at worst it’s mocking 
the very people these products are being 
promoted to. Upcoming phone calls between 
account managers and affected store owners 
might get interesting. Oh to be a fly on the wall. 
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Despite all this, perhaps I’m sounding like an 
old killjoy and being oversensitive. In which 
case we can possibly look forward to a BDSM 
accessories brand introducing a new range 
of medical restraints, gags and other gubbins 
and calling it ‘Vaccination’. And don’t forget 
yesteryear either: perhaps a new, edgy lingerie 
brand can go retro and introduce a range of 
ripped, distressed grey or brown garments and 
name it ‘Gulag’.

Of course the brand owner wasn’t responsible 
in any way at all for either Covid19 or the 
decisions taken by numerous European 
governments to put their respective countries 
under lockdowns. But, at the end of the day, 
a decision was taken, either individually or 
collectively to proceed with naming this product 
range with the same word denoting a plethora 
of highly restrictive rules and regulations 
affecting the way people live their day-to-day 
lives and which has caused widespread upset 
and anger. 

While it’s all subjective as to whether the 
good/bad taste test is passed or not, I’ll 
go so far to say that this could be a tabloid 
news piece in the making. A few years ago 
I wrote about the Ann Summers/PornHub 
collaboration going belly up because of 
boycotts and media campaigns. This has got 
the same potential, for two reasons. Firstly, 
journalists need stories and editors need 
content to drive website traffic and readership. 
Sensational clickbait works well in this regard: 
never underestimate this. Secondly, somebody 
somewhere may be sufficiently aggrieved 
to feel compelled to make their displeasure 
known. Perhaps they know someone who has 
died due to the lockdown or has been cruelly 
prevented for months on end from seeing a 
loved one or holding their hand. Whatever 
the personal motivation, all it takes is for 
just one person to connect with one writer. 
Time will tell whether it gets picked up by the 
mainstream media or it will escape their noses 
and remain contained within the industry.

And that’s where I’ll digress, for the last time 
this year. 

As it’ll be January when you next hear from 
me, I’ll quickly wish you all the best possible 
Christmas during these surreal times. It’s been 
a rough year for so many of us and if you 
can escape from it all for even a few days, 
do so and really make the most of it. Take no 
prisoners with your festive fun and frolics! I’ll 
see you in 2021. It really can’t be as bad as 
the year we’re collectively waving goodbye 
giving the finger to, can it?

Brian can be contacted at 
lasciviousmarketing.com, found on Instagram 
@lasciviousmarketing or phoned on +44 
(0)141 255 0769 as he untangles the 
Christmas lights and baubles and gets ready 
to stick his tree up.
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“2020 was a rollercoaster ride. The 
year was shaped by continuous new 
challenges and, as a result of these, a 
marked shift towards digitalisation. But 
there were also moments of uncertainty,” 
explains Alexander Giebel in his summary 
of this past year. “Many of our customers 
struggled – they had to be creative and 
find solutions while also coming to terms 
with new rules and regulations. We are 
proud that we have -so far- managed this 
crisis together through our joint efforts.”  

This past year has thrown many plans 
into disarray. Steady nerves, patience 
and ingenuity have become a must. After 

a strong start to the year, March was 
marked by lockdowns, curfews and an 
increasing tide of new information about 
the novel coronavirus. In immediate 
response to this, pjur created a range of 
webinars for customers to keep them up 
to speed – something that is particularly 
important during the changing times. 
This was followed at the end of April 
by the launch of the pjur DESINFECT 
hand and skin disinfectant. Demand for 
this product proved to be high at a time 
when other areas struggled with supply 
bottlenecks. It was made possible by 
short decision-making processes and 
a manufacturing base in Germany. An 
additional hygiene PoS kit provided 
dealers with vital support in meeting the 
increased hygiene needs of consumers in 
stores. 
This was followed in May by the start 
of the more SAFETY campaign, which 
in addition to the initiatives mentioned 
above included the pjur face mask. The 
main aim of the face mask was to protect 
people from infection and break chains of 
infection. The stylish black masks feature 
a yellow slogan and were made available 
to pjur customers across the globe. 
In autumn, pjur marked its 25th 
anniversary with the launch of the pjur 
Mini Collection. The collection features 
four best-selling products and is designed 
to help new customers find the right 
personal lubricant. The very first pjur 
Digital Days event was held in October 
showcasing the company’s virtual 
eroFame booth. Over 300 customers 

If any company at the start 
of this year had tried to 
predict what they would 
be most proud of by the 
close of 2020, they would 
have most likely got it very 
wrong. This makes it even 
more impressive that the 
CEO of pjur, Alexander 
Giebel, is able to report 
on positive developments 
from the pjur headquarters 
alongside the many chal-
lenges that this year has 
brought. 

An emotional rollercoaster 
p j u r  l ooks  ba c k  on  2020 
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from 40 countries took the opportunity to 
network online and find out about the latest 
developments at pjur. 
In November, pjur presented the results of the 
pjur&you survey to the public for the first time. 
The survey polled nearly 2,000 pjur users about 
their needs and wishes. 

Alexander Giebel has pinpointed three pillars 
for success in 2020: Long-lasting customer 
relationships, a strong brand and products 
that are ‘Made in Germany’. Customer 
relationships, some of which stretch back 
over many years,  are a key success factor 
along with partners who provide ideas and can 
rapidly plan campaigns. This is all backed by 
the pjur sales team who remain on hand to help 
from their home offices, advising customers 
and providing them with training via webinars. 
This has enabled the company to keep 

operating and continue 
processing orders. 
The pjur brand with 
its yellow dot also 
played a key role here. 
A survey of almost 
2,000 pjur consumers 
confirms that pjur users 
are loyal customers: 
not only have they 
been using pjur for 

a very long time, they also report above-
average satisfaction levels with the brand’s 
products. This is an important factor especially 
in uncertain times when consumers tend to 
turn to tried-and-tested, high-quality products 
and trust recommendations from vendors. 
The third pillar of success is the systematic 
commitment to ‘Made in Germany’. This 
applies to product quality and the availability 
of goods. The company can avoid bottlenecks 
through carefully planned production runs, 
high stocks of raw materials and various sites 
for production in Germany. Working with an 
international logistics partner, pjur responded 
quickly to the new situation and was thus able 
to ensure the uninterrupted supply of pjur 
products to customers the world over. What’s 
more, the unusual circumstances have not 
affected the high standards that pjur sets for 
its premium intimate products – standards that 
guarantee outstanding quality every time for 
customers.

After an eventful, exhausting year that at times 
has left little opportunity for any timeout, pjur 
wishes all of its customers, partners and friends 
a quiet and peaceful festive season and a 
great start to the new year! “We hope that our 
customers and partners enjoy a well-earned 
rest with their families over the Christmas 
period. We look forward to many more projects 
in 2021 and hope for a more normal start to the 
new year,” concludes Alexander Giebel. 

pjur—more safety
photocontest
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of Spicy Affair, a 
company which 
was founded in 2018
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Could you tell us a bit about your 
company? What exactly are the activities 
of Spicy Affair?

Darren: Spicy Affair is a company 
importing from China, Canada, Hong 
Kong, and Japan. We currently sell our 
products via ecommerce and have a few 
retail outlets. Some of the products we sell 
are exclusive to Spicy Affair, for example 
the hi massager for which we are the sole 
distributor in the UK and Europe. 

What corporate strategy do you pursue? 
What makes you unique in the B2C 
marketplace? And what are your strengths 
in the wholesale business? 

Darren: That would likely be something 
you‘d want to cover: We work with 
manufacturers directly in China that are 
known for very high quality products. 
So, we can offer high quality products 
at a great price. We also have an 

agreement with ‘Women and Couples 
Wellness’ (the inventor and manufacturer 
of the hi massager) authorising us for EU 

distribution. Also, one of the owners 
of ‘Women and Couples 

Wellness’ owns the 
manufacturing 

facilities in China. 
That group 

specialises 
in medical 

devices 
and 

is part of a much bigger group. This gives 
us real-time access to the Chinese supply 
chain, both for hi and for other products 
we import.  

With the hi personal wellness system, 
which is available exclusively from Spicy 
Affair in Europe, you have now also taken 
the step into the distribution business. 
How did the collaboration with hi come 
about?  

Darren: We’re constantly looking for 
innovative products. hi seemed almost too 
good to believe, so we got a sample. After 
realising that what they were saying was 
true, we contacted the owners directly and 
began discussing the possibility of being 
their authorised distributor for the EU. We 
were impressed with what the product 
could do and with the depth of knowledge 
and capabilities that ‘Women and Couples 
Wellness’ had.  To our knowledge they’re 
the only adult toy company whose 
founders have backgrounds in sexology, 
neuroscience, and manufacturing directly 
in China.

EAN reported about the hi massager 
several times, and we even interviewed the 
inventor of the product in detail, but still: 
How would you describe the hi massager?

Darren: The hi massager is more than 
a product; it’s a solution to fundamental 
challenges both women and men deal 

The hi massager has fea-
tured prominently in EAN 
before, and now, it has 
finally found its way onto 
the European market – 
courtesy of British com-
pany Spicy Affair (www.
spicy-affair.com) who 
handle the distribution of 
the product. Darren, the 
head of the Spicy Affair, 
outlines the potential of 
the hi massager in our EAN 
interview, also explaining 
why this unique product is 
much more than just a sex 
toy. 

When people know how to use it, 
it works better than anything on the market
Spicy  A f f a i r  b r i ngs  the  h i  m as s age r  to  E u r ope
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hi offers a way to relax the female pelvic floor 
muscles while also providing a therapeutic full 
body massage 

with. It’s both a professional 
grade massager, and it grants 
access to a community that 
teaches skills - for hi
and otherwise - that can 
change people’s lives. What 
is different about it is that, on 
top of providing relaxation 
and pleasure, it is gaining 
momentum and support in 
the medical area as well.

The hi massager promises relief from 
many gynaecological and urological
 issues. How should we imagine the 
effect of hi on these issues? 

Darren: hi offers a unique, patented approach 
that combines both percussion and vibration in 
a specific way. This has shown to induce rapid 
bulbocavernosus reflex contractions as well as 
widespread ‘myotatic reflex’ contractions in the 
abdominal and pelvic floor muscles. This both 
relaxes potential spasms, improves circulation, 
and strengthens the tissue. It is also the only 
product that can directly stimulate the vagus 
nerve in women externally.  It has been patented 
in the USA, Canada, Australia, and patents for 
Europe will follow shortly, plus they have filed 
additional continuation in part patents.

The hi massager is not a classic sex toy - how 
does it fit into your range? 

Darren: Well, when people know how to use it, 
it works better than anything on the market.

What is your distribution 
strategy? Which markets do 
you want to supply? With 
whom do you want to enter 
into distribution partnerships - 
with wholesalers, distributors 
or with retailers?

Darren: Currently we’re selling 
through our site directly, 

www.spicy-affair.co.uk, and also via www.
himassager.co.uk and a network of affiliates.  
The company that makes the hi massager was 
founded by clinical sexologists who taught 
sexology for many years.  They trained or 
went to school with many of the sexologists in 
the USA, Europe and Asia, which are coming 
online as affiliates for us here.
I am happy to talk about wholesale options with 
interested parties. With the right volume, we’d 
be happy to have you resell to other groups.

What are the criteria you apply to find 
distribution partners?

Darren: We don’t really have criteria other than 
we’d want them to be reputable, so we do a 
background check for all our distributers 

How will you support your future distribution 
partners so they can sell the hi massager as 
successfully as possible?

Darren: On the customer side, the unit comes 
with online training & live training through 
the parent company ‘Women and Couples 
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Wellness, LLC’. Otherwise, I’m not sure other 
than we could facilitate product delivery & 
other general support services upon distributor 
request.  I think our biggest market would be 
the shops and smaller online sites.

How big is the potential for the hi massager 
in Europe? 

Darren: This is a completely new market that 
extends beyond the adult toy domain into 
mainstream.  In the United States, urologists 
and pelvic floor physical therapists are 
recommending hi as an ‘over the counter’ way 
to support the other therapies they provide.  
As this awareness of what it can do expands, 
we expect similar support in Europe. Also, 
since hi has applications for men as well, it 
can be sold to both women and men. In the 
United States, people spend over $82B just on 
urinary incontinence – it’s bigger in Europe. hi is 
offering a non-medical way to alleviate this and 
other issues.

Are there considerations to distribute more 
products exclusively in Europe? 

Darren: We’re talking with ‘Women and 
Couples Wellness’ about other upcoming 
products in both the adult and wellness 
space.  Furthermore, we’re discussing similar 
opportunities with other groups. We are looking 
to export all of our products on our Spicy Affair 
site, especially the hi massager.

In Europe, the hi personal wellness system 
is available exclusively via Spicy Affair

hi combines percussive and vibrational massages 

“THE HI  MASSAGER IS  MORE THAN 

A  PRODUCT;  IT ’S  A  SOLUTION TO 

FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGES BOTH 

WOMEN AND MEN DEAL WITH.” 
D A R R E N
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Guilty Pleasures often are seen as the best 
pleasures in life. For those keen on bondage, 
spanking and teasing, Guilty Pleasure offers 

all the right tools. We have extended the 
Bondage collection with new items made of 

vegan leather with gold coloured metal 
details, tassels and double buckles. They are 

made with high quality materials and fine 
stitching. Bondage beginners as well as 

experienced bondage lovers will love the 
attractive looks of the new Guilty Pleasure 

bondage items!

New Guilty Pleasure
Bondage products

NEW
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2020 was undoubtedly an eventful year for 
Pipedream. Not only were there many 

changes in your company, but 
there has also been the matter of 

the corona pandemic. Looking 
back, how do you feel about 
the year 2020?
 
Annika Scherer: It was 
a very exciting year for 
Pipedream and we have 
achieved a lot, despite 
the impact of the pan-
demic. Globally, we have 
successfully launched 
innovative new products 

to critical acclaim. In North 
America, we opened a new 

state-of-the-art distribu-
tion centre in Illinois 

to service our 

partners. And in Europe, Pipedream has 
established a stronger presence with 
our own distribution centre in the 
Netherlands, our own office and show-
room in Germany and the introduction 
of our Elite Distribution Partnership 
programme. This is a major milestone in 
the history of Pipedream that allows us 
to better service our European partners. 

Why was it necessary for Pipedream to 
move away from its long-established distri-
bution structure in Europe? 

Annika: Historically, our distribution struc-
ture has involved selling to multiple dis-
tributors. We determined that we needed 
a new structure in Europe to manage the 
market most efficiently. The Elite Distri-
bution Partnership Program allows us to 
provide the best possible support for our 
customers and the European market.

What are the advantages of the Elite 
Distribution Partnership programme? 
To what extent will the retail sector 
benefit from this programme? 

Annika: We are working very closely with 
our Elite Distribution Partners and, with 
their support, we expect the Pipedream 
brand to continue to grow in Europe. 
Customers can expect the highest level 
of service and transparency from us and 
our partners, with full access to the top 
products in the European market. 

Given the changes and challenges that have arisen due 
to the corona crisis, it is all the more impressive how 
much Pipedream has achieved this year. In the midst of 
the pandemic, the US-company set up a new logistics 
centre in the Netherland as well as a new showroom in 
Germany. And as if that weren’t enough, Pipedream also 
overhauled their distribution strategy for the European 
market. So there is a lot to talk about as we look back on 
these highly eventful past months with Annika Scherer, 
Pipedream’s General Manager for Europe. 

Pipedream is committed 
to sustained global growth
The yea r  i n  r e v ie w :  Ann ika  Sche r e r,  Ge ne r a l  Ma n a g e r  Eu rope  o f  P iped rea m looks  ba c k  a t  2020

Annika Scherer, 
General Manager 
Europe of 
Pipedream Products 
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Why did you choose Debra Net, SCALA, and 
ORION? What were the criteria you relied on 
to decide who should distribute your products 
in Europe in the future? 

Annika: We conducted an intensive RFP 
selection process to determine our Elite Dis-
tribution Partners for Europe. This data-driven 
approach involved a comprehensive mix of 
key criteria with the objective of building the 
Pipedream brand in Europe while providing 
excellent service to all EU customers. The 
distributors selected were able to best meet 
our requirements for long-term growth and we 
are confident that the retail sector will see the 
benefit of these partnerships. 

“EUROPE IS  A  CRITICAL  MARKET FOR 

P IPEDREAM AND HOLDS AN ESSENTIAL 

POSITION IN  OUR GLOBAL EXPANSION 

PLANNING.”
A N N I K A  S C H E R E R

What role do your new logistics centre in the 
Netherlands and your new showroom in Bre-
men play for your ‘European Initiative’? 

Annika: This facility in the Netherlands will 
stock Pipedream’s top-selling European SKUs 
with customer service provided in the same 
time zone, ensuring quicker responses. Our 
new warehouse in the EU will reduce cus-
tomer lead times from 8 weeks to a few days, 
allowing all European retailers to receive Pipe-
dream shipments faster and more efficiently. 
Our European customers will no longer have 
to wait for months to receive the benefit of our 
product innovation. They will be able to order 
more frequently in smaller quantities, allowing 
them to carry less stock while still fulfilling 
their customer’s demands. We encourage all 
customers in Europe to take advantage of this 
new distribution availability. With the new of-
fice and showroom, our goal was to be able to 
showcase and sell our products locally, while 
giving our customers better local support for 
sales training and product marketing.

Annika Scherer in the newly 
opened showroom in Bremen
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How independent will Pipedream Europe be 
from its US parent company to respond to the 
heterogeneous market in Europe? 

Annika: We are a single global company 
and continue to operate as such. Pipedream 
Europe gives our European customers the 
benefit of in-market, real-time sales support 
and regional execution of our global marketing 
plans, tailored for the European customer.  

How important is the European market in your 
global planning? 

Annika: Europe is a critical market for Pipe-
dream and holds an essential position in our 
global expansion planning. This is why we 
have invested heavily in our European pres-
ence. We are grateful for the successful long-
term business relationships which we have 
built up in Europe, thanks to our business 
partners’ faith and trust in us. We now look 
forward to strengthening these relationships 
with our new structure. 

Do you see a lot of untapped potential in Eu-
rope that could be mined through the changes 
mentioned above?

Annika: We have been very successful with 
consistently growing sales over the past few 
years. However, we know there is so much 
more to explore within the market. We have 
the products, the people, the infrastructure 
and the mind-set – together with our new Elite 
Distribution Partners, we will be able to move 
much closer to all retail customers and ensure 
that they benefit from all we have to offer.

Many of the changes we mentioned took 
place during the corona crisis. How did you 
manage to achieve your set goals in this 
difficult time? 

Annika: Since we have been planning these 
initiatives for over a year, most of the prepa-
ratory work has already been done. Although 
the pandemic brought its own challenges, our 
teams around the world were able to exe-
cute smoothly and the preparation paid off. 
Patience, trust, communication, openness, 
international teamwork and positive vibes are 
the key words.

What are Pipedream’s plans for the coming 
months and beyond? 

Annika: Pipedream is committed to sustained 
global growth. We look forward to supporting 
our partners with the continued launch of 
innovative new products while providing the 
best service through our enhanced global 
distribution network. 

“THE ELITE  D ISTRIBUTION 

PARTNERSHIP  PROGRAM  

ALLOWS US TO PROVIDE THE  

BEST  POSSIBLE SUPPORT FOR 

OUR CUSTOMERS AND THE 

EUROPEAN MARKET.”
A N N I K A  S C H E R E R
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Are your customers ready to #DitchTheStrap? A new sex-tech company out 
of Atlanta, Georgia, is creating what LGBTQ+ consumers really want in a 
strap-on, and it has nothing to do with straps, snaps or those annoyingly 
loose, adjustable ends punctuated by hard plastic. Glenise Kinard-Moore 
is the founder and creator behind The VDOM, a strap-on that purpose-
ly eschews it’s market-given name. Kinard-Moore’s company, SkiiMoo 
Tech, specializes in creating state-of-the-art prosthetic devices that 

enhance the adult sexual experience. SkiiMoo’s premiere device, 
The VDOM, is an app-connected, adult wearable device with 

the ability to transform a prosthetic penis from flaccid 
to erect at the push of a button. The VDOM’s pros-

thetic is supported by a pair of custom made, 
patented underwear designed to move and 

function with your daily lifestyle. Wearers can 
switch gears from a dinner date out at a 

restaurant to spontaneous sex without the 
need to disrobe and don a dong or dig 
through a cluttered sex toy drawer. The 
VDOM seamlessly accommodates your 
sexual desire whenever it springs up, 
no differently than a flesh-and-blood 
sex organ. As Kinard-Moore highlights, 
The VDOM isn’t just another flashy tech 
toy. The VDOM is an effort in itself to 
bring awareness to the sexual wellness 

needs of LGBTQIA+ persons. As the 
pleasure space is positively disrupted 
by more women, people of color and 
queer company founders, products like 
The VDOM will become a welcomed, 
new normal.Glenise Kinard-Moore spills 

the rest of the scoop on The VDOM 
from the unique perspective of an 
LGBTQ+ inventor. When it comes 
to creating better sex products for 
the queer company, it truly takes 
one to know one. 

The VDOM is not a sex toy, it’s a lifestyle product. 
There are prosthetic limbs. Why not genitals?
The VDOM le ad s  s t r ap -on  d e s ign  i n to  a  s t r ap less  f u tu re  o f  h ig h - tec h  en g in ee r in g  a n d  A I  i n tu i t i on

Glenise Kinard-Moore is 
the founder and creator 
behind The VDOM
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How did you wind up in sex-tech design, and 
how does your company contribute to this 
growing market sector?

Glenise Kinard-Moore: I am an information 
security and cyber security professional by dis-
cipline, and a tech nerd, visionary, and creator 
by passion. I have finally put my passion into 
motion by founding SkiiMoo Tech, an ‘all things 
tech’ firm. Based out of Atlanta, Georgia, Skii-
Moo Tech specializes in creating tech-based 
consumer products for communities who are 
sometimes looked over. Our premiere product, 
The VDOM, is poised to utilize sex tech as the 
catalyst to bridge some of the gaps with exist-
ing genital prosthetics on the market. 

What’s your take on the sex-tech sector 
at the moment? How is the pleasure 
products industry meeting consumers 
most up-to-date needs?

Glenise: The sex-tech industry is under trans-
formation. It’s under a revolution of changing 
the who and what with more women joining the 
industry and creating products that are beyond 
the status quo. We are seeing more dynamical-
ly designed products in terms of how they look 

and their purpose. With more women entering 
the space we are seeing more products geared 
towards clitoral stimulation. Which is funny be-
cause here I come creating a replica of a penis 
and focusing on g-spot stimulation. Which is 
ironically not the real purpose of The VDOM. 
The purpose is to provide a product to the 
LGBTQ+ community that empowers us to em-
brace our sexual interactions with our partners 
as a natural flowing part of life. There haven’t 
been a lot of products, if any, that directly 
address the needs of individuals who identify as 
LGBTQ+. It’s purpose is also about promoting 
spontaneous sex with your partner. As some-
one who identifies as LGBTQ+, spontaneity is 
not always easy in our community due to cer-
tain anatomical and environmental restrictions 
(like finding a place to wash my hands if I want 
to have spontaneous sex with my wife in a car 
after dinner). 

How does the VDOM work? What makes 
it unique compared to other wearable 
pleasure products?

Glenise: The VDOM is a genital prosthetic that 
is connected to a mobile app on your smart-
phone or smartwatch and you are able to gain 
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an erection when wearing The VDOM any time 
and any where you desire as long as you have 
battery power. The initial version of the device is 
Bluetooth connected with later versions includ-
ing WiFi based connectivity. The mobile app not 
only allows the primary user to control the device 
but it also allows the primary user to give control 
to their partner by adding their partner via the 
mobile app and allowing their partner to have 
full control or to simply send ping notifications 
when they are ‘ready to play’. Our goal was 
to completely challenge ourselves to address 
all of the hang-ups with traditional strap-ons 
and create a product that could be used in 
everyday life depending your style of sexual 
interaction. No more backpacks, awkwardness, 
stop-and-assemble or inconvenience associated 
with traditional strap-ons. 

What is the grand mission of your brand, and 
how do your own ethics and standards play into 
your end goals? Is the VDOM just a great sex-
tech toy, or does it stand for something bigger?

Glenise: The grand mission of our brand is to 
democratize sex and provide a platform for peo-
ple to embrace that sex is indeed a regular part 
of life for the LGBTQ+ community, just like any 
other sexual orientation. So often our sex lives 
and sexual interactions are seen as just lesbian 
or just gay or just whatever; it’s not, it’s sex. It’s 
a part of the hierarchy of needs and regardless if 
you identify as heterosexual or LGBTQ+, sex is 
a part of life. This product is a lifestyle product. 
It was created to fulfill your life’s style. I say all 
the time that The VDOM is not a sex toy, it is a 
lifestyle product. There are prosthetic limbs, why 
not genitals?

What are some of the coolest features of the 
VDOM? Why does this product serve a broader 
audience than your typical strap-on harness?

“OUR GOAL WAS TO 

COMPLETELY CHALLENGE 

OURSELVES TO ADDRESS 

ALL OF  THE HANG-UPS 

WITH TRADITIONAL 

STRAP-ONS AND CREATE 

A PRODUCT THAT COULD 

BE USED IN  EVERYDAY 

L IFE  DEPENDING YOUR 

STYLE OF  SEXUAL 

INTERACTION.”
G L E N I S E  K I N A R D - M O O R E

Glenise’s company SkiiMoo Tech 
specializes in creating tech-based 
consumer products for communities 
who are sometimes looked over
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Glenise: The coolest features of The VDOM 
are that it can be worn for long periods of 
time, comfortably, discretely (if you want to be 
discrete) and conveniently. It is attached to a 
pair of custom made, patented underwear, 
specially made to support the device itself as 
well as support your daily activity, whether it’s 
taking a jog or engaging in sex with your part-
ner. The Bluetooth connected mobile app not 
only allows you to control the device but it also 
has the following features: 1) Know how much 
battery power the device has left. Displayed 
as a percentage as well as time, know down 
to the last seconds of battery power. 2) Add a 
partner and allow or not allow the following: Full 
control / Ping notification messaging / Black-
out times – If you want to make sure there 
are no accidents, control the times when the 
device can not be operated by yourself or an 
added partner. 3) Privacy and Security: Input 
field encryption, multifactor authentication, end-
to-end encryption and much more. 4) Three 
sizes will be offered initially. When fully erect, 
4”, 6” and 8” options with three different skin 
tone options. 5) Also, three underwear types: a 
boxer brief, boy short and jock version. 6) After 
consulting with a specialist who consults for the 
disability and physical restrictions individuals, 
we added voice control via the mobile app as 
well. Hands-free has always been our goal and 
this feature adds to achieving that goal. As we 
have navigated this process we have received 
tremendous interest from the several industries 
including the medical industry, specifically for 
individuals who endure erectile dysfunction and 
for individuals who have paralysis, disabilities 
or other physical restrictions as well. So The 
VDOM is a solution for so many people. 

Is the VDOM currently on the market for both 
B2B and B2C customers? How will you be 
working with the wholesale pleasure space to 
get VDOM into adult stores?

Glenise: The VDOM will be available only via 
B2C through our platform for the first 6 months 
and we will consider B2B at the right time. We 
want to make sure we contain the integrity of 
the product before releasing it amongst the 
masses via B2B. We have a lot of interest from 
the medical industry as well, so to make sure 
we know what it is before we release it com-
pletely, we plan to slowly release it for whole-
sale options with third-party entities. We have 
launched a pre-order option via our crowdfund-
ing sites at www.ifundwomen.com/projects/
vdom and coming soon our kickstarter.com 
campaign which is set to release in November. 

We will launch our official pre-order campaign 
November 21, 2020, with a goal of fulfilling 
those orders early Spring 2020. The VDOM will 
retail for $675. We are offering a deep discount 
if pre-ordered via our crowdfunding campaign, 
with a limited amount available via this option, 
at a price of $375. Once our crowdfunding 
campaign closes, we have created a VIP Mem-
bership program that is free for sign-up and 
offers a $200 off promo code for members to 
use during the pre-order campaign, again with 
a limited supply (sign-up is only available via our 
website at www.thevdom.com) . Once those 
limited supplies are sold out, the retail price will 
be the last option to secure The VDOM during 
the pre-order round, which again is a limited 
supply as well. 

 “THE SEX-TECH INDUSTRY IS 

UNDER TRANSFORMATION.”
G L E N I S E  K I N A R D - M O O R E
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We cannot avoid starting this interview 
with corona. What effect has the corona 
crisis had on our industry? How has the 
pandemic changed the market? 

Samir Saraiya: The corona crisis has 
helped increase the demand for pleasure 
products globally as there has been a 
‘consumer reprioritisation’ of disposable 
income. Consumers are now spending 
money based on their immediate needs 
and available choices for comfort and 
happiness and this has resulted in a 

greater splurge towards home and 
home entertainment instead 
of travel, bars, restaurants, 
events, etc.
This demand has helped 
e-commerce leapfrog over 
physical stores since those 
have faced challenges 
relating to fears of the 
virus, resulting in lower 
footfalls. This change 
in consumer buying 

habits will be long-
term, and there 
will be a marked 
increase in the 

ratio of pleasure products sold online 
compared to offline. On the supply side, 
the world including China has sustained 
production and the global logistics 
have bolstered trade.  This has 
supported the rising demand and 
stabilised pricing. Overall, the economic 
implications surrounding the corona 
crisis will be felt the world over, and 
the pleasure product industry has 
gained substantially during this crisis. 
Companies should enjoy this period and 
make hay while the sun shines. 

What lessons should our industry take 
away from the past few months? 
Do long-established business models 
in this market need to be rethought, 
changed or adapted?  

Samir: The traditional supply chain has 
been eroded over the years. The big 
game changer this year has been the 
increase in e-com sales, which is here 
to stay. The industry is a natural fit for 
e-commerce as the online shopping 
experience solves customer issues like 
privacy. Companies are now getting more 
focused on the direct-to-consumer (D2C) 
channel as it offers the highest margin 
structure and also creates some level of 
brand loyalty. In order for this channel to 
be effective, companies need to invest 
in online marketing and branding, which 
encompasses digital content, ratings, 
reviews, etc. Those are the new sales 
tools. While traditional retail stores will 

As we invited Samir Saraiya, the founder and head of ThatsPersonal.
com, to take a look back at the year 2020 with EAN, it was pretty 
obvious that corona would play a big role in our year-in-review 
interview. After all, the pandemic had a major impact on the 
international sex toy market. However, that impact wasn’t all bad as 
more and more people claim that our industry is actually one of the 
winners of the crisis. In our conversation, Samir gives his take on the 
current state of affairs. 

Companies should enjoy this period 
and make hay while the sun shines
The  s ta te  o f  th e  i n dus t r y  -  by  a n d  w i th  S a mi r  S a ra i ya 

Samir Saraiya, 
founder and CEO of 
ThatsPersonal.com 
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continue to have a role to play, that role will 
shrink and so will the number of outlets as 
it would be difficult to compete with the 
economic advantages of the e-com world. 
On a separate note, one of the big changes 
relates to the way and style of doing business. 
With travel restrictions in places, the Industry 
has not just adapted to the environment 
but actually flourished. Virtual meetings and 
product trainings have been very effective in 
reducing the need to travel. Social media has 
helped the industry stay together and 
keep relationships strong.

It seems that the turnover and sales figures of 
many companies in our market have reached 
impressive heights during the months of the 
corona crisis. Increased consumer demand for 
sex toys is generally cited as the main reason 
for this success. So, is the International sex toy 
market a winner of the crisis? 

Samir: Yes, the international pleasure product 
industry is one of several industries that have 
been clear winners. This could be witnessed 
across the globe with USA, Europe and many 
other countries showing a sharp rise, including 
Asia and India. The shift in consumer priorities
has brought in new customers, especially in the 
mass market segment and entry level products. 
The existing set of customers have evolved 
and are open to try new, different and more 
expensive products. The niche categories have 
also grown, albeit at a lower relative rate. The 
overall industry growth trajectory has increased 
steeply and will continue to increase before 
plateauing over time. 

“SOCIAL  MEDIA  HAS HELPED THE INDUSTRY 

STAY TOGETHER AND KEEP THE RELATIONSHIPS 

STRONG.” 
S A M I R  S A R A I YA

And now the billion-dollar question: is the 
market for sex toys crisis-proof? Could it also 
cope with a long and serious recession of the 
global economy? 

Samir: Yes, the impact of a recession is
 lower in the pleasure product Industry and
the recovery has always been faster. 
During difficult financial periods, consumers 
would shift their purchases to achieving 
happiness and deriving pleasure at lower 
costs, and this category is an obvious choice. 
Most segments of the industry are relatively 
crisis-proof and can sustain a long recession. 
However, the luxury segment would be 
affected, similar to other industries. 
Many product categories are maturing 
towards a mainline FMCG consumer durables 
and hygiene category, and this growth 
momentum will continue as these products 
are ingrained into our daily lives. 
In terms of fads, there will probably be some 
fads which may come and go like romance 
products and BDSM. However, while the 
macro-economic factors may look optimistic, 
the Industry will continue to face business 
cycles due to various issues like oversupply, 
competition, and government-related policies.



Has the corona crisis accelerated the 
mainstreaming of sex toys? After all the 
willingness to buy sex toys has gone up, 
especially during the lockdown period, and 
interest in topics such as sexual wellness has 
also grown rapidly... 

Samir: The mainstreaming of sex toys has 
picked up over the past few years. The covid 
crisis has not substantially impacted this 
momentum and there is still a long road ahead.
On the positive side, there has definitely been 
a growth in consumer demand, with people 
being more open to the topic of sex and sexual 
wellness. Brands have developed products 
that cater to various mass and niche segments. 
Government bodies have introduced product 
certifications that have resulted in greater 
consumer trust. Brands have also redesigned 
their packaging and softer categories have 
achieved a basic level of omni-channel retail 
acceptance. Furthermore, the industry has 
initiated various marketing and communication 
campaigns across mainline media, especially 
social media, to create awareness and increase 
consumer interest. In the online world, Amazon 
has led the charge and has been able to bring 
in new customers who ordinarily would not visit 
specialty adult online or retail stores. However, 
the mainstream offline retailers have been slow 
to respond. There are still challenges due to 
age-related factors when it comes to displaying 
products, resulting in negligible point of sales 

(POS) materials or prominent shelf space. From 
a consumer standpoint, interested shoppers 
would be more inclined towards specialty adult 
stores to meet their needs. Overall, this positive 
momentum has helped the industry achieve 
record growth rates in the past decade, but the 
best is yet to come.

The erosion of the traditional supply chain, 
oversupply, price wars, piracy, the giant 
Amazon... times change, but the problems 
remain the same. Will this also be the case 
in 2021? Has the corona crisis accelerated 
the problems mentioned above or has it 
even revealed new ones – for example the 
overdependence on China?

Samir: Most of the factors above relate to the 
changing business environment experienced 
by many global industries. These problems 
need to be addressed as creative solutions 
are the key to the future. The pleasure product 
industry has grown rapidly in the past few 
years, however, many of the large individual 
companies have not grown at the same pace. 
Companies have failed to prepare themselves 
to combat these difficulties by creating entry 
barriers or consumer brands rather than 
helping deflect the oversupply in the market 
that is supporting price wars for commodity 
products. The pleasure product industry has 
an abnormal dependence on China and while 
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this has helped with product supply and price 
competitiveness, it has led to other challenges 
including piracy, counterfeit products, intellectual 
property infringement, and products of suspect 
quality.  Few companies have actually started 
rethinking their manufacturing strategy and 
looking for options outside of China. Most 
of those are opting for their home countries 
due to lack of available choices. I believe the 
‘China plus One’ model will propel Companies 
to look at one alternate manufacturing hub 
outside China.  This will lead to an opportunity 
for established manufactures in developing 
countries (outside China) to jump in and provide 
this industry with a strong manufacturing option 
- provided they can achieve the necessary trust 
and guarantee product quality, competitive 
pricing, and the strong legal structures that 
gives comfort to Western companies. The 
giant Amazon continues to disrupt many global 
industries, including the pleasure product 
industry.  Amazon provides a great shopping 
experience and has set the bar high for 
consumer e-commerce. The scale, efficiency, 
and class of their operation are making them 
stronger by the day, and companies have no 
option but to play under their rules. In order to 
compete, they are working towards controlling 

supply on Amazon or going direct-to-consumer 
(D2C) which will be the new mantra over the 
next few years. Over time, the D2C channel will 
provide the best business value.

The past years have often been described as 
a ‘Wild West’ phase, given that there was no 
longer a clear distinction between the activities 
of manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, and 
retailers. Now, we see more and more exclusive 
distribution agreements and more stringent 
distribution strategies; it almost seems as if 
‘there was a new sheriff in town to keep order’. 
Or is that impression deceiving? 

Samir: Companies are navigating the obstacles 
in front of them and trying to create a path to 
success. As market dynamics are constantly 
changing, companies are regularly evaluating 
creative solutions to come out ahead.
Just over a decade ago, there was a more 
structured eco-system with companies falling 
into one of the main slots: manufacturer, 
distributor wholesaler, and retailer. However, 
the business environment changed, in large 
part due to a scramble for better margins, 
coupled with greater flexibility for companies to 

“THE MAINSTREAMING OF  SEX TOYS HAS P ICKED 

UP OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS.  THE COVID  

CRIS IS  HAS NOT SUBSTANTIALLY IMPACTED  

THIS  MOMENTUM AND THERE IS  STILL  A  LONG 

ROAD AHEAD.”
S A M I R  S A R A I YA
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dabble in more than one slot. The ecosystem 
turned into the ‘Wild West’, with companies 
working across multiple slots and a few 
putting their fingers in all pies. Those who 
did this well created stronger companies and 
those who stagnated soon realised that their 
partners had turned into competitors. Over 
the past few years, we see another gradual 
shift where companies are realising their core 
competencies and the difficulties that go along 
with wearing multiple hats. Some decided to 
focus on their strengths and revert to fewer, but 
stronger and deeper partnerships, opting for 
strategic exclusivity and mutual benefits. This 
has helped companies control the supply chain 
and maintain prices and margin levels which 
are sustainable in the long run. Over time, and 
with the gradual opening up of mainstream 
retailing, the landscape will change again as 
retail slots are taken up by the well-established 
pharmacies, supermarkets, and large-format 
retail stores. This will restrict entry to just a 

select set of brands and those brands who 
gain entry will benefit greatly in years to come.

Which new products have had the biggest 
impact this year? 

Samir: The industry has not seen any game 
changing products so far this year. The 
uncertainty has resulted in the cancellation 
of many trade shows, and as a result, the 
visibility of new innovative products has taken 
a back seat. We hope that 2021 will be a 
better year for product innovation and big 
bang launches. 

What have been the trends of the year? Have 
previous buzzwords such as sex toys for men, 
sex tech, couple’s toys etc. been replaced by 
others like – for example - inclusion? 

Samir: The buzzwords continue to play out 
as the year has witnessed growth across a 
number of different segments, but no particular 
segment has really stood out. Men’s toys 
continue to grow, but that category still waits 
for the big breakthrough hit. Similarly, sex tech 
has been around for the past few years, but we 
have not seen any ground-breaking products 
for the mass market. There is a buzz around 
‘Inclusion’, but this is more centred on the US 
market, where brands design products around 
gender equality and sexual orientation. 

A few years ago, there was talk of a changing 
of the guard in the vibrator segment when 
more and more new products focused on 
other modes of stimulation. Today, however, 
the majority of new products on the market 
still ‘vibrate’. Does this mean that those 
new technologies have been less disruptive 
than expected? 
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Samir predicts a successful future 
for the international sex toy market





Samir: Vibration continues to be the core 
technology for sex toys, and I don’t see that 
changing any time soon. In the past few 
years, we have seen various manufacturers 
launch products focusing on different 
technologies like airflow, suction, electro 
stimulation, oscillation, and heat. 
Additionally, there has been an increasing 
number of hybrid products that offer a mix 
of different technologies and give the customer 
the flexibility of choosing their preferred mode 
of stimulation. These newer technologies 
have helped create category niches and give 
consumers the opportunity to try something 
unique and different. Those technology 
innovations are expanding the market and I 
believe we are in the early days of their product 
lifecycle, so we may see a greater level of 
disruption in the years to come. 

Even though the pandemic is still dominating the 
headlines and nobody knows how long we will 
have to deal with it, what do you predict for the 
future of our market? 

Samir: The outlook is very promising given the 
market expansion witnessed in 2020. My top 
predictions are:

1. Supply will keep up with demand and the 
Industry will see a lot of new entrants that 
will further expand the market size with their 
creativity and solutions. 

2. There will be a higher level of market 
segmentation, and existing niches will 
grow substantially. Consumer expectations 
will increase correspondingly, which will 
lead to companies specialising in specific 
categories and leaving out others. 

3. Brands will have manufacturing options 
besides China and the most promising 
geographies would be South Asia and 
Eastern Europe.

4. There will be a positive change in the retail 
landscape as mainstream retailers will be 
more interested to experiment with a small 
range of softer pleasure products. 

5. Online will keep growing and Amazon will 
be the clear winner with the largest range 
and most competitive pricing. 

6. Many brands will grow direct-to-consumer 
channels which offer the best consumer 
value proposition and this will be their tool 
of choice to fight the Amazon onslaught. 

7. Companies that don’t adapt to this change 
will lose relevance in the years to come and 
find it increasing hard to catch up to their 
competitors.
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“OVERALL,  THE ECONOMIC  IMPLICATIONS SURROUNDING THE CORONA CRIS IS  WILL 

BE  FELT  THE WORLD OVER,  AND THE PLEASURE PRODUCT INDUSTRY HAS GAINED 

SUBSTANTIALLY DURING THIS  CRIS IS . ”
S A M I R  S A R A I YA
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What kind of consumer demographic does 
Motorbunny appeal to, especially 
in the app-connected and saddle 
vibrator niches?

Craig Mewbourne: We don’t collect 
data beyond bug reports and device OS 
information, so it’s impossible for us to say 
for certain but anecdotally the usage is 
high across all ages and lifestyle groups. 
Anyone with a phone is a candidate for 
use, and adoption continues to grow. 
Anyone who downloaded and played 
Angry Birds compulsively would be likely 
Motorbunny LINK users, and for the 
same reason - it’s fun! We often hear from 
individual customers who desire product 
attachments [for ride-on sex machines] 
with varying specs, a different shape, 
color, material, or general design. Our 

target is anyone who has fallen in love 
with a specific toy and hasn’t considered 
Motorbunny before because of attachment 
limitations.

Speaking of product attachments, how is 
the company currently accomodating new 
toy options that people can use with their 
Motorbunny?

Craig: Until now, the category of ride-
on-top power vibrators has limited the 
experiences users can enjoy to the highly 
specialized attachments that fit onto the 
machines. In a world of open-source 
software, 3D printers, and aftermarket 
phone accessories, that won’t do any 
longer. We believe customers deserve 
more choices. Adding a special adapter to 

A sex machine is no casual investment for the average consumer, but Motorbunny has found the keys to innova-
tion and versatility that can unlock the door to even the most hesitant of customers’ bedrooms. The Motorbunny 
BUCK is the world’s first and only hybrid saddle vibrator and thrusting sex machine. As the company touts, this 
rideable sex machine turns up the vibrations “all the way to 11.” The new BUCK model replaces the twirling 
function of the original Motorbunny with two separate thrusting motions. BUCK is an intense machine that 
delivers targeted, adjustable stimulation to deliver profound, multi-layered orgasmic experiences. Seemingly 
endless options of strong vibrations, hard and fast thrusting, positioning aids, and toy attachments keep con-
sumers coming back to screw like rabbits, whether solo or partnered up. Motorbunny’s app-based LINK tech-
nology gives users tons of preprogrammed routines to explore. It also lets users share wireless control of their 
Motorbunny BUCK, whether couples are in the same room or across the globe. A secure, private link to share 
with a partner via text is all customers need to safely connect their BUCK to the new world of app-controlled 
toys. Craig Mewbourne, Motorbunny’s Chief of Marketing, has spent the last year crafting the company and their 
products into a consumer’s dream. Mewbourne and his team follow consumers’ feedback to the letter, allowing 
the brand’s audience to dictate the future of sex machines. Mewbourne still has a few treats up his sleeve, but 
we’ll have to wait for Motorbunny’s new releases to find out exactly what’s coming next. In the meantime, Mew-
bourne fills us in on the state of sex tech in the growing niche of giant, ride-on pleasure saddles. 

Our customers want to invest in a product 
they are confident will get better over time
Moto rbunny  e nt i ce s  cons um e r s  to  c r ave  l a r g e-sc a le  sex  toys  w i th  tec h  c on n ec t i v i t y  a n d  i nv en t i v e  p roduc t  a dd-ons

Craig Mewbourne, 
Motorbunny’s 
Chief of Marketing
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let our customers choose any of the hundreds of 
Doc Johnson Vac-U-Lock products to use with 
the Motorbunny BUCK thrusting machine opens 
a new world of experiences. Retailers initially 
reacted to Motorbunny BUCK as a price anchor 
and customer attractant in their stores. When 
they see the Vac-U-Lock adapter 
and start to imagine driving traffic 
across their entire stores, they 
light up and say, “Wow! Now 
I can actually see us moving 
this product!”

How did the Motorbunny team 
coordinate and develop these 
myriad new options for toy 
attachments?

Craig: The prototyping process for 
the Vac-U-Lock adapter has been long. 
We knew that an elevated front platform would 
be necessary for clitoral stimulation - a big part 
of the Motorbunny BUCK experience - while 

allowing room for even the largest Vac-U-Lock 
product to move. After testing, the shape 
of the hump has been modified, and softer 
material was included. I think our customers will 
appreciate that we worked closely with the Doc 
Johnson team to consider what Motorbunny 
fans and Doc Johnson customers would both 
enjoy. In addition to exponentially increasing the 
experiences available to Motorbunny BUCK 
owners through the Doc Johnson partnership, 
we’re still expanding the Motorbunny ecosystem 
of attachments and accessories. Larger and 
smaller versions of our classic attachment 

designs have recently been released, and new 
bondage gear is in the works as well.

“ANYONE WHO DOWNLOADED 

AND PLAYED ANGRY BIRDS 

COMPULSIVELY WOULD BE L IKELY 

MOTORBUNNY L INK USERS,  AND 

FOR THE SAME REASON -  IT ’S 

FUN!” 
C R A I G  M E W B O U R N E
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Tell us about the Motorbunny LINK app’s most 
user-friendly functions. How does it work, and 
how intuitive is it?

Craig: All you have to do is plug in your 
Motorbunny and open the app to connect 
automatically, and a clean interface makes 
it easy to get started right away. Basic slider 
controls replace the manual knobs, and tabs 
offer other control options including tons of 
preprogrammed ‘Buzz’ and ‘Twirl’ routines. 
The most user-friendly aspect is the seamless 
sharing of remote control. One click and a 
private link is generated to share with a partner 
anywhere in the world to use, no app necessary.

How does the app boost the Motorbunny’s 
value? Does it create a more personalized, 
intimate experience? 

Craig: The value our customers may realize 
from LINK technology varies according to 
their needs and how they experience 
it. For some, remote control might be 
used occasionally with an out-of-town 
partner and it depends on how 

much they personally value giving themselves 
an orgasm versus someone else giving them 
an orgasm. For others, Siri voice commands 
simply make it possible to use Motorbunny, and 
the difference between nothing and the ability 
to go ‘all the way to eleven’ is immeasurable. In 
any case, LINK technology gives users choices 
beyond two manual knobs so they have greater 
control over how they want to ride, whether 
it’s set-and-forget ‘Buzz’ and ‘Twirl’ pulses, or 
designing their own routines. 

What are some of the precautions that 
Motorbunny takes to ensure customers’ privacy 
and to keep their information secure? 

Craig: Motorbunny never collects or shares 
personalized data unless explicitly sent for bug 
reporting purposes by the app or when the user 
sets up their Motorbunny LINK account, which 
is optional, but required for online sharing to 
function. All sharing functionality is anonymous 
and secure by design by using random secure 
tokenized urls. The url recipient is completely 
anonymous and no account is needed to 
participate in remote controlling a Motorbunny.
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What is driving the popularity of toys with 
Bluetooth connectivity? Has the pandemic had 
any impact on their sales? 

Craig: Smartphones completely transformed 
how people shop, eat, travel, and consume 
entertainment. Pretty much anything we do is 
negotiated on our screens. It was inevitable 
that people would demand that kind of flexibility 
and control in the bedroom as well.  As for the 
influence of the pandemic on sales, we’re having 
a little trouble keeping up with demand. 

Has social distancing made consumers 
more inclined to explore Bluetooth-enabled 
toys? How can they also appeal to couples 
quarantining together?

Craig: Right now people are exploring how 
they can better themselves while staying at 
home and many are deciding that the room 
for improvement is in the quality of their 
orgasms. It’s lucky that’s our job. It takes time 
to learn the nuances of each new experience 
that Motorbunny LINK offers, like syncing the 
ride to music or playing integrated games 
like FappyBunny. Couples and individuals in 
quarantine who have owned a Motorbunny for 
years have told us that they have new favorite 
positions because they’ve actually had the time 
to hop on and experiment. And luckily for those 

who haven’t pulled the trigger on Motorbunny 
ownership yet, FappyBunny (available to 
download for free) connects with other 
Bluetooth-enabled devices like the We-Vibe 
Sync, OhMiBod Esca 2, and Lovense Lush. 

What customer expectations are currently 
driving your next innovations?

Craig: Our customers want to invest in a 
product they are confident will get better over 
time, either with new attachments, new digital 
experiences, or the shattering of the limitations 
the category has been stuck with. They want us 
to keep maturing into the company they want 
us to be, which is to design and fully support a 
wide variety of motorized riding experiences. We 
don’t think that desire subsides, so we are not 
planning on slowing down either.

This interview is 
contributed by 
Colleen Godin, 
EAN U.S. 
Correspondent
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Exo is the first product of the brand of 
the same name.  What exactly is the Exo 
brand?  What is the philosophy here? 

Lucas Hartmann: With Exo, we seek 
to provide a dependable support and 
embrace for everybody seeking better 
connection with themselves and others 
on their journey of awakening and (re)
discovery pleasure in the body. This is our 
overall mission and I think it encapsulates 
who we are as a brand.

What can you tell about the 
development of your first 

product? How difficult was the 
process, from the idea to the 

finished product? 

Lucas: I’m a design 
engineer by training and a 
builder by personality, so 
I started with a helpful leg 
up. I’m also a 3D printing 
and tech company nerd. 
Once I had the initial 

idea, this cross section 
of interests drove me 

to focus on rapid 

iteration and testing. With each prototype, 
I’d immediately test the components and 
find a dozen things I needed to change. 
Many had simple fixes, but others were 
‘I’m a failure and this isn’t going to work’ 
type conceptual issues that would stick in 
my brain until I came upon a new solution. 
Probably the most important challenge 
during the design phase was continually 
solving the problem of intuitive simplicity. 
When you’re trying to build something, it’s 
amazing how often complexity creeps in.  
When it does, it’s easy to tell yourself ‘we’ll 
add that to the instructions’ or ‘we’ll add a 
note to the manufacturing process’ instead 
of solving the complexity issue. I think 
one of the big challenges of a successful 
engineer is to continually simplify 
everything. Our world is super complicated 
so the more we’re able to improve AND 
simplify, the better off we’ll be. Hopefully, 
we’ve created something that works for a 
wide range of physiologies while also being 
intuitive and simple.

In a press release it says that Exo was 
inspired by trans women. What exactly 
was the inspiration and how is it reflected 
in the product? 

Lucas: I’m certainly not a therapist, but 
personal experience has taught me that 
we find added meaning when we’re 
able to better connect with ourselves 
and our partners during sex. Everyone 
connects at one level or another during 
sex but the existence of the adult toy 

Exo is an innovative sex 
toy, guided by the principle 
of inclusion, inspired by 
natural body movements, 
and invented by Lucas 
Hartmann, who answers 
our questions about the 
product in this EAN inter-
view. Among other things, 
we talk about Exo’s focus 
on the LGBTQA+ com-
munity and the growing 
acceptance toward bigger 
gender diversity.

Lucas  Ha r tnann  ta lks  E xo 

Lucas Hartmann, inventor 
of Exo and founder of the 
eponymous brand

I N T E R V I E W

The sexual experience, for many, is one of the most 
powerfully meaningful, validating experiences we have
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industry is evidence that there can be more to 
the experience. For example, I think the trans 
female community is doing just fine without 
Exo. They’re connecting with their partners just 
like in any relationship and having great sex. 
That being said, I was inspired to create Exo 
because I thought it could add more to that 
already lovely experience. And as for inspiration, 
it is true we focused on adding to the trans 
female experience, but we don’t want that 
focus to result in the exclusion of others who 
may also enjoy the toy. We think folk who are 
AMAB Enby, gay men, bisexual men and even 
straight men should experience the connection 
with themselves and their partner that Exo 
provides. The sexual experience, for many, is 
one of the most powerfully meaningful, validating 
experiences we have. If Exo can add to that 
experience across this spectrum of people, we’ll 
have done something good in the world.

The press release also criticises the fact that 
the sex toy market almost exclusively serves the 
target group of cisgender people. Could you 
elaborate on this criticism? 

Lucas: I think it’s less a criticism than an 
observation. Markets will always be driven 
by the largest groups within them and the 
cisgender-straight community has historically 
dwarfed every other group. It makes sense 
that the market would have prioritised them. 
Fortunately, social attitudes and demographics 
are evolving toward greater acceptance of more 
diverse sexuality and gender categories. As 
these categories grow in size I hope we’ll see 
additional products developed for them.

Back to Exo - the target group for your new 
product is the trans gender community and 
especially trans women and AMAB non-binary 
people. What does this target group expect 
from sex toys? And how did you make sure 
Exo will meet those wishes expectations? 

Lucas: For starters, I think everybody, trans 
/ enby / gay / straight, wants a product that 
uses quality materials, doesn’t break, and 
works the way they hope it does. The toy 
absolutely needs to be all those things. Beyond 
that, I think the trans/enby community might 
appreciate a toy that provides a sense of 

Exo is designed for the 
LGBTQA+ Community
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identity affirmation. With Exo, we’re trying to 
provide that by enabling the user to orgasm 
without having to touch their genitals, instead 
allowing their body movements to stimulate 
them.  Hopefully this empowers them to stay 
in the moment, and even frees their arms to 
embrace a partner, or just more fully engage 
with the experience.

Can you tell us something about the design and 
use of the product? 

Lucas: We designed the product to be simple, 
functional, and reliable. For example, the strap 
around the waist can be tightened relatively 
easily, and once tightened, it doesn’t slip and 
it doesn’t stretch.  This provides a reliable 
connection between the toy and your body, 
which is vital for it to work.  However, as soon 
as you’re done using it, you can easily snap out 
one of the buckles holding the strap and the toy 
falls right off. This was a vital design criterion, 
as many people dislike having to disentangle 
themselves from a toy as they collapse and fall 
asleep or snuggle up to a partner.
The toy is also designed to be completely taken 
apart for washing. The silicone can be boiled or 
put in the dishwasher. The plastic can be easily 
washed with dish soap. Even the padding foam 
and strap can be placed in the accompanying 
mesh bag and run through the washing 

machine. Or, much more simply, the entire toy 
can just be washed in the sink and then all parts 
put back in the mesh bag to dry in a drawer 
somewhere. It’s meant to be simple for the user, 
allowing them to safely do things that people 
do with their toys. It may sound weird to go on 
about the mesh bag accompanying the product, 
but we think it adds an unexpected value. We 
chose to use it to both eliminate excess plastic 
packaging and function as padding during 
shipment. Once in the user’s hands, it can hold 
the toy itself, or be used as a delicate bag in the 
laundry.  So, we’re using less packaging, and 
the ‘packaging’ we do use is actually useful.

What distribution channels do you use to 
market Exo and possibly other products? 

Lucas: We’re engaged with The Healthy 
Pleasure Group (wearehpg.com) and they 
have been incredible at helping us develop the 
brand and get the word out about Exo. They’ve 
helped connect us with potential distributors, 
build our social engagement on Instagram(@
myexosocial) and reach out to press about 
our product release and pre-sale. In the new 
year we’ll likely start to explore some additional 
channels. Right now, we’re just showing Exo 
Black and Exo Pink, but we’re investigating 
other items that the community may be 
interested in.

Exo uses the body’s organic movement 
to provide pleasure to anyone with a 
penis / external erectile genitals
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Does the Exo brand plan to present more 
products for the transgender community? 

Lucas: Definitely. One of the benefits of 
the design is that it’s modular. Already, out 
of the box, the user can choose to swap 
out the waist strap for different colours or 
designs. The strap itself is a high quality 7/8” 
wide grossgrain ribbon, so we’d encourage 
interested users to find other 7/8” grossgrain 
ribbons they like and customize to their heart’s 

content.  In the near future, we also plan to 
offer additional coloured sleeves to customize 
their Exo. From a functional perspective, we’ve 
designed the toy to fit the largest number of 
users in the middle of the size spectrum, but 
are there are people outside that range, and 
the toy’s modularity allows us to more easily 
accommodate them in future.
Further out, my hope is that the Exo concept 
can be a platform for future toys. The 
mountings on the tummy plate provide a 
connection where other possible toys might 
sit. We don’t have anything in the works 
yet for this, but the possibility is there for 
customization.

More and more products in the international 
sex toy market reflect diversity and inclusivity. 
How do you evaluate the current development? 
Are we at the beginning of a great movement?
 
Lucas: From my limited perspective, it does 
seem like companies are seeing shifting social 
attitudes and demographics around sex and 
gender and want to make sure their brands are 
updating in step with the changes. I don’t think 
I see enough of the market to know whether 
there’s a great movement starting up, but there 
certainly seems to be broad acceptance that 
we’re moving away from the monolithic gender/
sexual binary, and toward a more fluid, inclusive 
future. We’re here for that!

“MARKETS WILL  ALWAYS BE 

DRIVEN BY  THE LARGEST 

GROUPS WITHIN THEM AND THE 

CISGENDER-STRAIGHT COMMUNITY 

HAS HISTORICALLY DWARFED 

EVERY OTHER GROUP.” 
L U C A S  H A R TM A N N

More info about Exo, 
the hands-free pleasure 
wearable, can be found 
at https://my-exo.com
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‘End Sexual Wellness Censorship 
on Social Media Platforms’ is the 
name of your Change.org petition. 
When did you get the idea to express 
your displeasure in the form of 
a petition?

Evi: After working with industry-leading 
pleasure brands for more than 20 years, 
we’ve come to know the restrictions 
and barriers placed on sex toys too 
well. Maybe it was launching our own 
successful little sex toy brand that made 
us finally felt cocky enough to take this 
on. Or maybe we just felt like 2020 
has been…well, like it is…and we just 
couldn’t sit around waiting for something 
to change anymore. Probably a bit 
of both!

What exactly is your petition about?

Evi: We launched this petition (https://
www.change.org/p/social-media-
end-sexual-wellness-censorship-on-
social-media-platforms) to galvanise 
support towards ending sexual wellness 
censorship, but our goal isn’t to lambast, 
‘cancel’ or cast blame on any individual. 
Rather, this petition is to educate 
policymakers on how current policies in 
the social media landscape single out 
and suppress female/LGBTQ+ sexualities 
rather than support them.
 

Could you briefly explain the current rules 
on Facebook and Instagram regarding 
sexual wellness content?

Sex toy start-up Biird has 
taken to Change.org to 
start a petition, calling for 
an end to censorship of 
sexual wellness-related 
content on social media. 
Moreover, the petition 
pillories gender inequality 
in social media. EAN had 
the opportunity to talk with 
the initiators to learn more 
about this petition. 

The more people talk about this, the 
harder it is for Facebook to ignore
A ne w p e t i t i on  dema n ds  ‚ En d  S exua l  We l ln ess  Cen so r sh ip  on  S oc i a l  Med ia  P l a t fo rms ‘ 

Andrea and Evi, the founders of the Biird brand, 
initiated the ‘End Sexual Wellness Censorship 
on Social Media Platforms’ petition
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Andrea: Facebook, which owns Instagram, 
has a few policies that impact sexual wellness 
content. One rule states that: “Adverts must not 
promote the sale or use of adult products or 
services unless they promote family planning and 
contraception.” Otherwise, it’s all up to the very 
nebulous ruling of the powers that be what is 
considered ‘too sexual.’ A bared nipple on what 
is interpreted to be a female breast, for example, 
is a fairly clear ‘no.’ But so has been the use of 
the word ‘vagina,’ even in reference to vaginal 
dryness ads. Many brands and content creators 
have had their posts pulled, and it isn’t always 
for clear cut reasons. Platforms will give warnings 
that a post has violated community guidelines 
with general mentions of what may be wrong.
 

What is the reason for this censorship or 
imbalance in favour of male sexual wellness 
products? 

Andrea: We genuinely (although perhaps 
naively) believe that it is the unconscious biases 
of policymakers that inform a lot of these rules. 

When society is used to pictures of women to 
signal ‘provocative’ or ‘sexy,’ while pictures of 
men in, say, a swimsuit, does not carry that 
same association, it can be hard to switch your-
self out of that mindset and say, hang on — why 
do I think that? But if we’re giving some leeway 
into how platforms must draw a line between 
what is and is not ‘too sexually provocative,’ that 
defence falls apart when you consider examples 
of ads targeting menopausal women have been 
taken down while advertisements for Erectile 
Dysfunction have not. That has nothing to do 
with titillation. Why are sexual wellness concerns 
for one considered obscene but not the other? 
These are larger conversations we need to 
continue to have—it affects us when it comes 
to healthcare, to education, to policy - but we 
believe the ‘quieter,’ everyday expressions of this 
bias are also important to address. 

In an official press release, you refer to the 
resistance you encountered when releasing 
Obii, your first product. How did this resistance 
manifest itself?
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Evi: We weren’t surprised by the issues we ran 
into with advertisers — disappointed, yes, but 
not surprised. But even our industry experience 
hadn’t prepared us for shipping partners to 
pull out last minute, some banks refusing to do 
business with us, or for our newswires to be 
censored beyond recognition. 

How did you deal with this resistance?

Andrea: At the end of the day, we just needed 
to shake our heads and try to find another 
course of action. Because we’re new on the 
scene, we have the energy and sense of 
unorthodoxy to be creative. Challenges inspire 
us to dig in and push on with a smile on our 
face. Though when they pile up, we aren’t 
above a primal scream of frustration or two. 

How much did they hinder you in your business 
activities?

Andrea: It hindered some of the activities that 
are pretty critical to launching a new business, 
as mentioned previously. But it also gave us a 
good focal point right out of the gate. We may 
not be able to have our pick of anyone in the 
distribution chain because of the nature of our 
products, but we did figure out a way that we 
could take a stand against unfair censorship. 
 

The market for sexual wellness products is 
booming and will continue to grow rapidly in 
the coming years. What influence does social 
media have on this growth process? 
 
Evi: Social media has had an incalculable 
impact on our ability to connect with the real 
people who use our products. Or even just 
have questions and don’t ultimately end up 
buying! That sort of information is so valuable 
when it comes to making sure we’re creating 
products that answer genuine wants and 
needs in their lives. And once you’ve found 

“ET  JUSTO  DUO  DOLORES 

ET  EA  REBUM AT  VERO 

EOS  ET  ACCU!“
A U TO R
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people who like what your brand’s about, they’ll 
go to bat for you and become advocates. 
However, while the past few years have seen 
the blanket use of mega-influencers to drive 
brand awareness, that doesn’t bring the returns 
it once did. Capitalizing on the relationship that 
micro-influencers have with their audiences is 
much more useful for finding a community and 
fostering genuine engagement.

And what role does social media play when it 
comes to sex education? 

Evi: Stigma about sexual wellness continues to 
decrease over time, but some people will never 

feel comfortable waltzing into their local brick 
and mortar store to ask questions - though, 
we think that’s a great experience everyone 
should try - shout out to all the sex toy shop 
workers out there! But, via social media, we’re 
more easily on hand to answer questions and 
to use the conversations that people have in 
comments as jumping-off points for educational 
content. For example, that’s how we came 
to write our huge guide on clitoral suckers, 
(https://www.biird.co/blogs/guide/clit-sucker-
definitive-guide) as a lot of people were asking 
us questions about what they were exactly. 

Will Facebook Inc, the owner of - among others 
- Facebook and Instagram, be impressed by 
the petition? 

Andrea: That’s the hope. If we can show 
there’s enough support to tip the scales, then it 
would be amazing for Facebook to take notice 
and make a change. But who knows? Maybe it 
will demonstrate the case to some enterprising 
individual that it’s time for a new platform — 
one that puts considered thought into how 
policies interact with sexual wellness content 
from the jump.

Apart from signing the petition, what can 
people do to support your cause?

Andrea: The more people talk about this, 
the harder it is for Facebook to ignore. Make 
threads highlighting egregious examples 
of double standards. Query your removed 
content. Be loud and annoying about it — 
that’s our plan!
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How do you evaluate the year 2020? Was 
it a year that is best forgotten because of 
coronavirus or did the pandemic maybe 
initiate new developments?

Sara Kranjčec Jukić: The pandemic is 
something we would all love to leave in 
the rearview mirror as soon as possible, 

but as a year, 2020 was a great year 
for LELO and the sexual wellness 

category in general - not only in the 
terms of sales, which have grown 

more than anyone could have 
expected, but also in terms 

of people’s changing 
perception of sex 
and intimacy, and 
therefore, sexual 

wellness. Suddenly, 
they have time, 

energy, and money to 
dedicate to their own 
pleasure and I’m very 

glad LELO was able to 
identify this trend early on 

and stay relevant to our 
audience. Internally, we 

have been too busy 
to celebrate this as 
we’re rushing to 
set everything up 
for 2021, which, 
by all indications, 

should be just as successful as 2020, if 
not more. 

In the days of the lockdown, there were 
many reports about increased demand 
for sex toys and a resulting rise in sales 
and turnover. Was the situation similar 
for LELO? 

Sara: Yes, during lockdown, we had sev-
eral interesting moments. First, our brand 
blog’s number of daily visitors increased, 
then we noticed an uptick in social media 
followers and our web shop visitors, and 
finally, a very sharp spike in sales – these 
things were the biggest indicators of the 
trend that lasted throughout the worst 
of the lockdown period and we still feel 
its effects.

The phenomenon of increased consumer 
interest in sex toys during the Corona crisis 
has been much discussed, but how does 
LELO turn these ‘new’ customers into loyal 
repeat customers? 

Sara: By applying the same strategy we 
have had for the past couple of years – 
our customers purchase our products 
because they want to invest in their 
pleasure. We offer them premium products 

Going back to basics was one of the biggest trends of the year 2020, says LELO Global Brand Manager Sara 
Kranjčec Jukić. In our EAN interview, we delve deeper into this topic, and Sara explains why this trend could 
very well change the market in a profound way. Also, she tells us how LELO coped with the corona crisis and its 
impact on the industry and the world. 

The industry landscape will certainly change
LELO  G loba l  B r and  Manage r  Sa r a  K r an j če c  Juk i ć  l ooks  ba c k  a t  2020 

Sara Kranjčec Jukić, 
LELO Global Brand 
Manager
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and customer service during their first contact 
with the brand. Then, we convert them into 
brand ambassadors and returning customers 
by making sure they always get more from their 
initial investment. Be it relevant content, access 
to expert advice or publishing a booklet detailing 
the life of a customer care agent at LELO. We 
decided to personify our brand in a way that 
makes our customers want to continue interact-
ing with us even after they have completed their 
research phase and purchased the product.

To what extent has LELO benefited from 
brand awareness when faced with this wave 
of new consumers? 

Sara: It made it easier for our voice to be heard 
in the tidal wave of noise surrounding sexual 
wellness. We’re thrilled that sexual wellness 
is something we can discuss in mainstream 
media now and that organisations like the Global 
Wellness Summit recognise sexual wellness as 
an important part of an individual’s wellbeing, 
but having almost 18 years of brand heritage 
and a head start on brand awareness during this 
period has helped us gain more visibility with key 
players in the industry whose acknowledgement 
of LELO’s work in this category paved the way 
towards removing the stigma from discussing 
sex and pleasure outside of the confines of the 
adult category. 

Has the corona crisis led LELO to rethink or 
change your existing distribution structures? 
Quite a few have declared e-commerce the 
winner of the corona crisis... 

“THE PANDEMIC  IS  SOMETHING WE WOULD ALL 

LOVE TO LEAVE IN  THE REARVIEW MIRROR AS 

SOON AS POSSIBLE ,  BUT AS  A  YEAR ITSELF, 

2020 WAS A  GREAT YEAR FOR LELO AND THE 

SEXUAL WELLNESS CATEGORY IN  GENERAL.”
S A R A  K R A N J Č E C  J U K I Ć
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Sara: The industry landscape will certainly 
change. The biggest change will definitely 
happen within the brick and mortar sector as 
they will lose valuable time and resources to 
deal with the current crisis. B&Ms who don’t 
have their own e-commerce websites will most 
likely try to kick off e-commerce to steady their 
revenue flow, through platforms like Amazon  
or Shopify.   
As a result of the current situation where 
brands are heavily leaning on e-commerce 
to stay profitable, branded web shops will 
become more immersive because there will 
be no face to face contact with the sales 
staff. Brands like LELO that have a rich brand 
heritage should be able to transition into this 
almost seamlessly as brand storytelling is now 
more important than ever, but it will be the web 
shop that tells the tale. For the past couple 
of years, LELO has been researching ways 
to provide our users with a more immersive 
experience and now is the perfect time for us 
to try them out.

Despite the adverse circumstances, numerous 
new products have been launched on the 
market this year as well. Which new products 
made the biggest splash in retrospect? 

Sara: In the toy category, Obii by Biird struck 
me as particularly cute. I haven’t tried it yet, 
but the concept behind the product and its 
presentation really struck a chord with me. The 
visuals on their website really make you want 
to try it asap. In the general sexual wellness 
category, Lorals, natural latex underwear for 
safe oral sex. It’s always great to see innovation 
in this field, especially from a woman’s 
perspective. And speaking of innovation from 
a woman’s perspective, check out Awkward 
Essentials – their Drip Stick is genius in its 
simplicity.  

Which trends could you identify this year? Is 
inclusion the keyword of the year? 

Sara: Inclusion has been the keyword of the 
past couple of years, this year only proved how 
important of a keyword it is and that it needs to 
be perceived by everyone as something more 
than a trend or a box you need to check on 
your marketing to-do list. Inclusivity, diversity, 
sex and body positivity have all been gaining 
momentum in the past couple of years. This 
year has been a jumble of different trends, but 
for me, the best one of the bunch was certainly 
the ‘back to basics’ moment that occurred 

“WE’LL  CONTINUE DOING WHAT 

WE DO BEST –  FOCUS ON 

PROVIDING OUR CUSTOMERS WITH 

PREMIUM TOYS AND AMAZING 

STORYTELLING.”
S A R A  K R A N J Č E C  J U K I Ć
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during lockdown when suddenly we had time 
enough to discuss pleasure in the terms of it 
being one of the key components of our overall 
wellbeing. Another trend is definitely the rise of 
tech innovation in the femtech space, it’s that 
kind of innovation that helps established brands 
like LELO discover new areas and come up with 
new ideas while simultaneously expanding the 
entire sexual wellness category and making way 
for progressive thinkers.

Sex Tech experienced an immense boost 
this year. Will LELO focus more on this topic 
in the future? 

Sara: Sex tech is certainly the way to go, but not 
the only way to go. LELO will focus on the topic 
of sex tech in the future but we will also continue 
to monitor other rising trends within the sexual 
wellness space. At first, sex tech in its truest 
form seemed like a passing fad, but it’s here to 
stay which means the room for innovation in 
the sexual wellness space is limitless. Brands 
need to approach this from a customer-centric 
perspective and make sure their product is 
about the user and their experience, a not just 
an innovation for innovation’s sake. 

Corona still has the world in a stranglehold, but 
there will be a time after that. What will that time 
look life? And what plans does LELO have for 
the time after corona? 

Sara: We’ll continue doing what we do best – 
focus on providing our customers with premium 
toys and amazing storytelling. We have a lot 
of new products in the pipeline for 2021 and 
with or without the pandemic, we’ll be ready 
to release them into the world to continue 
spreading the word about the importance of 
uncensored pleasure and sexual wellness in our 
overall wellbeing. 

“THIS  YEAR HAS BEEN A  JUMBLE 

OF  DIFFERENT TRENDS,  BUT 

FOR ME,  THE BEST ONE OF  THE 

BUNCH WAS CERTAINLY THE 

‘BACK TO BASICS’  MOMENT THAT 

OCCURRED DURING LOCKDOWN 

WHEN SUDDENLY WE HAD TIME 

ENOUGH TO DISCUSS PLEASURE 

IN  THE TERMS OF  IT  BEING ONE 

OF  THE KEY COMPONENTS OF  OUR 

OVERALL WELLBEING”
S A R A  K R A N J Č E C  J U K I Ć
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trying different shapes and sizes with our 
community of testers to make sure it was 
suitable for all body types. We added 
an extra motor to increase the power 
of vibrations and distribute them evenly 
throughout the toy so that we didn’t miss 
any pleasure points in the vulva (clitoris, 
labia, and the opening of the vagina).

Your first product, Frida, is now on the 
market. How does it feel to release your 
brainchild out into the world? 

Alma: Incredibly exciting, we can’t wait to 
get the first Fridas out there and show the 
world what we’ve been working on. 

Frida was originally called Ella - why the 
new name? 

What can you do when the 
range of available products 
on the market just doesn’t 
do it for you? In the case of 
Patricia Cervantes Santana 
and Alma Ramirez Acosta, 
the two began designing 
their own concepts. Now, 
their Vibio brand debuts 
on the erotic market with 
their very first product, 
called Frida. Co-founder 
Alma Ramirez Acosta 
shares more information 
about the toy in our EAN 
interview.

Having an app brings the potential to 
turn a traditional sex toy into so much more
Vib io  announce  the  l aunch  o f  the i r  f i r s t  p r oduc t :  F r i da

Patricia Cervantes Santana and Alma 
Ramirez Acosta, the founders of Vibio

Before you started your company Vibio 
and developed your first product, Frida, 
did you look at the current range of sex 
toys? What stuck out to you? What was 
missing from the market? 

Alma Ramírez Acosta: Yes, we actually 
got the idea for Frida by analysing the 
available product offering. We discovered 
that most female wearables were for 
internal use while the majority of women 
- over 80% - masturbate almost purely 
externally. Out of the external products 
that we tried, we found that most of them 
failed to adapt to the female anatomy and 
were uncomfortable to walk with, slipped 
out of place way too easily, and were 
generally very weak in terms of power. So, 
we embarked on the journey of making 
the best anatomically designed wearable 
and spent the first 6 months of our journey 
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Alma: Over the past years, we’ve seen other 
larger brands launch vibrators called Ella so 
it was a concern as we wouldn’t be able to 

compete in terms of SEO for direct sales. 
That would pose a challenge for potential 
distribution agreements with partners that 
were already engaged with those brands. 
After making the hard decision to rename the 
products, we asked our community for ideas 
and one of our followers suggested Frida, after 
Frida Kahlo. For us, it is extremely important 
to convey a message of female empowerment 
through the name of our products. ‘Ella’ means 
‘she’ in Spanish, which is where we’re from. 
And now, Frida is the first of many toys to be 
named after strong feminist icons. As women, 
we feel that the sex toy industry has been very 
male dominated and we want others to own 
their sexuality as well.

The process from initial idea to finished product 
took two years. What hurdles did you have to 
overcome? 

Alma: Like 
any young company, we 
had to figure things out with 
all the partners who would 
be involved in our production chain. 
On top of that, we had the added difficulty of 
offering an app with our products which we also 
had to develop and test. 

A lot of feedback from women has gone into 
the development process. Why did you take 
this step and what insights did it yield? 

Alma: We are just two women out of billions 
out there. Patricia and I are the same age and 
have similar body types so we couldn’t take 
for granted that what we found to be great 
would also work for other women. 

Your motto is ‘Pleasure is the new self-care’ 
- what exactly do you mean by that, and how 
does Frida fit into this context? 

Alma: Most of us spend our everyday taking 
care of others - family, work, team, friends 
- and live hectic lifestyles that leave little to 
no time to relax and take care of ourselves. 
Feeling good about ourselves means that 
we’ll probably perform better in all other 
areas, and we believe that pleasure is one 
of the best ways to disconnect and increase 
our wellbeing. 
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“FOR US,  IT  IS  EXTREMELY 

IMPORTANT TO CONVEY 

A  MESSAGE OF  FEMALE 

EMPOWERMENT THROUGH THE 

NAME OF  OUR PRODUCTS.”
A L M A  R A M Í R E Z  A C O S TA



One of the highlights of Frida is the app control 
feature. Why did you decide to use an app and 
which functions and features does it have? 

Alma: Having an app brings the potential to 
turn a traditional sex toy into so much more. 
The most straightforward features are the ability 
to customise vibration patterns and long-
distance control, but we see the potential of 
our app in the combination with content as a 
mindful approach to sex and pleasure. 

What are the unique selling points of Frida 
apart from app control? 

Alma: Definitely our design. Unlike other sex 
toys out there, we haven’t just made a toy 
that fits in your underwear and vibrates, there 
are tons of those. We’ve focused on how the 
female anatomy works, the areas that give 
more pleasure, and we designed Frida so that 
while you’re wearing it, the labia and underwear 
will hold it in place.

The last few months have been marked by 
social distancing and quarantining and 
it looks like this will not 

change in the coming weeks - just the right 
time to light the fire of passion with Frida, even 
over distances? 

Alma: Exactly, people need new ways of 
keeping their sex lives and intimacy alive, so it’s 
a great time to buy an app-controlled vibrator 
like Frida. 

Which target groups did you focus on 
with Frida? 

Alma: While testing Frida, we tried to be as 
broad as possible and invited
women of all ages, body types, and 
backgrounds to try our prototypes. However, 
when marketing Frida, we focus on millennials 
who are looking for a premium sex toy to use 
with their partner(s) at an affordable price point.

What do these target groups demand 
from a brand / a product? 

Alma: Our target audience looks 
for unique, beautiful design and a 
great app experience. In terms of 

brand, they resonate with our values 
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“WE BELIEVE THAT,  IN  ORDER TO MAKE A  LASTING MARK IN  THE CURRENT BUSINESS 

LANDSCAPE,  YOU HAVE TO STICK TO YOUR MISSION AND CLEARLY COMMUNICATE IT  TO 

THE WORLD.” 
A L M A  R A M Í R E Z  A C O S TA
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of female empowerment, sex positivity, and 
inclusivity.

Which distribution channels lend themselves to 
the marketing of Frida? 

Alma: Any retailers whose audience is similar 
to ours - young adults who already own other 
sex toys and are looking for an app-controlled 
vibrator, whether they are operating online or 
offline.

In your opinion, which are the factors that 
determine if a product thrives or bombs in 
today’s marketplace? Design? Functionality? 
Materials? Shape? Technology? Target 
audience & demand? Pricing?

Alma: All of those factors matter. Success 
depends on knowing your target audience 
and what they care about. If you market an 
expensive high-tech product to a tight budget 

audience, you will fail, but that doesn’t mean 
that there’s no place for it. We’ve seen that 
there’s a growing trend to value brand over 
product, meaning that people are starting 
to care more about the core values of the 
company they are purchasing products from. 
We believe that, in order to make a lasting mark 
in the current business landscape, you have to 
stick to your mission and clearly communicate 
it to the world.

Are you already working on new products? 

Alma: Always! We have a product roadmap in 
mind and will start working on our next product 
beginning of 2021.

“WE CAN’T  WAIT  TO GET  THE F IRST  FRIDAS OUT 

THERE AND SHOW THE WORLD WHAT WE’VE  BEEN 

WORKING ON.” 
A L M A  R A M Í R E Z  A C O S TA
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In a press release, you said that 68.3% 
of men want a bigger penis. Where does 
this desire come from? What makes men 
think that their penis is too small?

Jack Armstrong: Thank you for the 
opportunity to introduce Magnum 
Rings. Some say that men’s desire for a 
larger penis goes back to the beginning 
of time and is linked to masculinity and 
sexual prowess. Today, the internet and 
porn influence men on the ideal penis 
size. I’m not sure most men think their 
penis is too small but like the idea of 
being well endowed.

When and why did you decide to focus 
on the topic of penis enlargement?

Jack: In the 1990’s, I was one of the 
consumers who bought Enzyte (a herbal 
nutritional supplement that claimed 
natural male enhancement) and other 
bogus products that were introduced 
about that time. Do you remember 
‘Smilin’ Bob’ (Enzyte’s tv commercials 
featured a character known as ‘Smilin’ 

Bob’)? In 2007, during the 
Great Recession, I had 

a lot of free time and spent much of it 
on the internet reading and studying 
every article and opinion on the subjects 
of male enhancement and permanent 
penis enlargement. I’ve always felt every 
problem has a solution.

And how did you come up with the idea 
for your product? 

Jack: My research led me to the subject 
of body modification. Body building 
with weights is one example of how 
a body can be permanently trans-
formed by stressing tissue to generate 
cell growth and increase mass. 
I assumed that I could use these 
same physiological principals and 
apply them to penis enlargement. 
These processes involve stressing 
tissue with ‘high tension overload’ that 
creates micro-tears leading to cell growth 
to repair the tissue (micro-tears) resulting 
in increased mass.

There are many men who 
want to be more well-
endowed, and there are 
many products promising 
to address that wish. 
However, as everybody 
knows, the majority of 
these products aren’t 
even worth mentioning, 
and even if you leave out 
internet-advertised pills 
and focus on the more 
respectable side of this 
product category, you 
will find only a handful 
of products that actually 
achieve sustainable penis 
enlargement in a natural 
way. One of these products 
is Jack Armstrong’s 
brainchild, the Magnum 
Rings. EAN had a lot 
questions when we asked 
Jack for an interview: 
How did he get the idea 
for the Magnum Rings? 
How do they work? What 
advantages do they have 
compared to other 
products in this 
category? And 
will they also 
be available 
in Europe at 
some point? 
Here are Jack’s 
answers.

I’ve always felt every 
problem has a solution
An in te r v i e w  w i th  J a c k  A rmst ron g ,  f oun de r  a n d  p roduc t  dev e lope r  o f  Ma g n um R ings
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How exactly does your product work?

Jack: The Magnum Rings system works 
by allowing the user to create ‘high tension 
overload’ in the penile tissue causing micro-
tears and stimulating cell growth. The overload 
is created with blood in the penis and body. 
One ring is placed at the base of the penis 
and a second ring just below the glans or 
tip of the penis. The necessary stress and 
overload is created by introducing more blood 
into the penile tissue. Our patented method 
of pressing on the scrotum area creates the 
high-tension overload to cause micro tears. 
Unlike traditional cock rings which constrict 
blood in the penis, Magnum Rings slow blood 
from returning to the body while allowing the 
user to overload the tissue with new blood 
from the body. 

How often should it be used and what results 
can be achieved?

Jack: Starting out, we recommend using 
Magnum Rings for 15 minutes every-other-
day. As the user gains experience that can 
be increased to every day but it’s important 
they listen to their bodies. Men describe a 
pleasurable ‘tingling’ sensation during their 
15-minute sessions. The user may experience 
some bruising and associated light pain but 
should stop if there is sharp pain or anything 
more concerning. Everyone is different and 
everyone must listen to their body. Men 
embarking on this journey (or any penis 
enlargement program) are advised to consult 
their physician before starting.
We guarantee that men will begin to achieve 
visual results within four to six weeks. Again, 
everyone is different, and results will vary 
depending on the users’ commitment to the 
Magnum Rings system. Gains of three inches 
in both length and girth can be achieved 
with consistent use over a period of two or 
three years. We feel it is important to remind 
men that permanent penis enlargement is 
a long-term process and takes time. Take it 
slow and please remember SAFETY COMES 
FIRST!  Eventually, the Tunica (dense layer 
of tissue) will stretch, and gains come much 
more rapidly.

There are many other products that also aim 
to achieve permanent penis growth. What are 
the advantages of your product compared to 
the competition?

Jack: At first glance, some men confuse 
Magnum Rings with soft cock rings which 
don’t provide permanent enlargement. The 

Magnum Rings provide an 
efficient, cost effective product 
for male enhancement and 
permanent enlargement
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Magnum Rings system slows blood from 
returning to the body rather than constricting 
blood in the penis. Of all the studies I’ve read, 
penis extenders (aka traction devices) offer 
some hope for permanent penis enlargement. 
One major problem with extenders is they 
have to be worn eight hours a day for about 
six months. While the stress of traction may 
create the necessary micro-tears, these 
products focus on length gains and very little 
on girth.  In the end, gains are minimal, and 

these devices cost hundreds of dollars.
Penis pumps may provide temporary 
enlargement, but I’ve never heard anyone 
(except the manufacturer) make claims of 
permanent gains. Magnum Rings provide 
an efficient, cost effective system for male 
enhancement and permanent enlargement.

What can you tell us about the pricing for 
Magnum Rings?

Jack: Magnum Rings retail for $39.95. We 
offer free shipping in the U.S while overseas 
customers pay a flat shipping charge of 
$20. We offer a scaled pricing structure based 
on the number of units ordered and can be 
contacted on info@magnumrings.com to 
discuss this.

Can you tell us about your money-back 
guarantee?

Jack: We offer a ‘no questions asked’ money 
back guarantee for 60 days. We do require 

One ring is placed at the base of the penis shaft 
and the second just below the tip or glans area
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the product be returned in order to issue 
the refund. I can tell you that feedback from 
customers has been very positive and the 
number of returns over the last two years can 
be counted on one hand.

On which sales channels do you offer your 
product at present? And how has the 
response been so far? 

Jack: The response has been fantastic from 
customers that purchased from our website 
at www.MagnumRings.com. We have had 
positive reviews from several sites including 
SupplementCritique.com, SizeDevelopment 
com and SupplementPolice.com. 
Some of these are affiliate marketers and 
others are not selling our product. The 
success and feedback we’ve experienced 
has convinced us it’s time to take Magnum 
Rings to the next level. We are excited to 
work with distributors and retailers to 
introduce the Magnum Rings system to the 
major European markets.

Now you are also looking for distributors 
in Europe. What criteria do you go by? 
What requirements do you have regarding 
distribution partners? 

Jack: While most of our sales are in the U.S., 
we have a significant number of customers 
in Europe. For distributers, there is a 
minimum order of 10 units which 
is prepaid with the first order and 
welcome hearing from interested 
retailers and distributors to 
discuss their needs and confirming 
the rate per order based on the 
quantity required.

How will you support your distributors?

Jack: We have a range of online materials 
and are looking at Point of Sale options.  Our 
packaging and instruction manual - included 
with each order - are attractive and 
professionally produced.

What expectations do you have regarding the 
European market?

Jack: Good question. 10% of our current 
sales are in Europe. We feel this can expand 
significantly with broader exposure and 
eliminating the shipping costs ($20.) from 
the U.S.
 

Do you intend to expand your product 
range? Will Magnum Rings be available 
in other versions? 

Jack: As a brand, expansion is always 
something we are looking at but right now, 

we have no immediate plans.

“WE ARE EXCITED TO WORK WITH DISTRIBUTORS 

AND RETAILERS TO INTRODUCE THE MAGNUM 

RINGS SYSTEM TO THE MAJOR EUROPEAN 

MARKETS.”
J A C K  A R M S T R O N G
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You originally got your start in the sex toy 
business at the retail level. What inspired 
you to jump into this industry? Were you 
always interested in pleasure products?

Nanci Smith: My name is Nanci Smith, 
owner of Nanciland Innovations LLC. I 
have been married to my husband Brian 
for 29 years. We have four children and 
four grandchildren. Once my children 
moved out of the house, I was looking for 
employment that I would enjoy. A friend of 
mine managed an adult toy retail store and 
it got me to thinking how much fun it 
would be to work there every day. My 
mindset is, if you don’t feel you have 
anything in common with people, there is 
the one thing we all do and that is have 
sex, so I asked her if she had opening so I 
could work there. I worked there for almost 
5 loving years helping people have their 
most orgasmic experiences I could 

provide. This is how Stealth Shaft Support 
was born.

When did you realize that the market 
needed more than just c-rings and 
extravagant penis cages?

Nanci Smith: A gentleman approached 
me with a need for help. He was able to 
have an erection, but he lost it as quick as 
he got it and was wondering if there was a 
product that can help him out. So I started 
looking and realizing his only selection was 
pills, hollow strap, or cock sheath, which 
really isn’t made to help his situation. I had 
the Stealth Shaft Support pop in my head 
and I thought it would already exist so I 
searched to find out it did not exist or 
anything like it. Seemed everything was 
based on girth and length but not support. 
Customers were in search of a product 

The current penis adornment market seems to assume most men find that they’re lacking in.....something, 
anything. Be it size, shape or just a hint of razzle dazzle to dangle from their testicles, you practically have to 
buy one of those sex toys with the free, included cock ring if you want a basic penis product without some 
newfangled design. Leave it to a ground-level retail associate to figure out the real problem behind most penis 
enhancement pleasure toys. Nanci Smith, a former employee at a US retailer, realized while mid-conversation 
with a customer that not everyone with erectile dysfunction wants a silicone stunt cock or a complex cock cage. 
Smith created the Stealth Shaft Support for the rest of the world. The Stealth is a comfortable, sort of cage-style 
wearable for the penis that provides support for even the most flaccid of dicks without sacrificing sensation. 
That’s right, the Stealth holds up softies and leaves enough skin revealed for both partners to practically forget 
he’s wearing it. In a long line of penis products that promise a wildly new way to play, Smith touts the Stealth’s 
ability to bring one’s sex life back to a happy normal. As the slogan says, the Stealth’s job is to ‘fly under the 
radar’ so guys with ED can focus on what matters most: pleasing their partner the old-fashioned way. Smith 
plans to release the Stealth Shaft Support to wholesalers first, so distributors and retailers can get their hands 
on a Stealth before the company launches their web shop. Smith explains to EAN why the Stealth might be the 
best new addition to the cock category, and the perfect little secret to solve erectile dysfunction once and for all. 

Stealth Shaft Support glides under 
the radar and gets the job done
Stea l th  Sha f t  Sup p or t  i s  the  u l t im ate  e r e c t io n  a ss i s ta n t  w i th out  a l l  th e  f uss  o f  a  t yp i c a l  c oc k  c a g e

Nanci Smith, owner of 
Nanciland Innovations 
LLC and inventor of 
Stealth Shaft Support
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What is your plan for bringing Stealth Shaft 
Support to wholesalers and consumers?

Nanci Smith: Everything to make Stealth Shaft 
Support is sourced and produced in America. 
Our manufacturer has over 25 years of experi-
ence and is ready to provide the world with 
Stealth Shaft Support products. As a startup 
company we are going to make our product 
available in stores first, then in the future directly 
to consumers. We feel when retail stores carry 
Stealth Shaft Support, their customers will be 
given a better option than they have right now 
for ED. We are excited to work with individual 
retailers and distributors while informing 
consumers via our website 
with retail locations where they can purchase 
our product. 

Has Covid effected production or promotions as 
you work to bring your debut product 
to market?

Nanci Smith:  Being a new startup company 
during Covid has showed us that determination 
and adaptation can equal success even with 
obstacles. We’ve been doing things virtually until 
we can be there in-person. We are looking 
forward to the future with excitement because 
we know once Stealth Shaft Support is available 
they will be flying off shelves everywhere! Stealth 
Shaft Support glides under the radar and gets 
the job done!

This interview is con-
tributed by Colleen 
Godin, EAN U.S. 
Correspondent

that was discreet comfortable and supportive. 
So the more I listened to them I realized more 
and more people would benefit with what 
Stealth Shaft Support provides.

How is the Stealth Shaft Support different from 
the currently huge selection of penis-enhancing 
products?

Nanci Smith: The product comes in two sizes 
and four colors to blend with as many penises 
as possible because erectile dysfunction (ED) 
doesn’t discriminate. To support the penis, I 
designed a patent pending design strip that 
bends but never breaks so you can adjust it for 
comfort, the strips stay in and don’t pop out. 
The strip is placed on the top of the penis 
because the more sensitive nerve endings are 
on the bottom while giving as much skin to skin 
sensation as possible while being supported to 
keep the genuine experience possible. 

Your product is one of the first cage-style 
devices that functions with a flaccid penis. 
Previously, only full-coverage products, like 
hollow strap-ons, could achieve this. How does 
the Stealth Shaft Support work?

Nanci Smith: As long as the penis head stays 
inside the top hole, the strips will hold it up for 
endless pleasure. The consumer is able to be 
erect in it as well as flaccid. It’s easy to clean and 
can be used multiple times. Stealth Shaft 
Support is also condom compatible to help 
guys who lose their erection while having
protected sex.
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For those who may not know your SLOW 
SEX collection: What was your intention 
in creating this collection and what kind of 
products can be found in it? 

Elsa Viegas: SLOW SEX is a ‘foreplay’ 
collection with cosmetics and food-grade 
products developed to have better sex. 
We want to redefine the word foreplay 
and call all these pleasurable practices 
SEX, good sex, the best SEX and once 
and for all allow ourselves to feel and 
not just act during sex. SLOW SEX is 
about pleasure, a range of products that 
make you invest more time in each and 
every part of your body and break the 
hetero norm that sex is penetration. Not 
only does it leave way too much out of 
the game but also it excludes people 
and puts a lot of performance pressure 
on both parties. Under the SLOW SEX 
banner, you may find (to name a few) 
intimate shimmery dry oil for hair and 
skin, an oral sex balm with cooling 
and warming effect, a finger play gel, 
a mouth-watering spray or our latest 
addition, the Oral Sex Strips.

The collection was launched in October 
2019, how has it been welcomed by 

retailers and consumers? 

Elsa: We had some major 
winners and some losers 

in our history… 
but I must say 

that SLOW SEX is the most successful 
launch Bijoux Indiscrets has had so far. 
Maybe it is due to its values, its quality or 
maybe it was just the right time for it, but 
this collection is very unique and most 
of all very political because it is about 
consciously changing our behaviour 
regarding sex concepts. For retailers, it is 
a fast-moving product with an interesting 
price point with original concepts 
beyond ‘just another lube’. For the 
consumers, the price range is very good 
and affordable, the quality and the eco 
values are very appealing, and it sends a 
message. Also, it has a product for your 
favourite sex practice.

Can you tell us something about the 
consumers who buy SLOW SEX? To what 
extent do they also follow the message 
(or values) of the collection and not just 
the products? 

Elsa: Sometimes, I have the feeling that 
many of our values and messages don’t 
fully reach the consumer. Our hectic lives 
require immediate info, clear messages 
and we tend to complicate it.
SLOW SEX is different, we got more 
explicit, we call things by its names and 
we ‘brag’ about its good features (both 
inside and out). We are very proud of the 
natural and vegan formulas as well as our 
eco-conscious packaging and we put it 
out there! Consumers search for vegan 
and natural formulas, good for body and 
planet and give us great feedback not 

Redefining foreplay, that 
was the mission statement 
when Bijoux Indiscrets 
launched their SLOW SEX 
collection in October 2019. 
The success of the brand 
proves that SLOW SEX is 
much more than just a line 
of products; the message 
is perfectly in line with the 
zeitgeist, and the con-
sumers have welcomed 
it with open arms. That 
made us doubly curious 
to learn what the brand is 
up to next – which is why 
we asked Elsa Viegas, 
designer and co-founder 
of Bijoux Indiscrets, for an 
interview.

SLOW SEX is about pleasure
Bi j oux  Ind i sc re t s  a dd  n ew  p roduc ts  to  th e i r  suc c ess f u l  c o l l ec t i on

Elsa Viegas, designer 
and co-founder of 
Bijoux Indiscrets
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only about the formulas and packaging but 
also regarding the message and the game 
changing approach in each and every product. 
I remember a journalist telling me: ‘I got the 
samples and I told my lover that we would meet 
to use the products without ‘penetrative’ sex. He 
was surprised and I can assure you we had an 
amazing afternoon’. I had the feeling of the work 
well done!

The collection has now been expanded with 
two new products. Could you tell us more about 
these new items are?

Elsa: We developed a new formula for the 
existing Full Body Massage gel, all natural 
silicone-like texture. This is something that has 
been going through my mind for a while, - not 
using silicones or any mineral oils - and after 
almost two years of development I am very 
happy with the new formula. But the really new 
addition to the collection are the Oral Sex Strips, 
a product dedicated to oral sex performed to 
people with vulvas and their pleasure. There 
are so many products focused on Oral but few 
specific to vulva-havers. These paper-thin mint 
strips are designed to melt on the tongue during 
oral sex. They provide powerful minty freshness 
which is perfect for clitoral stimulation, oral sex 
or mind-blowing kisses. We added Andean 
Maca in its formula, a super food well known for 
its natural aphrodisiac super powers.

According to your statements, the development 
of the Oral Strips took more than a year. What 
was the challenge? 
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Elsa: It was a very challenging process. If 
cosmetics have a complex development, food 
grade products can be a nightmare especially 
if you want to comply with all the UE and FDA 
requirements. Getting the right texture, the 
correct ingredients, all the certificates and 
perfect taste took us more than 18 months, 
but it was worth it; it is a very playful yet safe 
product in every sense.

What are your requirements for new products 
for the SLOW SEX collection?

Elsa: Every product has to match the 
philosophy of the collection: vegan, good for 
our bodies and to the environment, gender 
inclusive, eco-conscious and with a clear 
message: you will give and get pleasure.

Apart from the two new products, there are 
other news regarding SLOW SEX: You have 
started a campaign for retailers. What can you 
tell us about that?

Elsa: Both Marta and I, we have a background 
in advertising, and we love a good in-store 
season campaign. Usually we create a concept 
that turns into store decoration, events, gift on 
purchase and so on. This 2020 is a very weird 
year (to call it something) and a very challenging 
one too, this pandemic changed our lives and 
our businesses and we know that our retailers 
are suffering the effects of the lockdown and 
the economic crisis this virus is leaving behind 
(not to mention the dramatic sanitary crisis). 
Many retailers are closing their stores and living 
as possible from their online businesses. This 
year we took the decision to try and support 
both retailers and customers. We are offering 
3x2 in all our Slow Sex range. This means for 
retailers that for each 2 products bought we 

“THE WORLD CHANGED,  AND WE 

WILL  ADJUST OUR PROPOSALS 

TO ITS  NEW NEEDS.  IN  A  VERY 

PLAYFUL -  YET  SERIOUS -  WAY.”
E L S A  V I E G A S

The latest addition to the 
SLOW SEX collection: 
the Oral Sex Strips
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give a 3rd unit for free. What they decide to 
do with this offer is totally up to them: increase 
their margins, offer a 3x2 to their customers or 
make promotions.
We know this collection is a winner, a fast 
mover and also very giftable. Together we will 
overcome this current situation.

So, is this campaign is a reaction to the last 
months, which have obviously been extremely 
difficult for many retailers? 

Elsa: It is. When we saw the news of ‘Sex 
products have an increase of sales due to 
the pandemic’, we believed that and we have 
experienced that too but nothing lasts forever 
and although the numbers are good (lucky 
and we are thankful for that) we know that it 
might not last forever. Many stores were forced 
to close, cities were in lockdown, people had 
to stay home, and many had their jobs and 
income affected by this horrible world crisis. 
That’s why we took this decision. We all need 
to support each other, and this was our way of 
contributing in a positive way.

What are your plans for the rest of the year and 
what can we expect from Bijoux Indiscrets in 
2021? 

Elsa: I am very excited about the future. I call it 
Bijoux 2.0! We want to expand the SLOW SEX 
collection and we have a couple of ground-
breaking ideas that hopefully won’t take us 18 
months to develop. The world changed and we 
will adjust our proposals to its new needs. In a 
very playful - yet serious - way.

The new formular of the Full 
Body Massage Gel foregoes 
silicone or mineral oils
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Can you believe the same young people who were sneakily buying magic bullets and slim 
smoothie vibes in college are almost middle-aged? Millennials, or anyone born between 
1982 and 1994, were major catalysts in empowering the sex toy industry to become 
the world-dominating force it is today. You could even argue that Millennials are almost 
solely responsible for re-shaping this once back-alley industry into a mainstream-friendly 
space of health, wellness and education. Millennials’ voices and consumer contributions 
opened the doors for Generation Y to demand sex toys in gender-neutral packaging 
and accompanied by body-positive, all-inclusive marketing. As Millennials age, their 
buying power grows even stronger, and the entire manufacturing sector will continue 
to be influenced by their needs – and the needs of the youngsters they mentored – for 
decades to come. Anne Hodder-Shipp and Sarah Tomchesson, a pair of Millennial sex 

educators, can attest to the history of Millennials in the sexual health 
space from both personal and professional experience. Hodder-

Shipp is a pleasure industry consultant and certified sex educator. 
She runs Hodder Media consulting and Everyone Deserves Sex 
Education, a series of sex-ed courses with a focus on sex toy retail 
staff. Tomchesson, formerly of the Pleasure Chest adult boutique 
in Los Angeles, also consults for pleasure companies through her 
company, Damiani Consulting. She also works as a certified sex 
educator. Tomchesson and Hodder-Shipp recently joined forces 
to launch the SEX+ Summit, which debuted online in October 

2020. Over the course of 3 days, participants were treated to 
workshops and talks from sexuality professionals, healers, 

medical professionals, and artists in the sexual health field. 
Hodder-Shipp and Tomchesson created the Sex+Summit 

for people like themselves; for anyone who grew up 
with a complete misunderstanding of pleasure-

based sexuality, to which most Millennials can 
attest.  Where is this ground-breaking generation 
now? According to the co-creators of the Sex+ 
Summit, they’re somewhere between their next 
sex toy purchase, a newfound understanding 
of what makes them sexually tick, and a layer of 
confusion over how they can find their best sexual 
self. Hodder-Shipp and Tomchesson now go on 
to explain the who, where, and what’s-next for 
Millennial consumers as they navigate the next 
decade of their sex toy-filled lives.

This generation is seeking more reliable information 
that affirms the diversity of human identity
Sa rah  Tomche s s on  &  Anne  H od d e r -Sh ip p  d i ve  deep  i n to  th e  g en e ra t i on  th a t  bu i l t  th e  sex  toy  i n dus t r y

Sarah Tomchesson
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Some experts say Millennials are having 
more partnered sex than previous generations, 
and others say they’re having less. What’s 
YOUR expert take on what’s really going on 
with Millennials’ sex lives beyond studies 
and statistics?

Anne Hodder-Shipp (Sex educator and 
co-founder of The SEX+ Summit): I’m on the 
tail end of the Millennial generation and from 
personal and professional experience, I can 
say that the ways Millennials engage in sex 
and sexual expression challenge the sex and 
relationship information many of them were fed 
during their formative years. Rather than follow 
socially constructed ideals about what ‘counts’ 
as sex, how often someone should be having 
it, and what it means to have or not have sex 
on a regular basis, this generation is seeking 
more reliable information that affirms the 
diversity of human identity, bodies, and 
sexuality and, as a result, handles research 
and statistics accordingly. I would argue that this 
generation also is more personally impacted by 
our country’s systemic inequity than generations 
previous, which has impelled many to actively 
seek ways to manage and cope while building 
resilience. This kind of self-exploration and 
commitment to therapy and healing has 
informed their relationship to sex in many ways, 
including recognizing when/if seeking sex can be 
helpful and healing and when it can be harmful. 
I also must note that these kinds of studies and 
stats are incredibly unreliable, and the resulting 
reporting often instills a subtle (and sometimes 
not so subtle) sense of shame that helps no 
one. Less sex compared to what? More sex 
compared to whom? The barometer we use to 

measure ‘enough-ness’ is skewed and biased 
by an assumption that sex is a survival necessity 
on par with food and water (it’s not), that a 
group of Millennial survey respondents and their 
answers can accurately represent all Millennials 
(it can’t), and that there’s a certain frequency or 
amount of sex that people should strive for in 
order to be healthy or normal (there isn’t).

Sarah Tomchesson (Sex educator and 
co-founder of The SEX+ Summit): In my 
experience, the Millennial generation (of which 
I am a part) is facing the effects of widespread 
systemic issues that have caused a lot of 
insecurity on the collective as well as the 
personal level, with the current pandemic 
being only part of that. It is a generation that is 
accessing healing resources more than past 
generations and, of course, this also translates 
to our relationships and the ways that we 
strongly seek out meaningful connections and 
pleasure as a healing tool.

When you speak to Millennials about sex, what 
are some prominent and commonly mentioned 
pieces of info you’re hearing?

Sarah: In my experience porn has been a very 
influential educational tool for both the Millennial 
generation and Gen Y. The access to porn 
at a pivotal stage of sexual development is a 
common theme that I hear from folks in this 
age range. Any early sexual experiences or 
exposure to sexual content in early stages of 
sexual development impacts how our personal 
pleasure maps develop. The process of finding 
pleasure and having the sex that you want for 



anyone who discovers porn early in life requires 
some unpacking of porn sex vs real sex and 
developing an understanding of that content as 
fantasy, just like you would with an action movie.

Anne: With my clients, I find the most 
common piece of info I hear is that (whether 
they’re aware of it or not) they have had little 
to no reliable sex education in their lives and 
whatever sex ed they did have access to 
may have been informed by generational lies, 
anecdotes, fiction, or old, since-disproven 
information. Many of the Millennials I work 
with are reckoning with the realization that the 
information and support sources they have 

relied on for most of their lives may need to 
be questioned, challenged, or completely 
thrown out and now they’re feeling untethered 
and flailing around looking for someone or 
something they can trust and learn from.

What conclusions have you drawn from these 
conversations and anecdotes? What do you 
think this says about the sex lives of Millennials? 
Is there anything important to be concluded that 
we may have been missing all along?

Anne: A key conclusion I’ve come to is that not 
only do we need to transform the way we teach 
sex and sexuality education to young people, 
we also need to include critical thinking in the 
curricula so we can equip people to better 
identify reliable resources vs. biased media, 
including porn. We know that many young 
people are left to their own devices to learn 
about sex and spend a lot of time searching 
online without the tools necessary to tell whether 
what they’re reading is trustworthy or something 
meant for entertainment. Media literacy, 
including porn literacy, needs to be a core 
component of sex education and it needs to 
start early. We also need to expand our consent 
education and, in a way, desexualize it so people 
understand that consent and boundaries are 
an essential part of all parts of life – not just sex. 
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Anne Hodder-Shipp

“ IN  MY EXPERIENCE PORN HAS BEEN A  VERY 

INFLUENTIAL  EDUCATIONAL TOOL FOR BOTH 

THE MILLENNIAL  GENERATION AND GEN Y. ”
S A R A H  TO M C H E S S O N 
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Teaching bodily autonomy and communication 
tools for establishing boundaries and limits 
(especially when those boundaries or limits 
are being challenged by someone) needs to 
focus not just on setting the boundary but also 
receiving it. And it needs to start young. Don’t 

want to hug Aunt Margie? No problem, thanks 
for telling me. Why don’t we give her a wave 
instead. Want to use your friend’s toy? Ask if 
you can borrow it. Your friend said no and now 
you feel hurt? That’s OK, let’s feel sad over 
here and find a different toy to play with.

Sarah: As we move towards more digital 
outlets for connection - dating apps, free 
porn online, social media - the way we 
connect intimately in real life is affected and 
sometimes stunted. The role of sex educators 
and sexuality professionals is to ensure that 
folks are still literate in consent, sensual touch, 
and the importance of discovering your own 
erogenous zones so that intimacy still thrives in 
the digital age.

How do you predict Millennials’ sex lives will 
evolve as further discover themselves within 
the current movements of self-love and 
self-discovery? 

Sarah: My hope is that the awareness that 
is building around self-love, self-care and 

pleasure as a healing tool continues to grow 
and that events, like the SEX+ Summit, that 
bring together sexuality professionals, as well as 
healers, medical professionals, and artists help 
to spark conversations about the important role 
that pleasure plays in our wellness.

Anne: I don’t have a crystal ball so I can only 
answer from a place of hope and optimism (as 
much as I can scrounge up at this point in time). 
My hope is that a focus on self-discovery 
and self-love/self-acceptance leads to a 
more empowered understanding of bodily 
autonomy and right to pleasure on their terms 
vs. someone else’s. I know from personal 
experience, this gives a sense of permission 
to explore, discover, get curious, and try 
things without fear or pressure, which fosters 
a sense of self-connection that can feel like 
a superpower. And that’s our goal with The 
SEX+ Summit – to inspire and encourage this 
kind of movement!

“WITH MY CLIENTS,  I  F IND THE MOST COMMON PIECE OF  INFO I  HEAR IS  THAT THEY 

HAVE HAD L ITTLE  TO NO RELIABLE SEX EDUCATION IN  THEIR  L IVES. ”
A N N E  H O D D E R - S H I P P 

This interview is 
contributed by 
Colleen Godin, 
EAN U.S. 
Correspondent
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You claim that your latest product is the 
first natural formula on the market to 

strengthen ‘ejaculatory control’.
 What exactly do you mean by 
‘ejaculatory control’?
 
Patricia López: Ejaculatory 
control is the ability to decide 
when to ejaculate during sex. 
Having ejaculatory control – or 
stronger ejaculatory control – 

allows someone to choose if they 
want to last longer, finish quicker, 
or not ejaculate at all when 

having sex. It is common 
for men to get too 

excited during 
play which 
means they 
ejaculate 
sooner than 
they and/
or their 
partner 
would like; 
this is 

premature ejaculation. Other medicines 
or options that focus on prolonging the 
time before ejaculation tend to have a 
short-term focus that doesn’t address 
the underlying reasons for PE and 
cause negative side effects. MYHIXEL’s 
solutions - MYHIXEL MED, MYHIXEL TR 
and MYHIXEL MAX - are scientifically 
designed to allow men to naturally 
develop their ejaculatory control as a 
long-term solution with no side effects. 
These solutions recognise that someone 
can have difficulty with their climax for 
a variety of reasons and offers them an 
adaptable solution that works for them.

Why did your company focus on 
‘ejaculatory control’? What role does it 
play in the context of sexual wellness?

Patricia: The purpose of ejaculatory 
control is to increase the sex pleasure 
of men and their partners. By increasing 
ejaculatory control, a new sexual level is 
discovered, as men find a new capacity 
to explore and enjoy sex as they wish, 
thus increasing their self-esteem and 
confidence. 

Which natural ingredients come to bear 
in MYHIXEL MAX and how do they 
strengthen ‘ejaculatory control’?
 
Patricia: The main ingredients of 
MYHIXEL MAX are quercetin and 
hypericum. Both come from nature, in 

Premature ejaculation is considered the most common sexual 
dysfunction among men under the age of 60. According to 
Wikipedia, 20% of all men are affected. Considering this, it is no 
surprise that there is a host of products on the market addressing 
that problem – or at least they claim to address that problem. 
Because when it comes to effectiveness, many of them fall way 
short of the mark. MYHIXEL combats premature ejaculation by 
putting the focus on ejaculation control. How does that work? 
Patricia Lopez, the founder and head of MYHIXEL, tells us in our 
interview. And while we’re at it, we also talk about the brand’s 
latest product, MYHIXEL MAX.

The purpose of ejaculatory control is to 
increase the sex pleasure of men and their partners
Patr i c i a  Lóp e z ,  C E O  &  found e r  o f  MYH IX E L  ta lks  MYH I XEL  MAX 

Patricia López, CEO and 
founder of the MYHIXEL brand
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fact, from plants and, in the case of quercetin, 
from fruit and vegetables (onions, apples, 
grapes, broccoli or tea, among 
others).
Its main function is to 
regulate the inhibition 
of the reuptake of 
serotonin, which is a 
neurotransmitter that 
is synthesised in the 
brain and is known 
as the ‘happiness 
particle’. Serotonin is 
largely responsible for 
regulating our mood, 
but it also plays a 
fundamental role in 
the chemical reactions 
that we need to increase our well-being 
and satisfaction. As a result, both natural 
ingredients decrease the anxiety that many 
men with ejaculatory problems face when 
having sex, and so, they facilitate ejaculatory 
control. In addition, quercetin is a flavonoid 
with a powerful antioxidant and anti-
inflammatory qualities that strengthens your 
health by protecting against free radicals. 
In conclusion, this is an innovative product 
offering the combination of natural ingredients 
necessary to improve ejaculatory control 
as well as protecting the organism from 
cellular aging. 

In your press release for the launch of the 
product, you say that the formula is based 
on scientific studies. Can you provide some 
information about these studies?

Patricia: The effectiveness of quercetin in 
preventing PE is given by its 

anti-inflammatory effect and 
it is used in non-bacterial 
prostatitis, one of the two 
main causes that have been 
found for PE. There are 
four types of prostatitis and 
two of them are caused by 
bacteria: the acute bacterial 
prostatitis, the chronic one, 
and then the two non-
bacterial ones - where we 
find the asymptomatic 
inflammatory prostatitis 

that does not produce any 
symptoms and is usually 

only discovered during examinations 
carried out for other reasons. Non-

bacterial prostatitis have been proven to be the 
second most important cause of PE. Therefore, 
a substance that improves this condition has 
the potential to be useful for PE. Also, the study 
‘Quercetin in men with category III chronic 
prostatitis: a preliminary prospective, double-
blind, placebo-controlled trial’ reflects the 
existing link between serotonin and quercetin. 
The use of hypericum in premature ejaculation’s 
treatment is well known. Studies such as ‘Safety 
and Efficacy of the Herbal Drug Hypericum 
Perforatum for the Treatment of Premature 
Ejaculation’ demonstrate that hypericum may 
have a beneficial effect on depression and 
neurotransmitter activity.

Pills and creams designed to strengthen 
or prolong erections or prevent premature 

MYHIXEL MAX offers a natural 
formulation designed to 
improve ejaculation control



ejaculation are a dime a dozen - and many of 
these products do not have the best reputation. 
How do you deal with this problem?

Patricia: Food supplements are characterised 
by the fact that they are made from substances 
that come from nature. This ensures not only 
that they are well tolerated, but also that they 
carry a minimum risk of undesirable effects. 
Actually, MYHIXEL MAX is an inedit product 
whose efficiency is supported by lots of research 
on the components it is made of, so it does not 
identify with other products in the market. To 
ensure the wellbeing of our patients/clients, 

we stress the advantages of natural products 
over pharmacological products, as the latter 
are more likely to cause contraindications and/or 
adverse effects.

Which target group do you address with 
MYHIXEL MAX?

Patricia: MYHIXEL MAX is designed for 
men who have difficulties controlling ejaculation, 
as well as men who want to prolong sexual 
intercourse and decide when to ejaculate.

Which distribution channels will you use to get 
MYHIXEL MAX out there?
 
Patricia: MYHIXEL MAX will be offered to the 
erotic sector, the medical - pharmacological 
sector, and the dietary supplement market.
MYHIXEL MAX is a product that needs to be 
explained. 

What point-of-sale materials can your 
resellers use? 

Patricia: We work closely with our distributors 
to provide them with all the necessary 
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Quercetin and hypericum 
are the main components 
of MYHIXEL MAX 

“MYHIXEL  MAX IS  DESIGNED FOR MEN WHO HAVE 

DIFF ICULTIES  CONTROLLING EJACULATION,  AS 

WELL AS  MEN WHO WANT TO PROLONG SEXUAL 

INTERCOURSE AND DECIDE WHEN TO EJACULATE.” 
PAT R I C I A  LÓ P E Z



WWW.SCALA-NL.COM

DISPLAY AVAILABLE 
WITH 10 CARD SETS



materials, including images, videos, product 
descriptions, and all the creative designs that 
we make (banners and other types of displays) 
which are very useful when conveying the 
needed information.

How much will the product cost the 
consumer in retail?
 
Patricia: One pack of MYHIXEL MAX costs 
45 € and contains 30 capsules, which is 
equivalent to one month’s programme. For the 
treatment, we recommend eight weeks (60 
capsules) when accompanied by our solutions 
MYHIXEL MED or MYHIXEL TR, or 16 weeks if 
it is only MYHIXEL MAX.

“MYHIXEL’S  SOLUTIONS -  MYHIXEL  MED,  MYHIXEL 

TR ,  AND MYHIXEL  MAX -  ARE SCIENTIF ICALLY 

DESIGNED TO ALLOW MEN TO NATURALLY 

DEVELOP THEIR  EJACULATORY CONTROL AS A 

LONG-TERM SOLUTION WITH NO S IDE  EFFECTS.”  
PAT R I C I A  LÓ P E Z

Do you have other ejaculatory control products 
in the works?
 
Patricia: Ejaculatory control has been the first 
concern to which MYHIXEL seeks to respond 
to with its solutions. We were pioneering the 
market when we launched MYHIXEL MED - 
aimed at men who ejaculate within 3 minutes 
during sexual intercourse - and MYHIXEL 
TR - aimed at any man who wants to acquire 
ejaculatory control skills. On top of these two 
MYHIXEL method, there is the anonymised 
MYHIXEL PLAY app which has the scientific, 
personalised, and gamified programme, and 
the innovative pleasure device MYHIXEL 
I, which is specifically designed to reach 
ejaculatory control. Now, we are innovating 
again with the launch of MYHIXEL MAX. 
And we keep investigating and developing 
new products to help men overcome sexual 
concerns. Everything we do serves our main 
goal: to improve men’s sexual wellness - and 
that of their partners - with scientifically proven 
solutions. We are working on new solutions 
for diverse concerns, and these products will 
launch in 2021. We can’t reveal details yet, 
but we can say that they will be true to the 
MYHIXEL essence: to make people’s sex lives 
better in a natural way using technology.

I N T E R V I E W
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Overall, what is your team’s opinion on the 
lube sector? How important are lubes to 
sex toy and sexual health consumers?

Dean Fresonke: Personal lubricants are 
appealing to every age group and sexual 
orientation.  Rough hands turn into silk 
gloves and clumsy moves turn into sweet 
caresses when lubricants are part of the 
fun.  For almost everyone, lubricants are 
essential to enjoying anal sex. We at 
CarraShield are excited to contribute a 
profoundly important health component 
to this important and growing market 
segment. 

How did the CarraShield team come to 
define a market need for the 

Divine 9 lubricants 
line? What trends 

did you spot 
that proved this 

unique product could have a 
successful launch?

Dean: Sexual wellness is a term that has 
been floating around the adult industry 
for a decade, yet the reality is very few 
adult products actually make a significant 
contribution to wellness.  We came at the 
market by creating an almost impossible 
challenge for ourselves.  What if a product 
could significantly improve health and well-
being?  Could we create such a product 
using natural ingredients?  It has taken 
us a decade of work, but the team has 
succeeded.  The results of the first human 
clinical trial on hundreds of women have 
been published by our partners at McGill 
University Medical School in Montreal 
showing our Divine 9 lubricant reduces the 
probability of being infected by cancer-
causing HPV.  We now hold a U.S. Patent 
on Divine 9 for its anti-viral properties. This 
amazing ability for a lubricant to block 

HPV, the human papilloma virus, is the world’s most commonly transmitted STD. CarraShield Labs isn’t 
taking this news laying down, though that’s exactly how the company recommends fighting back against the 
cancer-causing infection. CarraShield Labs is tone of the first pleasure industry lube manufacturer to use 
serious science in the pursuit of safer pleasure. Like many sex accessory brands, their Divine 9 lubricants 
brand line makes big promises, but few have the medical research to prove their claims. Divine 9 is a water-
based personal lubricant containing CarraShield, the company’s proprietary blend of sea algae extracts called 
carrageenan. The CarraShield team worked with researchers at McGill University Medical School to produce 
a human clinical trial on HPV prevention. Thus far, the study results have shown Divine 9 to reduce the risk of 
genital HPV infections in women, who are at risk of cervical cancer from the virus. The carregeenan acts as 
a shield – hence the company’s name – creating a protective barrier that blocks the virus while, according to 
consumer feedback, providing a superior lubrication experience. Customers say Divine 9 is so good that it’s 
now their #1 lube, even if they’re no longer at risk of transmitting STDs. Dean Fresonke, CEO of CarraShield 
Labs, Inc, sheds some light on how a little bottle in your bedside drawer can be the key to preventing HPV, 
and it’s a lot more fun than a vaccination.

Personal lubricants are appealing 
to every age group and sexual orientation
CarraSh ie ld  L abs ‘  D i v ine  9  l ub r i can ts  p r e ve nt  HPV  t r a n smiss ion  w h i l e  en h a n c in g  p lea su re

Dean Fresonke, 
CEO of 
CarraShield Labs
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the HPV virus comes from our very special 
sea algae extract that is the basis of the 
CarraShield technology.  While the work is not 
done yet, we’re well on our way to achieving 
our mission.    

Though we obviously know Divine 9 works to 
prevent the transmission of HPV, how does it 
fare as a quality lubricant? 

Dean: We knew that even with the incredible 
health benefits, people had to enjoy using 
Divine 9 lubricant.  Our formulation team 
worked for years to create a product that 
was water-based, has enjoyable play 
characteristics, and then disappears on 
the skin, leaving a silky feel with no stickiness 
or irritation.  Many people with major risk of HPV 
infection use Divine 9 simply becauseit feels the 
better than any other lubricant. 

 
In the R&D phase, how did you decide 
what the Divine 9 collection absolutely 
needed to include? 

Dean: Our R&D work started at perhaps 
the most serious research institution in 
North America, the U.S. government-funding 
National Cancer Institute. This is where the 
best of the best PhDs go to study ways of 
preventing cancer.  
Many of the same team that worked on 
Divine 9 had been involved in the develop-ment 
of the HPV vaccines.  In was in the 
early stages of the vaccine development 
that the NCI team realized that vaccines 
would not help people that had already 
been exposed to HPV earlier in their lives. 
So, they did two things.  First, when the 
vaccines came out, they were aimed at 
young people who had no sexual experience 
and therefore would have had no exposure to 

HPV.  Second, they started looking for a product 
that adults could use to help prevent infections.  
That’s when our Divine 9 discovery was made. 

What type of consumer do you believe will be 
drawn to the Divine 9 line? 

Dean: Looking beyond the people just looking 
for a great lubricant, we believe Divine 9 will 
attract many different types of customers as 
people become more aware of our research. A 
vast number of sexually active people around 
the world were not vaccinated for HPV when 
they were in their early teens.  Now there is an 
option they can use that may help them.  In 
many countries where vaccines are limited by 
availability or cost, Divine 9 lubricant becomes 
an easily accessible and low-cost option.

How do you plan to build out the Divine 9 
collection within the sex toy industry over the 
next year or so?

Dean: The research on CarraShield’s viral 
blocking capabilities continues.  In a world 
dealing with a virus pandemic, any small 
improvement can make a big difference.  
We can say no more at this point, but keep 
a look out for some profoundly important 
announcements about our latest research 
on viruses blocked by CarraShield.  

This interview is 
contributed by 
Colleen Godin, 
EAN U.S. 
Correspondent
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new wetlook dresses to the collection 
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A turbulent year lies behind us. How 
do you assess the year 2020 from the 
perspective of your company? 

Raquel Shaw: It was indeed a turbulent 
and as challenging year although we 
have survived it quite well by managing 
all the difficulties raised by Covid-19. 
Since our headquarters do not have 
direct contact with the public, we did 
not need to shut down our office and 
warehouse during the lockdown period 
in Portugal. We had – and still have – to 
follow all instructions from the health 
authorities which we still do. That was 
fortunate because we had to work fast 
and put in extra hours to serve several 
European e-commerce customers before 
borders were closed and the lockdown 
began. By the time borders in Europe 
were closed, our brick-and-mortar 
retailers were under lockdown meaning 
no orders from them. However, our 
distributor in China reignited their orders 
which resulted in balanced sales and 

The coronavirus pandemic has had 
a firm grip on the first year of this 
new decade, so it is only natural that 
it also dominates our interview with 
Raquel Shaw as we look back at 2020. 
Raquel is in charge of international 
business relations at Orgie, and she 
tells us how her company weathered 
the crisis and how the team dealt with 
the ramifications. However, Raquel 
remains optimistic, and she has her 
sights set firmly on the new year. 

Our plan for 2021 is to launch at least 
ten new products that we have currently lined up
Org ie  has  b ig  p l ans  fo r  the  up com ing  y e a r

Raquel Shaw, International 
Relations, Orgie Company 
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saved the day. On to the manufacturing side, 
there were several difficulties in 
our supply chain which is still not fully 
restored. Obviously, that has resulted in some 
setbacks and delays, mainly in connection 
with product shipments and new products 
that ran behind schedule.

How did Orgie react to the changes resulting 
from the corona pandemic? To what extent 
has your daily business changed? 

Raquel: At first, we worked in a ‘grey zone’, 
not knowing if or how long we would be able 
to work and if the orders we were shipping 
would reach their destination what with 
borders closing, lockdowns, and freight 
statuses changing overnight. 
Our reaction was to adapt: organise our 
working environment according to the safety 
instructions from the Portuguese health 
authorities and adjust to minimise the effects 
of the pandemic on customer orders, logistics, 
and on our supply chain as much as we 
could. Despite some bruises along the way, it 
all went well. We learned a lot by dealing with 
the unexpected which is basically what we are 
still doing now.

Everything that involves personal contact 
- visits to customers, product training or 
personal talks at trade fairs - was or has 
become impossible. How have you been able 
to maintain contact with your partners and 
continue to provide them with support even in 
times of crisis? 

Raquel: Aside from open orders and 
shipments, there was a bit of radio silence on 
all other fronts. We figured that everyone was 
doing their thing to adjust to these strange 
times. After a while, reconnecting became 
the natural reaction thanks to Skype, Zoom, 
and to the good old email and telephone. It 
is undeniable that those have been lifesaving 
tools to keep up with all the meetings, product 
trainings, and customer support, and we 
are making the best of all of them. On the 
product trainings side, we have been doing all 
right, even though I preferer personal contact 
because the exchange of information, ideas, 
and suggestions is more effective when you 
don’t have to think about time zones and, 
last but not least, being with people and 
traveling is my thing. So, I feel as if I am under 
a sort of a sanction or grounded. Not to 
mention how empty the year feels without the 
trade fairs. With all that said, we all at Orgie 
Company remain optimistic and we really trust 

“WE LEARNED A  LOT  BY  DEALING 

WITH THE UNEXPECTED WHICH IS 

BASICALLY WHAT WE ARE STILL 

DOING NOW.” 
R A Q U E L  S H AW
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that everybody’s efforts will soon result in a 
positive change.

Despite the adverse circumstances, Orgie has 
launched new products this year. Do you have 
some info about these products and what new 
ways have you taken to promote them even in 
the face of coronavirus? 

Raquel:  From our original plans, Orgie 
Company managed to launch two new 
products this year: In April, we launched 
Touro XXXL which has the ingredients that 
made our Touro a best seller - Gingko Biloba, 
Ginseng, and Taurina – as well as the active 
ingredient Acmela. The combination of these 
four ingredients makes for an easier and more 
rigid erection, arousal, and the confidence of 
having an enlarged penis. And in August, we 
launched Orgasm Drops Vibe! which offers an 
sensual experience equal to its predecessor: 

It sensitises the clitoris, creates a refreshing 
sensation followed by a pleasant warming 
sensation leading to a whirlwind of pleasure 
boosted by its new effect: the vibrating 
sensation delivered by Orgie’s Sexy Vibe! 
product line. Its peach syrup flavour makes it a 
deliciously kissable product.
Honestly, the steps we have taken to promote 
them were pretty much the same as usual: 
Orgie Company’s weekly newsletters and 
posts on our social media pages. Ads in EAN 
magazine, also banners and newsletters on 
EAN and other media outlets. For Orgasm 
Drops Vibe!, we put together a nice little 
package of POS materials to highlight relevant 
information, for instance how it should be 
presented on the shelf at physical stores.

Apparently, our market has proven to 
be relatively crisis-proof, with many 
manufacturers and brands reporting extremely 

Raquel promises 
a number of new 
products for 2021



Check the full collection of Kiiroo at www.eropartner.com

Are you ready to be blown away?
Navigating the new world of interactive pleasure is easy and safe. With the latest 
generation of our app you can connect with friends, make video calls, watch interactive 
videos, control Bluetooth-enabled devices and text one another all in the same place.

RealFeel Sensation

Helix Power Texture

LED Lighting

Interactive Technology
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good sales figures as a result of increased 
consumer interest in sexual wellness products 
over the last few months. Can you confirm this 
development?

Raquel: Yes, we can. But it’s not all wine 
and roses. We are worried about the brick-and-
mortar retailers who do not do e-commerce. 
The lockdown hit them hard, uncertainty is 
haunting their near future. These retailers are an 
important bridge between the brands and the 
end consumer, and we all are affected by the 
decreased revenue they generate. As for the 
increased interest in sexual wellness products, 
we believe that this interest has always been 
there, otherwise our industry would not have 
been around for such a long time, but this crisis 
slowed down our fast paced daily life resulting 
in an awakening for many consumers due to a – 
dare I say -  a by-product of this crisis: an extra 
dose of time, a precious asset nowadays.

There is much talk of a change in consumer 
behaviour: Has the crisis boosted demand 
for products that are sustainable, have 
natural ingredients, are vegan, etc.? For 
example, is your Orgie Bio line more in demand 
than before?

Raquel: We cannot confirm such changes in 
consumers behaviour in connection with the 
coronavirus crisis. This behavioural change 
is real but it started long before the crisis 
which is also why Orgie Bio line achieved 
immediate attention upon launch and demand 
has remained high in all markets we serve - 
although demand in the Asian market picked 
up a little later; but when it did, it reached 
surprising heights. 

Recently, you entered the Australian market. 
How did this happen and what are your 
expectations?

Raquel: Gaining a foothold in new territories 
is something we aim for with Orgie and 
Orgie Bio on a daily basis, same as any 
other brand. And there still is a long road 
for Orgie Company in this aspect. Australia 
was a great accomplishment in these times 
of crisis. After carefully testing the samples 
we sent, Tuppys Adult Store placed their 
first order for Orgie and Orgie Bio products, 
expressing an overwhelming enthusiasm to 
present our brand and products over there. 
Just few days ago, we agreed to grant them a 
one-year period of exclusivity in Australia and 

The international 
triumph of Orgie 
continued with the 
brand’s launch 
in Australia a few 
weeks ago
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New Zealand. With their experience in these 
markets and their efforts, combined with our 
support, our expectations are for the best 
possible results.

What do you wish for the coming year?

Raquel: At the top of the wish list is a global 
one: the availability of a coronavirus vaccine 
so that the world can start recovering from 
all side effects of this crisis. With this wish 
coming true, the others will be much easier to 
chase and achieve.

And what are your plans for 2021?

Raquel: Our plan for 2021 is to launch at least 
ten new products that we have currently lined 
up. Five of them will launch at the beginning 
of the year. We will also develop more new 
products and POS materials and set foot in 
new territories where we couldn’t become 
active this year due to the crisis. Other than 
that, we want to continue to improve as a 
company and support our customers with our 

services and POS materials. We are looking 
forward to once again showcasing Orgie to 
the world at eroFame 2021 and to also be 
present at other trade fairs to support our 
customers.
  

Are you expecting major changes in your 
product categories and market territories  
next year? 

Raquel: With the uncertainty of these times, 
we do not expect major changes in product 
categories and in the market territories we 
operate in right now, but Orgie Company has 
a lot of new treats coming up in 2021.

“WE ALL  AT  ORGIE  COMPANY 

REMAIN OPTIMISTIC  AND WE 

REALLY TRUST THAT EVERYBODY’S 

EFFORTS WILL  SOON RESULT IN  A 

POSITIVE  CHANGE.” 
R A Q U E L  S H AW





If you weren’t in this industry, what would 
you be doing now? 

Lisa Sananes: I would probably do 
something food and wine related. Not 
sure what though because I am the worst 
waitress and I do not know how to cook. 
But it would have been linked to the little 
true pleasures of life, that’s for sure. 

What was the biggest step in 
your career? 

Lisa Sananes: Definitely starting Gisele 
with the girls! And before that, I don’t 
see it as a normal professional ‚step‘ 
but it was a personal one. Know and 
acknowledge what I wanted after Bijoux 
Indiscrets, specialise myself in this indus-
try, and start my own business. 

Where do you see yourself in 
10 years’ time? 

Lisa Sananes: Wow, you are asking that 
in 2020?! In the best scenario, Gisele will 
have grown to count more amazing part-
ner brands, we will have more employees 
that will have joined the team and maybe 
offer an even wider range of services... 

How do you envision the future of 
the industry? 

Lisa Sananes: Technology driven, 
with more premium brands as well as 
more affordable brands. I believe in the 
co-existence of both low-cost and pre-
mium brands, the first category serving 
to keep on opening the market to new 
people and raising their interest for such 
products, and the second category dri-
ving constant innovation and progress. 

What is your idea of a perfect 
working day? 

Lisa Sananes: I start my days with a 
daily yoga session, then bike to work, 
meet my colleagues for a nice coffee on 
a terrasse in the sun (when those are 
open), then we eventually get to work :-)  
Ideally, my days would involve meetings 
with clients, virtual or real ones, but it’s 
important to me to actually see them and 
stay in close contact with them. 

How do you relax after work? 

Lisa Sananes: Usually: I meet with 
friends and have drinks/dinner with 
them, outside. Currently: I go home, pour 
myself a glass of wine (a bottle) and I chill 
with my partner. 

Who would you consider your role model 
and why? 

What do a ukulele, Celine Dion, 
Danny DeVito, and the most pro-
gressive grandma on earth have 
in common? Well, there is proba-
bly only one possible combina-
tion of all these things: They all 
come up in our Monthly Mayhem 
interview with Lisa Sananes, the 
head of Gisele International. 

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M
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Lisa Sananes: I don’t really have such a 
thing. Of course, there are lots of people who 
have inspired me and still do, but they would 
be close friends, direct family members… 
People I look up to for different reasons: 
integrity, creativity, ambition, values. I like 
to surround myself with people who bring a 
different perspective and who unconsciously 
push me to do and be better. 

Imagine you have been asked to award a me-
dal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner? 

Lisa Sananes: I guess that would be to my 
grandma. ‚Most progressive grandma on 
earth‘. 

Which personal success are you proud of? 

Lisa Sananes: I managed to sneak an Ameri-
can citizen into Europe during Covid. 

What do you particularly like about yourself?  

Lisa Sananes: I rarely give up. Which can be 
very annoying for others…

Which vice could you never forgive? 

Lisa Sananes: Stinginess. 

What song do you sing in the shower? 

Lisa Sananes: Herman Dune - ‚I wish that I 
could see you again‘

Who would you never ever like to see naked? 

Lisa Sananes: Danny DeVito. Unfortunately, 
I did see him in ‚Always Sunny in 
Philadelphia‘ and it’s the most disturbing 
image I have. 

“KNOW WHAT  TRULY  MATTERS 

FOR  YOUR  PERSONAL  HAPP INESS 

AND  FOCUS  ON  TH IS . ”
L I S A  S A N A N E S
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With whom would you like to go to the cinema 
and what film would you watch? 

Lisa Sananes: I’d like to go to this special 
movie theatre here in Barcelona, where 
you can watch movies while having a drink, 
singing and even dancing, and watch 
‚LaLaLand‘ with all my girlfriends. 

You have a month’s holiday. Where 
do you go? 

Lisa Sananes: I just bought this book about 
travelling inside Europe on a bike. So, one of 
those trips, either in Wales, France or Italy, 
probably the last two ones because the food 
and wine are delicious!

Which three things would you take with you to 
a deserted island? 

Lisa Sananes: My ukulele, some painting 
accessories, and a sex toy. 

If you could swap lives with somebody for a 
day, who would it be? 

Lisa Sananes: I am sure there are lots of 
better people to pick, but it’s strangely Celine 
Dion who I think about. I want to be on stage 
singing her songs that I grew up to and do her 
‚dance moves‘. 

Is there anything you would never do again? 

Lisa Sananes: Stay in silence without reacting 
when a man is showing non-appropriate beha-
viour in public towards me or others. 

Do you have some good advice you want to 
share with our readers? 

Lisa Sananes: Know what truly matters for 
your personal happiness and focus on this.
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GEISHA DROPS
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Intensify  
your climax with these  

stimulating and exciting 
products. You can use 

them to make your  
love life even  
more intense. 

Available at your whole- 
saler /// Erhältlich bei 
Ihrem Großhändler /// 
Disponible chez votre 
grossiste /// Disponible 
a través de su vendedor  
mayorista /// Disponibili 
presso il vostro grossi-
sta /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw 
groothandel /// Disponível 
junto do seu comerciante 
grossista /// Fåes hos din 
engros forhandler /// Finns 
hos Din grossist /// Dostpne 
w panstwa hurtowniach
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CLITORIS spray
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ENERGY caps women 

5 caps / Art. No. 77401

stimulatingstimulating
clitoris cream
women / 30ml 
Art. No. 77201

by HOT



Take your success to the next level. Be part of  XBIZ Retreat, the adult retail industry’s 
premier all-inclusive event that brings together top buyers and product manufacturers 

for three days of  private one-on-one meetings and networking special events.

xbizretreat.com

Business + Pleasure
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